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ABSTRACT 

The primary factors that Influence stratigraphy are tectonic subsidence, 

eustasy, and sediment supply. Change in any of these factors potentially produces a 

similar response in the form of a change in accommodation space. Accordingly, 

distinguishing the origin of a stratigraphic response is difficult, but theoretically possible 

by analysis of temporal and spatial extents of the accommodation signal. Correlation 

is crITical for distinguishing eustasy from tectonism. 

Upper Pennsylvanian strata of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins (southern 

Ancestral Rocky Mountains) were depOSITed during a time of continental collision and 

extensive continental glaciation, and contain a composite record of changing 

tectonism, eustasy, climate, and sediment supply. High-frequency stratigraphic 

cyclicity expressed as repetitive stacks of lithofacies at the scale of 101 m peNades all 

sections and displays features that collectively imply a primary glacioeustatic origin, 

notably: (1) abrupt juxtapOSition of diSSimilar lithofacies, Signaling a rapid rate of 

baselevel change, (2) apparent intra basinaL interbasinal and, provisionally, 

interregional correlation of high-frequency cycles across and between contrasting 

tectonic environments, and (3) cycle frequencies that approach the 413 ka periodicity 

of orbITal eccentricity, the probable forcing mechanism for Pennsylvanian glaciations. 

Glacial-interglacial climate change expressed as precipitation and circulation 

fluctuations in the equatorial Pedregosa and Orogrande basins accompanied 

Pennsylvanian glacioeustasy. Intensified aridity and wind strength during peak glacials 

led to decreased fluvio-deltaic sedimentation and increased eolian activity where 

siliciclastics were available. Conversely, increased precipitation during interglaCials 

reactivated and/or intensified fluvio-deltaic sediment yield. Eustasy dictated fluvial 

aggradation versus degradation and coastal sediment trapping versus bypassing. 
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Coupled glacioeustatic-glacioclimatic change was sufficiently severe to reconfigure 

environments between climatic extremes. which implies that Pennsylvanian 

stratigraphic cycles should be viewed in at least partially non-Wattherian terms. Each 

cycle potentially recorded contrasting facies mosaics that were to some degree 

temporally exclusive. 

Multiple-cycle trends In facies and/or thickness also occur to define low

frequency stratigraphic patterns at the scale of 102 m. Qualitative analysis of these 

trends implicates distinct eustatic and tectonic processes as contributing influences. 

The eustatic component may derive from low-frequency glacioeusta~y as well as 

tectonoeustasy related to evolving continental paleogeography. The tectonic 

component probably reflects late Paleozoic Marathon-Ouachita collisional 

orogenesis. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE DISSERTATION 
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The phrase "process stratigraphy" used in the dissertation title is meant as the 

unifying theme for the chapters that follow. As defined herein, process stratigraphy 

emphasizes the interpretation of stratigraphy In the context of the mechanisms that 

shape it, notably, tectonics, eustasy, and climate, as those factors affect subsidence, 

baselevel. and sediment supply. The goal of this work is to implement a "process 

stratigraphic" approach to delineate stratigraphic responses to allogenic processes in 

Upper Pennsylvanian strata of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins (southern 

Ancestral Rocky Mountains; Figure 1.1). These strata preserve a history of significant 

and partly linked perturbations in climate, sea level. and tectonism that occurred on a 

variety of time scales, and thus form an ideal subject for a process-stratigraphic study. 

Chapter 2 documents the detailed sedimentology of the studied sections. This 

chapter uses the basic measured section data of Appendix A to make the first 

interpretive step in this work: the facies analyses that link the rocks to their depositional 

environments. The evolution of these enviro~ments in space and time built the 

stratigraphy of the Late Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande basins. 

Chapter 3 outlines the fundamental "process-stratigraphic" approach and 

illustrates the application of this approach to the Upper Pennsylvanian section. Within 

this section, two levels of stratigraphic packaging occur: (1) Rhythmic stacking of 

facies to form high-frequency stratigraphic cycles at the 10 1 m scale: and (2) Multiple

cycle trends in facies and/or thickness that define low-frequency stratigraphic 

patterns at the 102 m scale. Chapter 3 focuses largely on using intra- and interbasinal 

comparisons to delineate eustatic and tectonic controls on the origins of these 

multicyclic packages. 



I 
'\ 

" 
/- Basin 

Figure 1.1 The Ancestral Rocky Mountains. PED=Pedregosa basin. ORO=Orogrande 
basin. Modified from Kluth and Coney (1981). 

.j:>.. 
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Chapter 4 builds on the findings from Chapter 3 to investigate in greater detail the 

processes that influence high-frequency cyclostratigraphy. In contrast to the eustatlc

tectonic emphasis of Chapter 3, Chapter 4 considers the linked eustatic-climatic 

influences on the sedimentologic expression of Pennsylvanian stratigraphic cycles. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates that the climatic control in this case Is sufficiently severe to 

redefine traditional views of the Pennsylvanian stratigraphic record. 

Chapter 5 concentrates on the sedimentologic and stratigraphic aspects of a 

single, distinctive facies of the Pedregosa basin. Chapter 5 combines the micro-scale 

sedimentology of Chapter 2, the meso-scale cyclostratigraphy of Chapters 3 and 4, 

and mega-scale stratigraphic trends to define long-term paleoclimatic and 

paleogeographic events in the southern Ancestral Rocky Mountains. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEPOSITIONAL FACIES OF THE LATE PENNSYLVANIAN 
PEDREGOSA AND OROGRANDE BASINS 

General Comments 

This chapter, together with the measured section and biostratigraphic 

information presented in Appendix A, forms the basic database of the dissertation; all 

subsequent interpretations (Chapters 3, 4,5) utilize and build upon this base. Included 

here are systematic deSCriptions and interpretations of six carbonate and six 

siliciclastic lithofacies, and of indicators of paleo-subaerial exposure. In general, 

descriptions begin with petrographic-scale features and progress toward field-scale 

features. These twelve lithofacies represent a distillation of the sedimentologic 

variation that characterizes the studied sections of the Pedregosa and Orogrande 

basins. Throughout the Upper Pennsylvanian of these basins, lithofacies recur in 

stratigraphic cycles that range in thickness from <5 to -70 m. The vertical sequence of 

facies composing a cycle varies in space (from section to section) and in time (from 

one stratigraphic level to another), and nowhere do all twelve lithofacies co-occur. 

Indeed, most siliciclastic facies occur solely within the Orogrande basin sections. 

All material presented in this chapter derives from stratigraphic sections 

measured through the Upper Pennsylvanian of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins. 

Eight sections were measured: four within the shelves of each basin. For each basin, 

two sections lay in more shelfward (inner-margin) pOSitions, and two in more basinward 

(outer-margin) positions. Refer to Chapters 3 and 4 for discussions of regional setting, 

and to Appendix A for detailed location information. 

Sections were measured and sampled at a relatively fine resolution (Table 2.1) 

and samples were later prepared for polished-slab and petrographic examination; 

limited insoluble-residue and XRD analyses were performed on mUdstones. 



TABLE 2.1: DETAILS AND LOGISTICS OF DATA COLLECTION 

Dates of fieldwork Falls/Springs of 1989-1991 

Section locations (Appendix A): Section Name 
Inner Margins: Naco Hills 

Dragoon Mountains 

Mud Springs 
Mountains 
Caballo Mountains 

Outer Margins: Pedregosa Mountains 
Chiricahua Mountains 

Rhodes Canyon 
Hembrillo Canyon 

Method employed: .......... Brunton/Jacob Staff 
Measuring resolution: ............... <decimeter scale 
Petrographic sections: .............................. ca.350 
Polished slab samples: .............................. ca.700 

Fusulinid samples: .................................. 120 

TABLE 2.2: FACIES ABBREVIATIONS 

Siliciclastic Facies Abbreviations Carbonate Facies 
Calcareous Laminated Peloidal 
Siltstone (CS) Carbonate 

Red Evaporitic 
Mudstone (RM) Dolomicrite 

Fossiliferous Calcareous Bioclastic-Nonbioclastic 
Mudstone (FCM) Grainstone 

Dark Calcareous Bioclastic 
Mudstone (DCM) Packstone 

Arkosic Fossiliferous Bioclastic 
Sandstone (AS) Wackestone 

Micaceous Mudstone- Dark Oncoidal 
Fine Sandstone Wackestone 

Basin Name 
Pedregosa 
Pedregosa 

Orogrande 

Orogrande 

Pedregosa 
Pedregosa 

Orogrande 
Orogrande 

Abbreviations 

(LPC) 

(EDM) 

(BNG) 

(BP) 

(FBW) 

!DOW) 
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Petrographic sections were treated with dual stain (cf. Dickson, 1966) to facilitate 

identification of carbonate mineralogy. XRD analyses of clay separates (pi petted <2 J.1 

fraction) for selected flJcies (Red Mudstone and Dark Calcareous Mudstone facies) 

included standard glycolation and heat treatments to aid clay identification. 

Compositional and textural data for all samples, excluding exceptionally friable 

mUdstones, derive from visual inspection of pOlished slabs and petrographic sections 

using comparison charts (printed in FlugeL 1982). Point counts were not performed. 

Terminology for carbonate textures is that of Dunham (1962). Percentages of 

constituents cited in facies descriptions are whole-rock estimates unless otherwise 

noted (e.g., "framework %age"). All photomicrographs were taken under plane light 

at low power (horizontal dimension = 2 mm) unless othel'W'ise indicated. Table 2.1 

documents the details and extent of my data collection. Table 2.2 lists all twelve facies 

and their attendant abbreviations that recur throughout the dissertation. 

Siliciclastic Facies 

Calcareous Siltstone Facies 

The Calcareous Siltstone (CS) Facies (Figure 2.1) includes typically nonresistant 

quartzarenitic siltstones that range from brownish-gray colors in outer-margin sections 

to pinkish-gray or orange-red hues in inner-margin localities. Calcite cement occurs in 

sufficiently varying proportions (15 to 40%) to produce calcareous siltstone to, locally, 

silty limestone compositions. Although grains range in size from medium silt to very 

fine-grained sand, the majority of the siliciclastic component is coarse silt (0.02 to 0.04 

mm; Figure 2.1 a). Angular to subrounded quartz silt constitutes the dominant 

component (framework Q<90%; whole-rock Q=55 to 70%), but rounded to diffusely 

bordered dolomitic peloids form a locally significant «40%), commonly coarser (very 

fine sand) proportion of the detrital mode. Minor «1 to 2%) constituents include 
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Figure 2.1 Calcareous Siltstone (CS) Facies. (a) Photomicrograph illustrating extremely consistent grain size and well-sorted 
nature of this facies. Red stain denotes non-ferroan calcite cement (N3a, Naco Hills). Note that this and all subsequent 
photomicrographs were taken under plane light at low power (horizontal dimension = 2 mm) unless othelWise specified. (b) 
Photomicrograph showing lamination comprising alternations of quartzarenitic silt and dolomicritic peloids (N36a, Naco 
Hills). (c) Fine, planar and swaley laminations typical of this facies (N38a, Naco Hills). (d) Burrowed admixing of siltstone and 
wackestone near upper contact of CS facies (N36a, Naco Hills). --' 

-0 
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potassium feldspar, amorphous and pseudomorphic hematite after pyrite, 

disseminated organic matter, and bioclastic debris. Significant (> 1%) amounts of 

plagioclase feldspar, mica, and/or clay occur only rarely. Outer-margin occurrences 

of CS facies contain fewer peloids than inner-margin correlatives, but relatively greater 

amounts of mica (muscovite) and organic matter. 

In both inner- and outer-margin localities the CS facies forms thin (:::;10 to :::;30 cm) 

bedded units that exhibit a variety of sedimentary structures, particularly within upper, 

more-exposed reaches of any given occurrence. Planar laminations and several 

types of ripple cross laminations dominate, but small-scale hummocky cross 

stratification and bioturbation fabrics also occur. Planar and cross laminations are 

defined by 0.3 mm to 3 mm aitemations of quartzose silt and carbonate peloid horizons 

(inner margins; Figure 2.1b), or minor concentrations of macerated organic matter 

and/or mica (outer margins). Planar-lamination fabrics display both parallel and 

gently undulating horizons (Figure 2.1 c); parting lineations commonly occur on 

bedding-plane surfaces. Ripple-lamination fabrics include current- and wave-ripple 

types, characterized by amplitudes :::;3 cm with relatively steep (200 to 350 ) foresets. 

Current-ripple laminations display tangential to sigmoidal slip faces and relatively 

planar to slightly Inclined (climbing) upper and lower bounding surfaces. Wave-ripple 

laminations exhibit more complex fabrics characterized by: (1) undulose, commonly 

"scooped" and scoured lower boundary surfaces; (2) multidirectional foreset 

laminations; and (3) interfingered and tapered sets and set terminations. Small scale 

(:::;10 cm amplitude, :::;50 cm wavelength) hummocky cross-stratified horizons occur 

rarely. Minor to intense bioturbation locally overprints primary sedimentary structures, 

resulting in a mottled fabric. Observed trace fossils include both anastomosing, 

subvertical burrows (e.g., Diplocraterion. Skolithos, Thalassinoides?) and horizontal 

feeding and crawling traces (e.g .. Cruziana. Pelecypodichnus. Planolites). all 
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characteristic of the Skolithos and Cruziana ichnofacies (Frey and Pemberton, 1984; 

Armin, 1986). Bioturbation fabrics typically intensify upward within individual CS units, 

and locally culminate in total fabric obliteration and complete carbonate-siliciclastic 

admixture within 5 cm to 1 m of the upper facies contact (Figure 2.1 d). 

In outcrop, the CS facies forms laterally continuous «1 to 5 m thick), sheetlike 

units with no significant lateral thickness variations. The CS facies commonly weathers 

recessively and is best exposed near upper contacts, which are protected by 

overlying resistant limestones. Where observed, basal contacts are sharp and 

nonerosive atop underlying carbonates (e.g., BNG or LPC facies) that commonly 

exhibit features of subaerial exposure (see later section). Upper contacts grade over 

«1 m into overlying subtidal (FBW) carbonates. 

The CS facies occurs exclusively within the northern Pedregosa shelf and basin, 

where it forms 5 to 10% of the Missourian-Virgilian section within outer-margin localities, 

and up to 25% in inner-margin sections. It represents the sole siliciclastic facies of the 

Late Pennsylvanian northern Pedregosa basin. 

Interpretation of the Calcareous Siltstone Facies 

The presence of peloids, normal marine skeletal debris, and abundant marine 

trace fossils indicate that CS facies deposition occurred dominantly within a marine 

environment. The observed trace fossil assemblage (Skolithos-Cruziana) 

characterizes high-energy systems (Frey and Pemberton, 1984); further, all primary 

sedimentary structures record subaqueous deposition accompanied by moderate to 

relatively intense current and wave activity. Concave-up current-ripple cross 

laminations and planar laminations with related parting lineation fabrics indicate high

velocity, lower- to upper-flow regime conditions, respectively (Harms et aI., 1982). 

Complex wave-ripple sets resemble those described by de Raaf et al. (1977), thought 
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to originate via multidirectional or oscillatory current motion. The presence of 

hummocky cross-stratified siltstones additionally suggests oscillatory, possibly storm

related flow conditions (e.g., Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; Harms et aI., 1982; Hunter and 

Clifton, 1982; Southard et aI., 1990). Although CS-facies hummocks are relatively 

diminutive, Greenwood and Sherman (1986) documented the formation of similar-sized 

hummocks associated with storm processes in very shallow water (2 m depth) of the 

Canadian Great Lakes. 

Considered together, all structures indicate deposition within a shallow shelf 

environment, certainly within the limit of storm wave base (approximately 30 m), and 

quite possibly within shoreface depths «5 m). Howard and Reineck (1981) noted 

similar physical and biogenic fabric associations in <5 m water depth off the Georgia 

coast; further, the laterally continuous, intemally structured fabrics of the CS facies 

closely resemble those described by Goldring and Bridges (1973) for ancient storm

influenced sublittoral sand sheets. 

Where best exposed (upper reaches of any given occurrence), the CS facies 

clearly records a final marine depositional imprint, but the source and delivery of this 

facies is enigmatic. The Pedregosa basin lay far removed from any possible source 

highland, and the sheetlike geometries and very well-sorted nature of this facies 

preclude an appeal to a fluvio-deltaic (pOint-source) dispersal system. Given these 

constraints, the most viable explanation for the origin of these siltstones is that they 

represent dust delivered to the northem Pedregosa basin via paleo-tradewinds 

blowing off desiccated mud flats, ergs and fluvial systems of the Central Arizona shelf, 

Colorado Plateau and beyond. Such an interpretation is supported by 

paleogeographic and chronostratigraphic arguments, as outlined in detail in Chapter 

5. Eolian dust blowing from northern sources was progressively captured within the 

margins of the Pedregosa shelf and northern basin. and there subsequently reworked 
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and overprinted within the shallow marine system. Notably. the striking orange-red 

color of the CS facies offers a clue to both its eolian heritage and the prevailing 

paleoclimate during transport and deposition: Eolian dust. like eolian sand. readily 

acquires a clay coating. which atters to iron oxides (imparting a red color) upon 

repeated wetting and drying within a warm. semi-arid climate (Glennie. 1970; Walker. 

1979). Sarnthein and Diester-Haass (1977) demonstrated that this color imprint remains 

intact even upon marine reworking. thereby preserving an aspect of eolian origin. 

Red Mudstone Facies 

The Red Mudstone (RM) Facies (Figuie 2.2) consists of slightly sandy mudstone 

that weathers to a pinkish red. brick-red. or maroon color. The dominant component is 

non calcareous mud-sized material; XRD analyses of the clay fraction indicates the 

presence of (in decreasing order of abundance) illite and chlorite (including possible 

mixed-layer clays). smectite. and at least 5% hematite. Dispersed carbonate «5 to 25 

wt%) and admixed silt- to granule-sized quartz and feldspar grains locally constitute 

minor components. The RM facies commonly forms recessive slopes; where 

exposed it weathers into blocky or granular chips and displays a massive. non

fissile/non-laminated fabric. 

Carbonate nodule horizons and sandy conglomeratic lenses occur locally in 

association with the RM facies. Nodular horizons range up to 35 cm thick and are 

laterally continuous within the limits of exposure (tens of meters). Pebble- to cobble

sized. irregular to crudely rounded carbonate nodules that locally coalesce to form 

discontinuou;; sheets constitute the most prevalent feature of these horizons (Figure 

2.2a). Rarely interposed within the nodules are subvertical. several mm-thick calcitic 

tubules that crosscut the red mUdstone matrix. Red to green color mottling occurs 

locally within the nodule horizons. 
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Figure 2.2 Red Mudstone (RM) Facies. (a) Thin conglomeratic lense (hammerhead) overlying carbonate glaebule 
(paleosol) horizon within rnudstones of the RM facies (M43, Mud Springs Mountains). (b) Conglomeratic sandstone 
(channel) subfacies; note multiply scoured crossbed sets (M35, Mud Springs Mountains). (c) Photomicrograph illustrating 
part of a hematitic, microsparitic, septarian nodule (pedogenic glaebule) (M43a, Mud Springs Mountains). (d) Distant view 
of an RM-facies interval. Backpack sits atop underlying cryptokarsted limestone; Field assistant pOints to conglomeratic 
lens pictured in (a). Contact with overlying limestone visible in upper left (M42-43, Mud Springs Mountains). I\.) 

.I:>. 
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The sandy conglomerates occur as laterally discontinuous lenses that range 

up to 1.5 m thick (Figures 2.2a, b). Sand-sized material includes angular to subrounded 

quartz and feldspar, whereas larger (granular to cobble) clast sizes comprise 

subangular, fossiliferous limestone, and rounded, nonfossiliferous carbonate nodules. 

These nodules locally form the primary clast component, most notably within 

conglomeratic lenses that overlie carbonate nodule horizons. The nodules consist of 

slightly silty or hematitic, microsparitic or sparry carbonate, locally with radial cracks 

(Figure 2.2c). Sparry calcite in nodules exhibits a coarsening-inward, radial, or 

botryOidal texture. RM-facies conglomerates typically are thin, but locally (Mud 

Springs Mountains) include meter-scale (:::;1.5 m) units composed of clast-supported 

limestone-chert conglomerate overlain by moderately sorted, medium- to thick

bedded sandstone (Figure 2.2b). Sandstone units contain tabular crossbed sets :::;40 

cm thick that display multiple basal scour and east-directed flow (Figure 2.3a). 

Although cover commonly obscures exact relations, the RM facies forms units 

1.5 m to -10 m thick. Typically, basal contacts are relatively sharp atop FBW (or EDM) 

carbonates that display evidence for paleo-subaerial exposure (Figure 2.2d). Locally, 

a thin. bioclastic-lithoclastic "lag" horizon marks an abrupt transition to the overlying 

FCM facies (see later description); elsewhere, this transition is commonly obscured. 

The RM facies forms 15 to 25% of the total Upper Pennsylvanian section and 

occurs only in inner-margin sections of the Orogrande basin. Typically. RM facies units 

occur more frequently and extensively within higher (younger) parts of the Upper 

Pennsylvanian section. 

Interpretation of the Red Mudstone Facies 

The pervasive red color, massive. unfossiliferous nature. and stratigraphic 

position of RM facies units superjacent to surfaces recording unequivocal subaerial 
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(M35) 
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(HEM 60) 
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EquolArea 
trough 
crossbed 
axes 

(H38) 
Equal Area 

RM facies 
(fluvial channel) 
Mud Springs Mountains 

c 

AS2 facies 
(marine bar) 
Hembrillo Canyon 

AS1 facies 
(distributary channel) 
Hembrillo Canyon 

(R30) 
D 

AS2 facies 
(marine bar) 
Rhodes Canyon 

Figure 2.3 Rose diagrams of paleocurrent data for fluvio-deltaic units of 
Orogrande Basin sections. Note progression from easterly-southeasterly flow for 
(fluvial and distributary) channel facies to southerly-southwesterly flow 
for bar facies. This shift probably reflects the influence of longshore (hasinai) 
processes, possibly driven by tradewinds, on marine bars. See discussions 
of RM and AS faci.3s. Letter-number combination at upper left of each plot is 
sample designation (see Appendix A). 
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exposure indicates deposition within a continental environment. Association with 

subfacies that record pedogenesis and fluvial deposition specifically implies a fluvial 

floodplain environment. 

Suspension deposition of fine material within interchannel areas during 

overbank flooding constitutes a common process within any fluvial system (Collinson, 

1986). The resultant mUdstones may be fissile or massive; the massive nature of RM 

facies mUdstones probably reflects the absence of abundant mica or platy organic 

matter, possibly augmented by post-depositional "pedoturbation" (cf., Retallack, 

1988). Hematite, which imparts the red color to the RM mUdstones, forms by alteration 

of immature oxides and clays in the presence of an oxidizing ground water regime 

(Walker, 1967; Turner, 1980), and/or upon dehydration of ferric gel and goethite during 

subaerial exposure in a well-drained environment (Retallack, 1981). Formation of the 

red color is favored by warm, semiarid conditions (e.g., Walker, 1967). 

Kraus and Bown (1986) noted that floodplain environments are characterized by 

highly episodic depositional pulses separated by extended periods of nondeposition 

commonly marked by pedogenesis. Laterally perSistent carbonate-nodule horizons 

record locally intense pedogenesis within the RM facies. These nodules, or 

"glaebules", display fabrics (crystic-plasmic, micritic, or sparry textures, and septarian 

cracks) typical of pedogenesis. Common to abundant carbonate glaebules and 

rhizoconcretions (subvertical carbonate tubules), local color mottling and peNasive 

blocky to granular microslickensided peds within these horizons all constitute common 

features of soil horizons (cf. Allen, 1986; Blodgett, 1988; Retallack, 1988). Carbonate 

glaebules form in well-drained, alkaline soils in semiarid to subhumid conditions (mean 

annual precipitation <750 mm; Goudie, 1983; Cerling, 1984). Blocky to granular peds and 

slickensides reflect alternate wetting and drying of clays that induces repeated 

swelling and shrinking in semiarid to subhumid, seasonally wet-dry conditions (Nettleton 
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and Peterson. 1983; Retallack. 1988). Smectite (montmorillonite?) within the RM facies 

might be an alteration product of palygorskite. which records formation within semi

arid or arid conditions (Watts. 1976). The color. carbonate content. textures. and 

inferred clay mineralogy of the RM paleosols all suggest a possible aridosol 

classification (e.g .• Buol et al.. 1980). Random admixing of quartz silt within RM facies 

mudstones may record an eolian dust contribution. Midcontinent Upper 

Pennsylvanian alluvial mudstones and associated paleosols that closely resemble the 

RM facies paleosols have been described in detail by Prather (1985). Goebel et al. 

(1989). and Joekel (1989). 

Clast-supported conglomerates and sandy conglomeratic lenses within the 

RM facies represent the deposits of relatively small fluvial channels that experienced 

highly fluctuating. probably ephemeral discharges. Thin sheets of carbonate glaebule 

conglomerates (Figure 2.2a) likely originated through erosional reworking of 

penecontemporaneous soils formed near the depositional surface (cf. Blodgett. 1988). 

Both the intra- and extraformational-clast conglomerates of the RM facies exhibit 

features indicative of normal traction-flow deposition: clast support. clast imbrication. 

and local tabular cross stratification (Reineck and Singh. 1980; Harms et al.. 1982). 

Tabular cross stratification indicates a predominance of straight-crested sand waves. 

which could form under a range of flow strengths (Harms et al.. 1982). Internal scours 

that disrupt stratification and the presence of stringers and beds of cobble-sized 

extrabasinal clasts indicate periodic. flashy variations in flow velocity. 

Fossiliferous Calcareous Mudstone Facies 

The Fossiliferous Calcareous Mudstone (FCM) Facies (Figure 2.4) is a light gray 

or buff to grayish red. fine-grained facies that contains approximately 20 to 40 wt% 

carbonate. The clastic fraction consists of dominant mud- and clay-sized material 
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Figure 2.4 Fossiliferous Calcareous Mudstone (FCM) Facies. (a) Photomicrograph showing muddy, silty texture typical of 
this facies; note mollusc (pelecypod) fragment (CB 37b, Caballo Mountains). (b) Photomicrograph illustrating fossiliferous 
phosphatic "lag" horizon; Note phosphatized biota (e.g. cerithid gastropod) and phosphate-coated lithoclast (upper left). 
Pink-red indicates calcite; greenish material is phosphatic. (CB 37b, Caballo Mountains) 

t-..) 

-.0 



and subordinate quartz silt (Figure 2.40). Illite and chlorite constitute the major clay 

minerals. 
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FCM facies units weather recessively; where exposed they exhibit discoidal or 

conchoidal fracturing pattems. Although typically massive on outcrop, laminations 

defined by cm-scale color banding occur locally. The dominant massive fabric 

probably derives from mild to thorough bioturbation, Indicated locally by (1) faint, 

subhorizontal stringers (several mm thick) of color mottles, and (2) small, «5 mm 

diameter) burrows defined by local concentrations and circular orientations of mica 

flakes and fecal pellets. Whole and fragmented body fossils constitute <5 to 15% of 

the FCM facies locally and include ostracodes, molluscs, and brachiopods (Figure 

2.40). Ostracodes occur commonly, and appear identical to those observed within 

the DCM facies. Also common are small (1 to 2 mm, rarely 1 cm), calcitic and 

phosphatic cerithid and conispiral gastropods, and whole and fragmented tests of 

small, thin-shelled brachiopods. Partially glauconitized fecal pellets and small 

fragments of unidentifiable plant material are locally abundant. A scaphopod test 

occurred in one sample. 

Individual occurrences of FCM facies range from - 1.5 to nearly 8 m thick. 

Where observed, basal contacts appear sharp atop shoal water carbonates (FBW, 

BP, or possibly EDM facies), or sharply to Slightly gradational above the RM facies. 

Locally, thin (5 to 10 cm) bioclastic mudstone with admixed pedogenic glaebules 

occurs at RM-FCM contacts. Where observed, these gravelly "lag" horizons include a 

silty to muddy matrix (50%) that envelops a variety of carbonate lithoclasts (e.g., 

pedogenic glaebules) and bioclasts (e.g., phylloid algae, molluscs, bryozoans), 

many pervasively phosphatized (Figure 2.4b). Similar phosphatization occurs locally 

near transitions with the FBW facies. Upper contacts of the FCM facies are typically 

gradational (over several cm) to the FBW facies. 



The FCM facies constitutes 15 to 20% of the total Upper Pennsylvanian section, 

and is restricted to inner-margin sections of the Orogrande basin. 

Interpretation of the Fossiliferous Calcareous Mudstone Facies 
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The fine grain size and euryhaline to stenohaline faunal content of the FCM 

facies indicates deposition in quiet water of restricted to fully marine lagoonal settings. 

The commonly massive (bioturbated) fabric and very light to locally slightly oxidized 

coloration both indicate shallow, fully aerated conditions. Presence of diminutive and 

delicate biota is consistent with a setting far removed from wave or current activity. 

Atthough the low diversity of the fauna suggests local restriction, the FCM facies also 

contains a stenohaline biota (e.g., articulate brachiopods, scaphopods), notably near 

its gradational contact with overlying subtidal (FBW) carbonates. 

FCM facies units commonly occupy transitions between fully nonmarine (RM 

facies) and fully marine (FBW facies) conditions, and share several attributes of the 

OCM facies. The primary differences between these two facies are: (1) The FCM 

facies contains less carbonate (20% to 40%), on average, than the OCM facies (20% to 

50%); and (2) The FCM is lighter in color, probably attributable to deposition within a 

more aerated setting with less preserved organic material. Both the FCM and OCM 

facies record deposition in lagoon to bay systems, but the FCM facies directly overlies 

ravinement scours or uneroded transgressive surfaces. 

Oark Calcareous Mudstone Facies 

The Oark Calcareous Mudstone (OCM) Facies (Figure 2.5) ranges from gray-buff 

to olive gray to nearly black in color. Exact compositions vary significantly, but 

insoluble residue and XRO analyses demonstrate that major constituents include 

carbonate (both calcite and dolomite. 20 to 50 wt% near carbonate contacts), clay 
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Figure 2.5 Dark Calcareous Mudstone (DCM) Facies. (a) Photomicrograph illustrating dark. organic-rich. silty nature of this 
facies; note ostracode and scattered sponge spicules (pink stain=nonferroan calcite; purple stain=ferroan calcite; blue 
stain=ferroan dolomite; nonferroan dolomite is unstained) (R25. Rhodes Canyon) (b) Photomicrograph of sabellariid 
boundstone from the lower DCM; note dolomicritic worm tubes. peloid pockets. meniscus contacts between tubes and 
pore-filling poikilitic (meteoric) calcite cement (H40a. Hembrillo Canyon). (c) and (d) Arroyo cuts exposing DCM facies; 
note "banded" nature and dark fresh color (HL43b. H46. Hembrillo Canyon). W 

tv 
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(up to 45%; dominantly chlorite-Illite compositions), and quartzose silt (up to 20%). 

Petrographic analysis indicates that the carbonate component consists of both 

ferroan and nonferroan micrite, and minor bloclasts (Figure 2.50). Locally, very fine 

sand-sized dolomitic lithoclasts occur in significant (:5;50%) proportions within 

uppermost portions of the facies (Hembrillo Canyon). Dark, macerated organic matter 

(:5;5%) and trace amounts of disseminated and framboidal pyrite, fine silt-sized blebs of 

glauconite, and muscovite flakes are also present. Occurrences of the DCM facies in 

the Caballo Mountains locality are less calcareous and lighter in color than their outer

margin counterparts. 

Faunal abundance is low (:5;2%) throughout the DCM facies, as is diversity; 

observed taxa within outer-margin localities include ostracodes, sponge spicules, 

inarticulate brachiopods, pelecypods, and sabellariid worm tubes, but distributions are 

patchy and nowhere do all taxa co-occur. Whole, disarticulated, and fragmented 

ostracodes are ubiquitous (Figure 2.50), and include members of several genera, 

notably Monoceratina, Cavellina, Nuferella, Youngiella, Sulcella, and Chamishaella (C. 

Dewey, personal communication, 1991). Ferroan dolomitic, monaxon sponge spicules 

occur singly or in clumps that are locally abundant (Figure 2.50). Impressions of whole 

Orbiculoidea (inarticulate brachiopod), fragments of Ungula (inarticulate brachiopod) 

and decimeter-thick ledges of sabellariid worm boundstones all occur, typically 

restricted to the basal reaches of DCM units. In petrographic view, boundstones 

consist of finely crystalline, meniscus-cemented, dolomicritic tubules that locally 

encapsule pockets of peloids; very coarse poikilitic calcite spar completely occludes 

pore space (Figure 2.5b). Small «1 cm), delicate Phestia (pelecypod) tests and 

fragments, and calcispheres occur locally (Hembrillo Canyon) within upper portions of 

this facies. Macroscopic plant debris (e.g., Calamites) occurs uncommonly, but 

macerated organic matter is locally abundant, generally less so upsection. 
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Occurrences of the OCM facies form recessive slopes and weather into 

discoidal. flaggy. or conchoidal fragments (Figure 2.5c. d). Locally.laminations 

defined by minute variations in grain size or organic content occur. Mottling and faint 

small burrows indicate that the characteristic massive fabric probably derives from 

near-thorough bioturbation. Meandering trails marked by abundant. rod-shaped 

pellets (~2 mm long) occur commonly on bedding surfaces. and appear similar to the 

coprolite trace Tomaculum described in Hantzschel (1975). as a possible arthopod 

trace. Narrow (~2 mm diameter). low-relief trails that resemble the trace Helminthopsis 

(illustrated by Miller and Knox. 1985. their Plate 8A) also occur on bedding planes. Very 

small-scale «1 cm amplitude) ripple cross laminations occur rarely in coarser-grained 

(Silty to very fine sandy) subfacies. 

Associated with OCM units locally within outer-margin localities are discrete 

horizons of diverse lithofacies. In Rhodes Canyon. a distributary channel (AS]) 

sandstone occurs within a basal portion of OCM facies. whereas bar (AS2) sandstones 

occur within upper reaches. Within Hembrillo Canyon. decimeter-thick oncolitic 

ledges and algal laminites with local intraclastic textures occur rarely within upper 

portions of OCM units. 

On outcrop. the OCM facies appears relatively uniform within any given 

occurrence. and petrographic analysis of a suite of eight samples collected every 1 to 

3 m through a single Rhodes Canyon OCM interval (beginning 4 m above the base 

because of exposure limitations) reveal only subtle compositional and textural trends 

(Figure 2.6). Clay and organic material dominate within basal reaches but yield to more 

carbonate-rich compOSitions very near the overlying FBW contact. A subtle 

coarsening-up trend is revealed by the transition from medium silt-sized clastics 

upward to coarse silt and very fine sand sizes. 
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Within ollter-margin sections, basal contacts of DCM units invariably are sharp 

atop peritidal carbonates of LPC facies or, in one site, on sandstones of AS] facies. 

Within the Caballo Mountains section, DCM units typically sharply overlie either shoal 

carbonates of FBW facies or, more rarely, mUdstones of RM or FCM facies, and 

abruptly underlie EDM or FBW facies. In outer margins, DCM units locally grade Into 

carbonates of FBW facies (Rhodes Canyon), but more sharply underlie LPC facies 

(Hembrillo Canyon). Occurrences of DCM units range from 2 to 8 m thick in inner 

margins, and from 10 to >50 m thick in outer margins. This facies occurs in the 

Orogrande basin only, where it forms 15% to 20% of the total Upper Pennsylvanian 

section. 

Interpretation of the Dark Calcareous Mudstone Facies 

Figure 2.6 is a compilation of vertical trends in lithofacies, biofacies, and facies 

associations in the DCM facies and illustrates the variability observed both locally and 

pervasively. Based on the low-abundance, low-diversity faunal assemblage, muddy 

texture, relatively high content of both marine and nonmarine organic debris 

(glauconitized pellets, plant fragments, Fe-sulfides) and the association with deltaic 

and bar (AS) sandstones, the DCM facies is interpreted to record deposition within a 

shallow-marine, possibly anoxic embayment system. Specific subenvironments 

probably included brackish interdistributary bay, normal marine nearshore bay or 

lagoon, and shallow hypersaline lagoon (cf. ancient embayment facies described by 

Donaldson, 1974; Balsey, 1980; Elliott, 1986; and Coleman and Prior, 1980). 

Within the lower reaches of DCM units, the presence of pristine Orbiculoidea 

and apparently unabraded fragments of Lingula record brackish to normal marine 

conditions within intertidal to nearshore environments (cf. Gibson, 1984; Gibson and 

Gastaldo, 1987). Associated sabellariid boundstones appear analogous to modern 
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occurrences described from intertidal and shallow bay systems (e.g., Carey, 1987; 

Burke et aI., 1992), and thus corroborate the interpretation from the brachiopod data. 

Notably, the poikilitic calcite spar that is prevalent within these boundstones records 

conditions of lower salinity (e.g., freshwater phreatic; Folk and Siedlecka, 1974). The 

fluviodeltaic sandstones (AS] facies) locally associated with basal DCM units provide 

direct evidence for the proximal deltaic system that must have sourced the fresh 

water, muddy sediments, and terrestrial organic debris carried Into the depositional 

system. The DCM facies in general is rich in clay and fine silt I but associated worm 

reefs are clastic-free; these combined observations suggest that early DCM facies 

deposition was characterized by a prolific yet possibly episodic mud influx. 

In contrast to the lower, brackish DCM facies, faunal and sedimentologic trends 

within middle to upper portions of this facies record a normal-marine signal. Dewey et 

al. (1990) and Dewey and Puckett (1991) documented that cavellinid and 

kloedenellacean (e.g., Nuferello) ostracodes reflect normal marine to marginally 

brackish conditions within shallow shelf to very nearshore (supratidal) environments, 

respectively. Marine sponges require stenohaline, relatively clear-water conditions 

(Finks, 1960), hence their rather rare, patchy distribution within the DCM facies may 

reflect selective colonization within areas of brief hiatuses in detrital influx. Slightly 

spiculitic mUdstones of the DCM facies appear analogous to Pennsylvanian 

mudstones described by Cavaroc and Ferm (1968), Lane (1981), and Pol (1982) from 

areas of inferred shallow bay deposition. Glauconite wIThin DCM mUdstones also 

reflects normal-marine conditions, probably aided by the presence of abundant fecal 

matter (e.g., Van Houten and Purucker, 1984). 

At uppermost contacts of DCM units, the presence of productid brachiopods in 

Rhodes Canyon records continued stenohaline conditions; within Hembrillo Canyon, 

however. Phestia (a pelecypod). calcispheres, ledges of dolomitic intertidal facies 
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(e.g., algal laminites, oncoidal and lithoclastic carbonates) suggest restricted, 

possibly hypersaline conditions (cf., Gibson and Gastaldo, 1987; Scholle, 1978; Wilson, 

1975). The markedly reduced clay content In upper reaches of OeM units reflects a 

waning siliciclastic influence. Very fine sand-sized dolomite 'Iithoclast" horizons in 

upper OeM facies of Hembrillo Canyon probably reflect breakup and transportation of 

penecontemporaneous dolomitic crusts formed within an intertidal environment. 

Rigorous sampling and analysis is needed to document the timing and extent 

of the subtle environmental changes that apparently occurred through OeM units. The 

cursory analyses compiled here suggest deposition within a shallow bay, but 

progressive evolution from more brackish, clay-rich conditions to increasingly marine 

(locally hypersaline) clay-poor conditions (Figure 2.6). Note that relatively shallow 

water depths apparently prevailed throughout deposition, even though OeM units 

locally reach thicknesses in excess of 50 m (compacted). 

Arkosic Sandstone Facies 

The Arkosic Sandstone (AS) Facies (Figure 2.7) consists of moderately well to 

poorly sorted, medium- to very coarse-grained subarkoses and arkoses that weather 

to a light buff or rusty tan. Although quartz is the dominant framework component (50% 

to 70%), potassium feldspar (10% to 20%), plagioclase feldspar (5% to 1(010) and 

metamorphic lithic fragments (5% to 15%) are significant constituents. Mica «5%), 

disseminated organiC debris «3%), sedimentary lithic fragments (tr), heavy minerals 

(tr) and glauconite (tr) form subordinate components. Quartz overgrowths occur 

locally in minor amounts «5%); ferroan and nonferroan carbonate cements (5% to 

30%) complete pore occlusion. Slight variations in petrographic trends track grain size; 

coarser-grained occurrences contain relatively greater proportions of feldspar and 

lithic fragments. 
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Figure 2.7 Arkosic Sandstone (AS) Facies. (a) Photomicrograph (X-polars) of very coarse-grained. poorly sorted arkosic 
sandstone of the AS1 (channel) subfacies (H36a. Hembrillo Canyon). (b) Photomicrograph (X-polars) of medium-grained. 
moderately well-sorted subarkosic sandstone of the AS2 (marine bar) subfacies (R35a. Rhodes Canyon). (c) Platy. tabular 
low-angle crossbeds of the AS2 subfacies (R28f. Rhodes Canyon). (d) Anastomosing tracks of the crawling trace Olivellites 
(base of bedding plane) (R42. Rhodes Canyon). 
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The AS facies is subdivided into two subfacies based upon distinct differences 

in overall grain size and sorting, vertical trends in grain size and bedding, sedimentary 

structures and paleocurrents, and lateral continuity. Sandstones of subfacies 1 (AS]) 

typically are poorly to moderately sorted and medlum- to coarse-grained (Figure 2.7). 

These sandstones occur as tabular to wedge-shaped units with sharp bases that fine 

and thin upward. Basalmost beds locally are matrix- to clast-supported 

conglomeratiC lenses «1 m thick) composed of gravel to cobble-sized, subangular 

limestone clasts in a very coarse arkosiC sand matrix. These yield upward to thickly 

bedded «2 m), erosionally based sandstones with 10 to 80 cm-thick sets of tabular to 

trough cross beds. Coarse sand and pebble stringers and lenses define relatively low

angle (10° to 15°) crossbed dips and locally tangential terminations; mudstone rip-up 

clasts occur commonly. Soft-sediment deformation in the form of moderate-scale 

convolute and slumped bedding (20 cm amplitude, 30 cm width) occur within laterally 

perSistent horizons. Uppermost units within subfacies 1 are medium- to fine-grained, 

moderately sorted sandstones with thin bedding and planar stratification. 

AS] sandstones range up to 9 m in thickness and form discontinuous lenses that 

yield laterally to siltstones and mudstones of MMS or DCM faCies. Basal contacts are 

sharp atop fine- to medium-grained clastics of MMS or AS2 facies. Most commonly, 

upper contacts are sharp with carbonates of the FBW facies. Rarely, mudstones of the 

MMS facies abruptly overlie AS] sandstones. The AS] facies occurs most extensively 

within outer-margin sections of the Orogrande basin, and constitutes less than 5% of 

these sections. 

AS2 sandstones consist of fine- to medium-grained, moderately sorted 

sandstone (Figure 2.7b) organized into medium- to thick-bedded (~40 cm), tabular 

units. In contrast to the AS] subfacies, sandstones of AS2 consistently coarsen and 

thicken upward. Planar stratification dominates obseNed bedding features, but low-
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angle «15-20°), cross-stratification occurs commonly (Figure 2.3c, d). Locally, basal 

stratified sandstones are overlain by cross-stratified units that yield upward to 

contorted or slumped bedding. More rarely, low-amplitude swaley stratification and 

small-scale ripple cross-lamination occur. Swaley beds locally display lateral pinching 

and swelling of internal laminations resembling hummocky cross-stratification. 

Bioturbation textures are locally abundant and include (sub)vertical burrows as well as 

horizontal crawling traces (1-2 cm wide, randomly anastomosing; Figure 2.7d) that 

appear identical to the trace Olivellites described from Carboniferous deltaic strata by 

Eagar et al. (1985, their Plate 8A). 

AS2 sandstones are laterally persistent and range from 1.5 m to 9 m thick. Basal 

contacts are gradational or abrupt with fine sandstones or mudstones of MMS facies. 

Typically, upper contacts of AS2 units are sharp or grade over a few cm into overlying 

carbonates of FBW facies; more rarely, mUdstones and siltstones of MMS facies 

abruptly overlie AS2 sandstones. AS2 sandstones form 5% of the section in outer

margin localities of the Orogrande basin only. 

Interpretation of the Arkosic Sandstone Facies 

Sandstones of the AS] subfacies are interpreted to represent channel depOSits 

of a deltaic distributary system based upon: (1) an upward decrease in grain size and 

bed thickness, (2) presence of channel-like geometry, and of abundant internal scour 

surfaces. and (3) association with delta-front (MMS facies) and interdistributary bay 

(DCivi facies) mUdstones and siltstones, and with marine-bar sandstones (AS2 facies). 

The overall fining- and thinning-upward character of AS] sandstones is characteristic of 

channelized systems, IJnd records gradl !al channel abandonment (Elliott, 1986). Basal 

scour surfaces of distributary channels commonly are lined with intraformational debris 

such as the mudstone rip-up clasts and conglomeratic units of AS] sandstones. 
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Internal scours reflect repeated erosion and subsequent deposition during flood 

events. The presence of abundant, consistently oriented trough and tabular cross

stratification together with subordinate planar and ripple cross-stratification records the 

variable, upwardly waning energy that typifies channel deposition (Elliott, 1986; Reineck 

and Singh, 1980). Paleocurrent orientations measured from exhumed trough axes 

display east-southeast transport (Figure 2.3b). 

The relatively fine- to medium-grained, well-sorted and distinctively 

coarsening-upward character of AS2 sandstones, and their association with 

distributary-channel (AS1 facies) and delta-front (MMS facies) deposits suggests that 

AS2 units represent bar sands of a proximal delta front. Planar stratification and 

tangentially based cross-stratification both indicate relatively high-velocity currents 

and shallow water depths (Reineck and Singh, 1980). Soft-sediment deformation 

features associated with water escape in AS2 sandstones are common in mouth-bar 

deposits and likely reflect high pore pressures stemming from rapid deposition 

(Coleman and Prior, 1980). Low-angle swaley to hummocky(?) stratification suggests 

basinal (wave) reworking. Limited paleocurrent data indicate consistent south to 

southwest transport, which contrasts with the easterly to southeasterly paleocurrents 

derived from penecontemporaneous fluvial (RM facies) and distributary channel (AS1 

facies) systems, respectively (Figure 2.3b). Perhaps the AS2 paleocurrents record 

longshore transport within the Orogrande basin driven by the Late Pennsylvanian 

tradewinds, which apparently emanated from the present-day north (Parrish and 

Peterson, 1988). Notably, Olivellites is an exclusively Carboniferous trace fossil that has 

been reported elsewhere only from mouth-bar and back-barrier bar sandstones of 

deltaic successions (e.g., Miller and Knox, 1985; Eagar et aI., 1985), and within shallow 

marine coal measures. Hence its occurrence here is consistent with a bar 

interpretation. 
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AS2 sandstones are typically laterally persistent. Elliott (1986) noted that lateral 

persistence of mouth-bar sands commonly indicates the presence of several. closely 

spaced distributary channels. Lateral coalescence of adjacent mouth-bars by long

shore transport can then produce sand sheets such as the AS2 deposits. 

Micaceous Mudstone-Fine Sandstone Facies 

The Micaceous Mudstone-Fine Sandstone (MMS) Facies (Figure 2.8) consists 

of interbedded claystone and mudstone, and siltstone to very fine sandstone, and 

weathers to drab olive gray. Mudstones and true claystones contain significant clay 

«80%) and micas (10 to 300k), and subordinate proportions of quartz silt «20%), 

organic material «3%), and carbonate cement «10% to 20%). Siltstones and fine 

sandstones are moderately to well sorted and consist dominantly of angular to 

subangular quartz (40 to 60%) and micas (biotite, muscovite, chlorite; s;30%), and 

carbonate cement (15 to 35%). Within some units, plagioclase feldspar and 

disseminated organic matter form minor «3%) components. 

MMS units invariably coarsen and thicken upward. Subordinate basal 

claystone or mudstone yields gradationally upward to very thinly bedded siltstone and 

ultimately to thinly bedded «30 cm) intercalations of siltstone and very fine to fine

grained sandstone (Figure 2.8a). Claystones typically are thinly laminated to massive 

(bioturbated?), and locally contain relatively intact imprints of plant debris (Figure 2.8b) 

and small «1 cm) pectinids (e.g., Dunbarine/la ?). Cobble- to boulder-size septarian 

concretions (sideritic?) occur locally. Within siltstone and very fine-grained 

sandstone, thin CO.5 mm) concentrations of mica flakes and disseminated organic 

matter define discontinuous, possibly bioturbated, wispy laminations (Figure 2.8a); 

quartz-dominated silt and sand laminae between micaceous partings are non

graded with typically sharp bases. Planar laminations, small-scale «3 cm) current-
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Figure 2.8 Micaceous Mudstone-Fine Sandstone (MMS) Facies. (a) Arroyo-cut exposure showing very thinly bedded 
"banded" nature caused by fine intercalation of mudstone, siltstone, and fine sandstone (H37, Hembrillo Canyon). (b) Fern
like megafossil and additional plant fragments preserved on bedding plane (R47, Rhodes Canyon). (c) Photomicrograph 
(X-polars) illustrating lamination composed of well-sorted, very fine sandstone with a micaceous and plant fragment-rich 
parting (R12a, Rhodes Canyon). (d) Clast-supported limestone-cobble conglomerate interpreted as a debris flow unit, with 
coarse arkosic matrix (H37, Hembrillo Canyon). .j:>.. 
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ripple cross laminations and local climbing ripple sets occur more frequently upward 

within a unit. Typically, very fine- and fine-grained sandstone interbeds display lateral 

persistence and relatively sharp bases commonly marked by load casts. Wispy 

laminations, local random orientations of micas, and relatively rare, small-scale «2 

cm diameter) burrows and bedding-plane feeding traces in these units all reflect mild 

bioturbation. 

Conglomeratic lenses constitute a rare subfacies within the MMS facies. In the 

two observed occurrences, these units consist of pebble- to boulder-sized, 

"chattered" or subangular limestone clasts encased within a medium- to commonly 

very coarse-grained arkosic matrix (Figure 2.8d). Limestone clasts comprise three 

discrete subfacles and lie jumbled within a matrix- to clast-supported framework. 

Notably, clay-sized material and sedimentary structures (e.g., clast imbrication, 

grading, stratification) are absent. 

The conglomerate occurrences are encased within upper fine clastics of MMS 

units <5 m below a contact with AS sandstones. The conglomerates are sharply 

based, locally steep-sided pods or lenses up to 3 m thick and 20 m wide. Upper 

contacts are sharp with relatively thin «40 cm) arkosic sandstone or bioclastic 

grainstone, both abruptly overlain by fine MMS clastics. Sandstone and grainstone 

caps are medium- to coarse-grained, moderately sorted, and exhibit a completely 

massive, crudely stratified, or graded fabric. 

Where studied, MMS units range from 3 to 25 m thick; limited observations 

indicate possible lateral thickness variations on the order of a few to several meters. 

Basal contacts typically are sharp atop DOW carbonates or, rarely, AS siliciclastics. 

Upper siltstone and sandstone of MMS units exhibit either gradational contacts with 

overlying AS sandstone, or relatively sharp (nongradational or gradational over <20 

cm) contacts with FBW carbonate. 



The MMS facies occurs exclusively within outer-margin localities of the 

Orogrande basin, where it constitutes a minor part of the Missourian section, but a 

significant (35% to 55%) part of the Virgilian section. 
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Interpretation of the Micaceous Mudstone-Fine Sandstone Facies 

intercalation of claystone, siltstone, and very fine to fine sandstone within 

coarsening- and thickening-upward sequences containing scattered plant and 

marine faunal remains reflects deposition associated with mouth-bar progradation in 

proximal prodelta (distal bar) to intermediate delta-front (bar) environments. 

Interbedded small-scale laminations defined by silt or sand horizons separated by 

micaceous partings reflect the alternation of sediment-laden incursions from 

distributary feeders with background suspension-settling (Elliott, 1986). Sharp-based, 

laminated and rippled siltstone and fine-grained sandstone beds that occur with 

increasing frequency upsection in any MMS unit reflect traction- and turbidity-type 

deposition from the prograding mouth-bar system. Local climbing-ripple cross

lamination fabrics, sediment-loading features, and minimal to moderate bioturbation 

all reflect rapid and abundant sediment Influx typical of deltaic depositional systems. 

Rare conglomeratic bodies within MMS units display chaotic fabrics that 

suggest emplacement by mass-flow, rather than traction flow. The steep-sided 

lenticular geometries of these conglomerate lenses indicate plastiC behavior 

necessitating internal shear strength (Costa, 1988). ChaotiC distribution of limestone 

clasts within the bodies records probable debris-flow or grain-flow mechanisms 

(Yamold, in press); the lack of a muddy matrix favors a grain-flow component. 

Altematively, these conglomerates may represent debris flows in which the fine 

(muddy) fraction exfiltrated upon emplacement, analogous to subaqueous sieve 

depOSits described by Fitzgerald and Gorsline (1989). The massive to crudely stratified 
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sandstone caps resemble grain flows or hyperconcentrated flood flows (c.f. Smith. 

1986) and likely represent waning deposition from the mass wastage event. Mass 

wasting on delta fronts originates from instabilities caused by the Interactions of rapid 

deposition. oversteepenlng. and high pore pressures (Coleman and Prior. 1980; Elliott. 

1986). A key feature of the MMS slumps is that they contain extraformational carbonate 

debris with fusulinids that suggest derivation of the debris from carbonate units capping 

overlying AS units. This rare relationship demonstrates that deposition of carbonates 

and deltaic siliciclastics occasionally coincided. Judging by the stratigraphic position 

of the flows. high within MMS units. such co-deposition was restricted to waning stages 

of deltaic deposition. 

Together. the MMS and AS facies exhibit many characteristics typical of 

shallow-water. fluvial-dominated deltas (cf. Elliott. 1986). notably thin delta-front 

sequences with high sandstone/shale ratios. and laterally persistent sandstone caps 

that likely represent coalescence of closely spaced distributary channels. Similar 

relatively diminutive deltaic successions have been described from the Pennsylvanian 

of the southern and eastern United States (e.g .• Ferm. 1970; Brown et 01..1973; Galloway 

and Brown. 1973; Donaldson. 1974). Brown et 01. (1973) and Galloway and Brown (1973) 

noted that many Pennsylvanian delta systems prograded into relatively stable. shallow 

shelves and are more analogous in both scale and processes to the so-called 

"bayhead" deltas of the Gulf Coast. rather that the continental-scaled Mississippi 

system. Modern bayhead deltas (e.g .. Donaldson et 01.. 1970; Van Heerden and 

Roberts. 1988) build into very shallow (2 m depth) backbarrier bays and are 

characterized by relatively subordinate prodeltaic deposits and an erosive 

juxtaposition of distributary channel sands upon underlying pre-delta strata. In 

contrast. the Orogrande deltaic deposits typically display a relatively complete. 

coarsening-upward succession; minimal evidence exists for distributary channel 
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Figure 2.9 Laminated Peloidal Carbonate (LPC) Facies. (a) Mottled bioclastic wackestone subfacies (R14'b, Rhodes 
Canyon). (b) Photomicrograph of peloidal subfacies. Note dolomicritic peloidal clumps (unstained) and calcite (pink) spar 
filling the fenestrae (R1Th, Rhodes Canyon). (c) Polished slab of laminated micrite (dolomicrite) subfacies; note wavy, 
mechanical laminations and fine, rusty-colored rhizoliths (HL47, Hembrillo Canyon). (d) Cryptalgallaminite subfacies; note 
irregular, crinkly form of laminations, and V-shaped mudcracks (Cllla, Chiricahua Mountains). 
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Figure 2.9 (continued) (e) Cryptalgallaminite ledge with intraclastic clast horizon (HL 49, Hembrillo Canyon). (f) Mud-
cracked and rhizolithic surface of a dolomicritic ledge (note also rhizoliths; HL 47, Hembrillo Canyon). (g) Abundant rhizoliths 
on bedding surface of a dolomicrite ledge (H49, Hembrillo Canyon). (h) Thin ledges of LPC facies exposed in an arroyo 
channel (H44; Hembrillo Canyon). 
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"cannibalism." The difference may simply reflect progradation into bays slightly 

deeper and/or more actively subsiding than the modern examples. Analogous 

shallow-water deltaic systems include those of the shoal-water portions of the 

Mississippi delta (e.g .• Frazier. 1967). the Tertiary Gulf Coast (Fisher. 1969). and the 

Carboniferous Yoredale Series in the U. K. (Elliott. 1975). 

Carbonate Facies 

Laminated Peloidal Carbonate Facies 
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The Laminated Peloidal Carbonate (LPC) Facies (Figure 2.9) includes several 

distinct subfacies commonly associated with one another. End-member subfacies 

include euryhaline bioclastic wackestone. peloidal carbonate. laminated micrite and 

calcisiltite. and cryptalgal and algal laminites and stromatolites. Subfacies with 

combined characteristics of the above facies also occur. 

Bioclastic wackestone units (Figure 2.90) weather medium to dark gray and 

contain < 1 0 to -35% skeletal and subordinate peloidal and oncoidal allochems 

encased within a calcitic to rarely dolomitic micritic matrix. Whole. fragmented. 

and/or micritized. euryhaline biota dominate and include (in decreasing abundance) 

common ostracodes. small (mm-scale) conispiral gastropods. foraminifers (including 

Apterrinella and Hemigordius). pelecypod valves. calcispheres. and rare 

dasycladacean algae. Locally, fragments of stenohaline forms such as phylloid 

algae. echinoids, brachiopods. bryozoans, fusulinids. and rugose coral occur. 

Typically, bioclastic wackestone units appear completely structureless or strongly 

mottled. 

Peloidal carbonate units (Figure 2.9b) include buff or gray-colored wackestone, 

packstone. and common grainstone dominated by pellets, peloids, grapestones and 

intraclasts. and locally subordinate ostracodes, tiny (mm-scale) gastropods. 
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foraminifers, and sabellariid worm tubes. Commonly the peloidal subfacies displays a 

subtly to strongly fenestral fabric (mm-scale, oblate to irregular, spar-filled cavities; 

Figure 2.9b); locally it is planar or ripple cross-laminated (cm-scale) or bioturbated. 

Like the laminated micrite and calcisiltite subfacies, the peloidal carbonates 

commonly are partially to completely dolomitized. 

Laminated micrite and calcisiltite units (Figure 2.9c) weather from buff to orange 

through all shades of gray and consist dominantly of calcitic or dolomitic mud and 

finely comminuted bioclastic debris and peloids; recognizable faunal debris (e.g., 

ostracodes or foraminifers) occurs only rarely. Planar to slightly wavy mechanical 

laminations are common. Locally, minor ripple cross-lamination and intralaminae 

normal grading, as well as wavy cm-scale intercalations of micrite or calcisiltite 

alternating with peloidal material (similar to the "ribbon rock" of Demicco (1983)) also 

occur. Bioturbation is minimal to absent, although rhizoliths are locally prevalent. 

Cryptalgallaminites and stromatolites (Figure 2.9d) occur as thin (10 to 30 cm) 

gray- to buff-weathering ledges. The laminite consists of very thin (sub mm-scale), 

irregular to crinkly or gently wavy laminations defined by alternations of very fine, dark 

organic material and micrite or dolomicrite. Rare laterally linked stromatolites range up 

to 40 cm high and 10 cm wide and commonly occur associated with algal oncoids. 

Fenestral fabrics, small-scale (10 cm high) teepee structures, and intraclastic horizons 

occur commonly within the laminites (Figure 2.ge). 

Mudcracks, sheet cracks (filled with ferroan, equant to drusy calcite, possibly 

pseudomorphic after aragonite), and hairlike, commonly dolomite-filled rhizoliths 

occur within all facies discussed, but were obseNed most commonly within the 

laminated micrite-calcisiltite and cryptalgallaminite subfacies (Figure 2.ge, f, and g). 

Within outer-margin sections of the Orogrande basin, these subfacies form 

stacks of thin (10 to 90 cm) interbedded ledges (Figure 2.9h). Locally, thin covered 
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zones separate the ledges; where observed. these zones comprise chalky or micritic 

lime mUdstone. Although numerous permutations occur. a common sequence of 

subfacies consists of (base to top) mottled bioclastic wackestone or crypt algal 

laminite. laminated micritic calcisiltite or micropeloidal packstone-grainstone. and 

rhizolithic dolomicrite (Figure 2.10). Basal contacts of these sequences are sharp atop 

DCM facies; upper contacts are sharp with either DCM or MMS siliciclastic facies. The 

LPC facies constitutes 5% to 15% of outer-margin Orogrande sections but occur 

exclusively in uppermost Missourian strata in Rhodes Canyon and in uppermost 

Missourian and lower-middle Virgilian strata in Hembrillo Canyon. 

In contrast to the Orogrande occurrences. only the cryptalgal laminite and 

rarely. dolomicrite subfacies occur within the Pedregosa basin. Typically. these facies 

occur within inner-margin regions only. where they constitute <5% of the sections. 

Here. basal contacts are sharp atop BNG carbonates. and upper contacts are sharp 

with the CS facies. Laminite caps are commonly dolomitic and weather buff to rusty 

orange. 

Interpretation of the Laminated Peloidal Carbonate Facies 

Based on the abundance of desiccation-induced sedimentary structures. the 

predominance of peloids and restricted. euryhaline biota. and the intimate 

intercalation of component subfacies. the LPC facies records deposition in very 

shallow. restricted subtidal to periodically or permanently exposed inter- and 

supratidal zones. The dark gray color. mottled and muddy texture. and euryhaline 

nature of the bioclastic wackestone and nonfenestral peloidal carbonate subfacies 

reflect partially reduced conditions within the very shallow. somewhat open to fully 

restricted subtidal zone. Locally abundant physical structures--Iaminations. ripples. 

wavy bedding--within the micrite-calcisiltite and peloidal subfacies apparently reflect 
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Figure 2.10 Section of LPC facies ledges from lower Virgilian of 
Hembrillo Canyon. Note close interbedding of subfacies and 
repeated subaerial exposure subfacies. 
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transportation of carbonate mud and silt to the tidal flat by spring or storm tides (Shinn. 

1983a; Demicco. 1983). Rare stromatolites occupied very shallow subtidal or intertidal 

environments; cryptalgal laminites with local fenestrae and rare rhizoliths similarly 

reflect intertidal to supratidal conditions. where algae are protected from grazing 

molluscs. 

Mudcracks. sheet cracks (cf. Fischer. 1964), teepee structures. intraclastic 

brecciation. and rhizoliths all record periodic subaerial exposure throughout the LPC 

facies. Though rarely obseNed in bioclastic wackestone and nonfenestral peloidal 

carbonate. these features occur commonly in fenestral peloidal grainstones. 

laminated micrite-calcisiltites. and cryptalgallaminites. PeNasive dolomitization 

common within inter- and supratidal units reflects the influence of Mg2+ -rich brines 

brought through the tidal flat by evaporative pumping (e.g .• Shinn. 1983a). 

Meter-scale interbedding of sub-. inter-. and supratidal facies is common in 

ancient peritidal strata and reflects the extreme sensitivity of this system to even subtle 

fluctuations in relative sea level (Hardie. 1986). Such fluctuations may record either an 

autogenic control such as cyclic tidal flat progradation. cf. Ginsburg 1971; Wilkinson. 

1982; James. 1984) or allogenic controls such as eustatic or tectonic processes. Within 

all LPC occurrences in outer-margin Orogrande sections. subtidal ledges generally 

occupy more basal positions. and yield stratigraphically upward to increasingly inter

and supratidal facies. Autogenic mechanisms may playa role in this interbedding. 

Locally within the lower Virgilian of outer-margin Orogrande sections. however. 

exposure indicators such as rhizoliths occur locally atop subtidal ledges of the LPC 

facies. and thus suggest a possible allogenic contribution. 
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Figure 2.11 Evaporitic Dolomicrite (EDM) Facies. (a) Typical nodular outcrop appearance; dolomicrite weathers buff; 
calcitized nodules are gray (CB33a, Caballo Mountains). (b) Polished slabs showing enterolithic (left) and displacive (right) 
textures of nodules (CB 36b, CB 19c, Caballo Mountains). (c) Photomicrograph of left-hand slab from (b) showing calcitized 
(pink) nodule in displacive contact with silty dolomicritic matrix (CB 36b, Caballo Mountains). (d) Photomicrograph 
illustrating relict dolomite and "grumuleuse" fabric of a calcitized upper (gray) portion of the EDM facies; pink is calcite; 
dolomite is unstained. Horizontal dimension is 1 mm (CB 35b, Caballo Mountains). tn 

tn 
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Evaporitic Dolomicrite Facies 

The evaporitic dolomicrite (EDM) Facies (Figure 2.11) weathers a distinctive buff 

to rusty color but commonly contains numerous gray nodules. Notably. the uppermost 

1 to 3 m of EDM facies units weather light gray and commonly appear peNasively 

mottled. This distinctive color change recurs at cycle tops; where present. it clearly 

accentuates the cyclicity. lending a buff-gray striping to the section. 

The EDM facies consists largely (:5:80%) of carbonate micrite. mainly 

dolomicrite. although gray nodules locally consist of coarse calcite microspar. Two 

intergradational subfacies occur. distinguished by the presence or absence of 

nodules and. to a lesser extent. stenohaline biota. Both subfacies. but especially the 

nodular type. contain a sparse « 1 0 to 15% of rock) faunal component. The typical 

and most ubiquitous biota include whole and disarticulated ostracodes and both 

siliceous and recrystallized calcareous sponge spicules; subordinate 

dasycladaceans (Macroporella?). calcispheres. foraminifers (e.g .. endothyrids). and 

Ungula fragments occur locally. Whole fusulinids and fragments of articulate 

brachiopods. crinoids. echinoids. and fenestrate bryozoans are rarer. Non-faunal 

components include mud (:5:10%). peloids. and quartz silt. 

The gray blotches compose up to 35% of the rock locally and display a nodular 

to rarely enterolithic fabric reminiscent of gypsum or anhydrite textures (Figure 2.11 a. 

b). The nodules' displace surrounding dolomicrite and. upon petrographic 

examination. display somewhat diffuse boundaries and consist of calcite microspar 

commonly free of clastic or allochem inclusions (Figure 2.11 c). 

The uppermost gray portions of EDM units are calcitic. rather than dolomitic. In 

petrographic view. bioclasts and matrix appear peNasively recrystallized to calcite 

microspar. yielding a "grumuleuse"-like microfabric; spotty staining reveals both 

calcitic and dolomitic microspar. Rarely. relicts of dolomite rhombs and rhomb-



shaped granular calcite occur scattered within the matrix (Figure 2.11 d). Although 

definitive textures (e.g .. calcite rhombs) are uncommon. all of the above fabrics 

suggest possible calcitization of dolomite (cf .• Evamy. 1967; Theriault and Hutcheon. 

1987). 
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Individual units of the EDM facies weather into thin to medium (5 to 30 cm) beds. 

Bioturbation fabrics include mottling or discrete burrows (rarely up to 1 cm diameter). 

and/or horizontal trails Similar to those of the OCM facies. Occurrences range from 1 to 

10m thick and commonly grade upward from FBW carbonates. or lie abruptly on OCM 

or FCM units. Upper contacts are almost invariably marked by subaerial exposure 

features overlain sharply by either RM or FCM siliCiclastic facies. 

The EOM facies forms -10% (Mud Springs Mountains) to >20% (Caballo 

Mountains) of the Upper Pennsylvanian section within inner-margin regions of the 

Orogrande basin only. 

Interpretation of the Evaporitic Oolomicrite Facies 

Based on its characteristically sparse. commonly euryhaline faunal 

assemblage and evaporite(?) association. the EOM facies is interpreted to record 

deposition largely within a restricted. hypersaline marine lagoon. The muddy texture 

indicates qUiet-water depOSition; presence of calcispheres. dasycladaceans and 

ostracodes corroborate a shallow-water. restricted interpretation (e.g .. Wilson. 1975; 

Scholle. 1978). Sparse occurrences of stenohaline fossil fragments may reflect storm 

surge deposition that transported these forms from outer-shelf locations (Kendall. 

1984). 

The presence of dolomite and calcitized evaporites corroborates a strongly 

restricted. hypersaline interpretation. Gypsum and anhydrite nodules commonly form 

displacively within the upper sediment surface in hypersaline (lagoonal or sabkha) 
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environments (Schreiber et a/.. 1986; Kendall, 1984). Absence of associated intertidal 

algal laminites. desiccation crusts. or similar Inter- or supratidal indicators within EDM 

units precludes an unequivocal sabkha Interpretation. however. since the presence of 

nodular evaporites does not uniquely characterize a sabkha sequence (Warren and 

Kendall. 1985). Accordingly. EDM evaporites more likely formed within restricted 

subtidal (to intertidal) carbonate muds. perhaps similar to those described by Van 

Wagoner (1977) and Pol (1982) for Upper Pennsylvanian strata in the Orogrande basin 

region. 

Finely crystalline dolomite prevalent within EDM units further indicates 

hypersaline conditions (Folk and Siedlecka. 1974). Gypsum precipitation boosts the 

Mg2+ /Ca2+ ratio of surrounding brines. which favors dolomitization of associated lime 

muds (Kendall. 1984; Land. 1985; Warren and Kendall. 1985). Reflux of dolomitizing 

brines from hypersaline lagoons may reach for beneath the penecontemporaneous 

sediment surface. resulting in pervasive dolomitization. and potential evaporitic 

nodule growth in underlying (older) subtidal facies (Kendall. 1984; Schreiber et a/.. 1986). 

This mechanism may explain somewhat enigmatic occurrences of autochthonous 

stenohaline biota within EDM units. and near-complete dolomitization and/or nodule 

growth within subtidal (FBW) carbonates in inner-margin Orogrande sections. 

As noted previously. microfabrics within the characteristic light-gray caps of 

EDM units appear to record calcitization of dolomite; this process reflects exposure to 

solutions WITh a Ca2+ /Mg2+ ratio sufficiently high to reverse earlier dolomitization 

(Evamy. 1967; Shearman et a/.. 1961). Calcitization of dolomite may occur via periodic 

flushing of the system with meteoric water. given the appropriate chemistry (cf .. 

Evamy. 1967; Braun and Freidman. 1970; Heckel. 1983). Hanshaw and Back (1979) and 

Back et a/. (1983) noted that "calcitizing" meteoric solutions supersaturated with 

respect to calcium carbonate and simultaneously undersaturated with respect to 
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magnesium may evolve within a carbonate aquifer that contains calcite, dolomite, 

and gypsum. A meteoric drive for EDM facies calcitization is consistent with 

associated facies and Interpretations, as nonmarine (RM) mUdstones commonly 

overlie calcrete or cryptokarst surfaces developed atop EDM units. Carbon and 

oxygen isotopes from three separate samples of the EDM "gray caps" have strongly 

negative values Cd 13C of -4.3 to -5.8; d 180 of -5.8 to -6.5), which further corroborates 

inferred paleo-subaerial exposure and pedogenic diagenesis (A. Saller, personal 

commun.,1992). 

In summary, the EDM facies records increasingly restricted, hypersaline lagoon 

deposition. Apparently, as restriction progressed, normal-marine subtidal muds (FBW 

facies) yielded to sparsely fossiliferous EDM muds succeeded by barren. evaporitic, 

dolomicritic sediments. 

Bioclastic-Nonbioclastlc Grainstone Facies 

The Bioclastic-Nonbioclastic Grainstone (BNG) Facies (Figure 2.12) forms 

medium- to light-gray, resistant units of skeletal and subordinate nonskeletal 

grainstone. Grain sizes (silt- to granule-sized), sorting (poor to good), and rounding 

(angular to rounded) vary greatly. Allochems typically comprise 40-45% (rarely >70%) 

of the rock and include a great variety of debris. Based on dominant allochem types, 

several subfacies are distinguishable, notably: (1) crinoidal; (2) foraminiferal-peloidal; 

and most commonly. (3) mixed bioclastic. Ooid-rich units occur rarely. 

The crinoidal subfacies consists almost exclusively of coarse- to very coarse

grained pelmatozoan debris. In contrast. the foraminiferal-peloidal subfacies typically 

contains relatively fine (silt- or very fine sand-sized), moderately sorted debris 

composed dominantly of foraminifers (Apterrinello, Tuberitino, 8radyino, Endothyro, 

and others) and pellets or unidentifiable peloids; additional common grain types 
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Figure 2.12 Bioclastlc-Nonbioclastic Grainstone (BNG) Facies. (a) Bioclastic grainstone-rudstone with thickly coated 
(micritized) allochems (N21. Naco Hills). (b) Photomicrograph showing thick micritic coating around a recrystallized bioclast 
(PlOc; Pedregosa Mountains). (c) Photomicrograph illustrating completely leached and recrystallized mollusc fragments. 
Note minor fibrous cement rimming bioclasts; majority of cement is nonferroan sparry calcite (meteoric) CP12d. Pedregosa 
Mountains). Cd) Photomicrograph showing well-developed syntaxial overgrowths of nonferroan calcite spar on 
pelmatozoan fragments (PlOc. Pedregosa Mountains). 0-
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include disarticulated and fragmented ostracodes, molluscs, dasycladaceans, and 

calcispheres. The mixed bioclastic subfacies includes a great variety of sand- to 

granule-sized bioclasts of generally stenohaline biota, including common molluscs, 

echinoderms, fusulinids, bryozoans, brachiopods, and foraminifers, and rare trilobites 

and coral. Local nonskeletal components include rounded lithoclasts and ooids. In all 

subfacies, grains range from subangular to well-rounded and abraded. Micritized rims 

and micrite coatings that may reach several mm in thickness are locally common 

(Figure 2.120, b), particularly at inner-margin settings, as is leaching and subsequent 

sparry calcite replacement of originally aragonitic molluscs, phylloid algae, and ooids 

(Figure 2.12c). Non-ferroan calcite syntaxiol overgrowths occur commonly on 

pelmatozoan debris. Primary interparticle cement consists almost exclusively of 

medium- to coarsely crystalline, blocky non-ferroan calcite; minor fibrous cement rims 

many bioclasts in some samples (Figure 2.12c). 

The BNG facies forms thick-bedded to mmsive units that range from < 1 to 5 m 

thick; crude planar stratification or medium-scale (10's of cm) low-angle cross 

stratification defined by variations in allochem sizes occurs locally. Basal contacts of 

BNG units are gradational with underlying FBW or BP carbonates. Upper contacts are 

everywhere sharp with either LPC or FBW carbonates of the overlying cycle. Locally, 

paleo-subaerial exposure features occur at the tops of BNG units. 

The BNG facies occurs commonly in the Pedregosa basin, where it constitutes 

~ 15% of the section within both inner- and outer-margin regions. Within the Orogrande 

basin, it forms ~0.5% of the section at inner-margin settings, and up to 5% within outer

margin settings. 
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Interpretation of the Bioclastic-Nonbioclastic Grainstone Facies 

Absence of mud, pervasive grain abrasion and local stratification within BNG 

units all record conditions of constant current agitation. Predominant grain types and 

grain conditions reveal subenvironments of deposition. For example, although all 

described grainstones contain marine bioclasts, an association of ostracodes, tubular 

foraminifers, molluscs, calclspheres, and/or dasycladaceans commonly indicate 

very shallow, semi-restricted to restricted (euryhaline) conditions. In contrast. 

echinoids, crinoids, brachiopods, bryozoans, fusulinids, and coral all record normal 

(stenohaline), open-marine conditions. Further, micrite rinds form through the action of 

boring filamentous algae that encrust winnowed particles in generally shallow, sunlit 

water <10 m deep (Wilson, 1975). Accordingly, pervasively micritized, foraminiferal

peloidal or molluscan grainstones probably formed within restricted marine shoals, 

whereas grainstones composed of stenohaline bioclasts record deposition In 

unrestricted shoal environments. Encrinites, which commonly exhibit extensive 

syntaxial overgrowth cementation, but limited micritization (coatings), record 

winnowing within slightly greater water depths than the other grainstone types (Wilson, 

1975). 

Petrographic features, especially packing and cementation trends, mimic 

those described by Heckel (1983) for "typical" shoal-water regressive calcarenites of 

Pennsylvanian Midcontinent cyclothems. Local fibrous or isopachous rims reflect 

early marine cementation in marine-phreatic or possibly marine-vadose 

environments, but the paucity of such rims suggests that cementation in the marine

phreatic zone was minimal, or that early cements were later neomorphosed. 

Pervasive, non-ferroan blocky calcite cement filling remaining voids and forming 

syntaxial overgrowths on pelmatozoan grains records diagenesis within the meteoric

phreatic realm. Neomorphism of early cements and large-scale leaching and 
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subsequent blocky calcite replacement of originally aragonitic bioclasts (e.g., 

molluscs, phylloid algae) also reflect a meteoric influence. The generally loose 

packing of allochems within the grainstones Indicates that cementation occurred prior 

to substantial compaction. Heckel (1983) related these features to a gradual migration 

of specifiC diagenetiC environments through the rocks: marine phreatiC or vadose 

followed by meteoric phreatiC and possibly vadose, recording progressive subaerial 

exposure. The local occurrence of macroscopic exposure features (e.g., calcrete, 

cryptokarst) developed atop the BNG carbonates corroborates this interpretation. 

Bioclastic Packstone Facies 

The Bioclastic Packstone (BP) Facies (Figure 2.13) typically forms IIght- or 

pinkish-gray to medium- or dark-gray units. They include 40 to 60% bioclastic debris 

that ranges from completely comminuted silt-sized hash to coarse sand-sized 

material to relatively large « 1 em) broken bioclasts, all mixed within a micritic matrix 

(Figure 2.13a). Subordinate, non-skeletal components include peloids and scattered 

intraclasts and ooids. The most common bioclasts are foraminifers, particularly tubular 

(calcitorneilld) types, but also other small foraminifers (e.g., Tuberffina, Bradyina, 

Globovalvulina, Endothyra) and fusulinids. Fragments of phylloid algae, ramose 

bryozoans, ostracodes, echinoids, molluscs, calcispheres, and dasycladaceans also 

occur commonly. Rarely, Crinoid and brachiopod debris and sponge spicules occur 

in significant proportions. Bioclasts are abraded, coated, encrusted, and/or 

micritized; phylloid algae and molluscan debris invariably appear recrystallized (Figure 

2.13a). Authigenic quartz and partial silicification of pelmatozoan debris is common. 

Where primary shelter or interparticulate porosity occurred, coarse, sparry 

nonferroan calcite now fills the cavity. Syntaxial overgrowths on pelmatozoans occur 

where lime mud did not preclude their formation. Within inner-margin Orogrande 
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Figure 2,13 Bioclastic Packstone (BP) Facies. (a) Photomicrograph showing pervasively fragmented. abraded. and 
micritized nature of bioclasts in this facies (N4b. Naco Hills). (b) Outcrop photo showing crude stratification and current 
orientation of bioclasts (N12. Naco Hills). 
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sections (Mud Springs and Caballo mountains), micrite matrix within packstones 

typically is dolomitized; elsewhere, large, clear dolomite rhombs occur within the 

packstone matrix. Rarely, sparry, ferroan calcite fills void spaces and minimal 

overgrowths occur. 
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Sedimentary structures obseNed within the BP facies include current features 

such as irregular, crudely planar stratification defined by stringers of coarse hash 

(Figure 2.13b) and local textural homogenization by bioturbation. Within the 

Pedregosa basin, the BP facies forms medium- to thick-bedded units that range from 

< 1 to 5 m thick (inner margins), or up to 10m thick (outer margins). In contrast. within the 

Orogrande basin sections. BP facies units range from <1 m to rarely 5 m thick. 

Nearly without exception. the BP facies rests gradationally or abruptly above 

FBW facies. Typically, upper contacts appear gradational with overlying grainstones 

of BNG facies. or are sharp where the BP facies underlies the basalmost facies (e.g., 

FBW, CS, DCM) of a subsequent stratigraphic cycle. The BP facies forms :515% of the 

total section within Pedregosa basin localities but forms only an insignificant (0,5010) 

portion of the total section in Orogrande basin localities. 

Interpretation of the Bioclastic Packstone Facies 

Based on the presence of abundant. commonly fragmented marine bioclasts 

and local current stratification features. the BP facies records deposition in very shallow 

marine waters that were significantly. though not thoroughly, current-agitated. Tubular 

and encrusting (calcitornellid) foraminifers. phylloid algae. molluscs, and calcispheres 

all suggest very shallow water depths (Wilson, 1975). Significant amounts of micrite 

matrix indicate that, in contrast to the BNG facies. currents in the depositional 

environment were unable to completely winnow the mUd. Micritization by endolithic 

algae and allochem abrasion reflect well-lit and energetic conditions. respectively. 
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Within isolated grainstone patches. or where shelter porosity occurred. cement 

textures (e.g .• blocky. non-ferroan calcite spar. syntaxial overgrowths on echinoderm 

grains) mimic those observed within the BNG facies and imply an analogous meteoric

phreatic influence. Similarly. the local occurrence of large. limpid dolomite rhombs 

suggest the influence of low-salinity waters (Folk and Siedlecka. 1974). consistent with 

the interpretation of a meteoric source. 

Fossiliferous Bioclastic Wackestone Facies 

The Fossiliferous Bioclastic Wackestone (FBW) Facies (Figure 2.14) consists of 

buff or light- to dark-gray micritic limestone that contains a variety of stenohaline biota. 

including crinoids. echinoids. brachiopods. bryozoans. foraminifers (fusulinids. tubular. 

and small benthic). coral (rugose and syringoporid). phylloid algae. and relatively 

minor molluscs. ostracodes. trilobites. and sponge spicules. Scattered peloids also 

occur; siliciclastic debris typically is absent or rare. Skeletal material forms <5 to -35% 

of the rock. and includes whole (presumably autochthonous) fossils. broken or 

disarticulated fragments. and fully comminuted. transported debris. The matrix 

typically consists of calcitic micrite (Figure 2.140); but locally is incompletely to 

pervasively dolomitized (Figure 2.14b). Rarely do all of the constituent fossils co-occur. 

Rather. several common faunal associations occur that allow recognition of several 

subfacies. informally designated as (1) crinoid-brachiopod-bryozoan subfacies. (2) 

"mixed" subfacies. (3) phylioid algal subfacies. and (4) foraminiferal subfacies. 

The crinoid-brachiopod-bryozoan subfacies typically occupies basal reaches 

of a given FBW unit and occurs most commonly in outer-margin sections. Typically. it 

is thin- to medium-bedded. medium to dark gray. and contains sparse «5 to 20%) 

biota. Aithough disarticulated crinoids. whole brachiopods. and fenestrate bryozoan 

fronds dominate. subordinate constituents include fusulinids, small foraminifers (e.g., 
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Figure 2.14 Fossiliferous Bioclastic Wackestone (FBW) Facies. (a) Photomicrograph showing randomly oriented fusulinids 
suspended in a calcitic micrite matrix (N19b, Naco Hills). (b) Whole, autochthonous brachiopods in partially dolomitized 
(buff color) wackestone (M12a, Mud Springs Mountains). (c) Typical outcrop expression of FBW facies: thin nodular beds 
grade upward to thick and massive beds. This is a relatively thin occurrence of the FBW facies CN8, Naco Hills). Cd) 
Dolomitized vertical burrows in upper reaches of this facies (N28, Naco Hi"s). 
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endothyrids), and rare ostracodes, trilobites, gastropods, and phylloid algal 

fragments. Very rarely, siliceous sponge spicules dominate. The local dark color and 

fetid odor signal the presence of organic matter as hydrocarbons. 

The "mixed" subfacies ranges from thinly to thickly bedded and typically 

weathers medium gray to light gray. It contains a relatively abundant (10 to 35%) mixed 

biota dominated by fusulinids, tubular and other small foraminifers, brachiopods, 

fragmented ramose bryozoans, crinoids, echinoids, phylloid algae, and corals 

(SOlitary and colonial rugose, and syringoporid), and rare molluscs, ostracodes, and 

calcispheres. 

The phylloid algal subfacies is medium bedded to massive, and medium to 

light gray in color. Recrystallized whole «2 cm long) to commonly broken phylloid 

algae dominate, locally forming packstone textures, especially within upper reaches 

of a given unit. Subordinate constituents include fusulinids and smaller foraminifers, 

tubular or encrusting foraminifers, brachiopods, bryozoans, and coral. The algae 

commonly stack to form shelter porosity, which is secondarily filled by blocky non

ferroan calcite cement. Within the measured sections, this subfacies rarely forms 

biostromes typically <5 m thick; bioherms :::;15 to 20 m thick, however, occur peripheral 

to the Hembrillo Canyon section of the Orogrande basin. 

The foraminiferal subfacies forms medium to light gray, medium- to thick

bedded or massive units containing <5% to >35% biota. Tubular foraminifers and 

smaller foraminifers (e.g., Bradyina, Endothyra, Tuberitina) commonly dominate; 

subordinate biota include fragments of echinoids, brachiopods, bryozoans, phylloid 

algae, ostracodes, and calcispheres. 

The FBW facies is darker and thinner-bedded in basal and outer-margin 

reaches. and invariably yields upsection and shelfward to progressively thicker or 

maSSively bedded, lighter-colored units (Figure 2.14). Bioturbation caused faunal 
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mixing and Irregular homogenization, and probably occurs throughout the FBW facies, 

but is particularly prevalent within upper reaches. This is evidenced locally by strong 

mottling or discrete large burrows (:530 cm long, 3 cm diameter) that are vertical to 

subvertical, and locally dolomitized (Figure 2.14). Massive bedding common in upper 

reaches of FBW units may also record bioturbation that was sufficiently pervasive to 

destroy bedding entirely. 

Basal contacts of FBW units within the Pedregosa basin typically are sharp atop 

shoal-water carbonates (e.g., BNG facies) that locally exhibit paleo-subaerial 

exposure caps, or are slightly gradational atop CS siliciclastics. Within the Orogrande 

basin, they lie sharply atop paleo-subaerially exposed carbonates or grade upward 

from the FCM facies at inner-margin sections; in outer-margin sections they lie abruptly 

or with slight gradation atop MMS, AS, or DeM siliciclastics. Upper contacts in either 

basin typically appear gradational Into overlying BP or BNG carbonates; within the 

Orogrande basin, they may locally grade upward into EDM carbonates (inner margin) 

or lie abruptly beneath DOW carbonates (outer margin). 

FBW facies units range from <2 to 7 m thick at inner margins and from <5 to 25 m 

thick in outer margins of the Pedregosa basin. It forms 30% (inner margin) to >60% 

(outer margin) of the total section in these areas. In the Orogrande basin FBW facies 

units range from < 1 to 10m thick in inner margins and up to 15 m thick in outer margins; 

here, it composes :535% (inner margins) or 15% (outer margins) of the section. 

Interpretation of the Fossiliferous Bioclastic Wackestone Facies 

The generally abundant and diverse, completely stenohaline biota and the 

muddy texture of the FBW facies overall indicate deposition in fully marine 

environments at depths below significant current action. However, the subtle trends in 

bedding, color, and faunal content that distinguish the various subfacies signal slight 
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differences in water depth. n,e common upward transition, for example, from darker, 

thinner-bedded crinoid-brachiopod-bryozoan wackestone to lighter, more massive or 

visibly burrowed mixed-, phyllold-, or foraminiferal-wackestone records shoaling from 

deeper, possibly oxygen-deficient depths to a shallower, well-lit and more 

oxygenated environment. The faunal constituents reflect this change: although 

crinoids, brachiopods, and bryozoans tolerate a range of water depths, their 

dominance coupled with a notable absence of significant shoal-water and/or 

photosynthesizing biota (e.g. tubular foraminifers, coral, phylloid algae) corroborates 

a slightly deeper-water interpretation for the crinoid-brachiopod-bryozoan subfacies. 

The local abundance of whole fenestrate bryozoans or spicules within this subfacies 

also suggests quiet conditions at depths below appreciable current action. Thin, 

nodular bedding reflects very slow, quiet-water deposition minimally disrupted by 

bioturbation. In contrast, the "mixed" association contains a diverse and abundant 

faunal assemblage that includes both robust forms, e.g., ramose bryozoans, thick

shelled brachiopods, and coral, and demonstrably shoal-water forms, e.g., phylloid 

algae and tubular foraminifers, suggesting relatively shallow, possibly agitated 

conditions. By modern analogy, both phyllold algae and tubular foraminifers probably 

flourished in very shallow waters, well within optimal photic zone conditions, perhaps 

<15 m deep (e.g., Wilson, 1975). Upward increases in abundances of phylloid algae or 

tubular foraminifers commonly obseNed in these subfacies likely reflect progressive 

shoaling to increasingly optimal conditions of deposition. 

Partial dolomitization of FBW units within inner-margin Orogrande sections 

occurred during early diagenesis related to the overlying EDM facies. 

Penecontemporaneous dolomitization of EDM carbonates probably took place 

through flushing by Mg2+ -rich fluids created during evaporite formation. Subsequently, 



reflux of dense Mg-rich brines downward and seaward through underlying FBW units 

may have induced dolomitization of these subtidal carbonates. 

Dark Oncoidal Wackestone Facies 
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The Dark Oncoidal Wackestone (DOW) Facies (Figure 2.15) invariably exhibits a 

dark-gray to black fresh color commonly masked by a distinctive. orange or rusty 

weathered cap. The DOW facies includes both wackestones and packstones with 

-20-400k bioclastic and subordinate nonskeletal debris. Although whole brachiopods 

and fusulinids occur locally. typical constituents include fragments or comminuted 

debris of brachiopods. fusulinids. crinoids. echinoids. bryozoans (fenestrate and 

ramose). phylloid algae. and molluscs; fragments of ostracodes. trilobites. lingulid 

brachiopods. and scattered small foraminifers (e.g .• Endothyra. Bradyina. Tuberitina. 

Tetratoxis. Climacammina) also occur. Where phylloid algae are present. their 

abundance decreases markedly upward within DOW units. Oncoids composed of 

multilayered foralgal encrustations on various bioclasts constitute a common 

component of this facies. The oncoids exhibit irregular shapes and typically reach 0.5 

to 1 cm in greatest dimension. but locally reach 5 cm (Figure 2.15a. b). Commonly. 

oncoid size diminishes upward through a DOW interval. Non-skeletal debris includes 

scattered peloids. locally abundant ooids (Figure 2.15a). rounded lithoclasts. and rare 

«2%) arkosic sand. 

Aside from the pervasive occurrence of oncoids in this facies. the primary 

attribute that separates the DOW facies from similar facies (e.g .. the FBW or BP facies) 

is a distinctive association of diagenetic features. Where bioclastic debris is 

abundant. overpacking occurs. resulting in local concavo-convex grain contacts. 

The micritic matrix commonly appears microsparitic and is partially to pervasively 

dolomITized to both ferroan and non-ferroan varieties (Figures 2.15b. c. d). Where 
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Figure 2.15 Dark Oncoidal Wackestone (DOW) Facies. (a) Float block with large, irregular oncoids; note that oncoid sizes 
decrease stratigraphically upward (block is upside-down) (R32, Rhodes Canyon). (b) Photomicrograph illustrating foralgal 
encrustation of bioclasts; note dolomitized (unstained) matrix in this and subsequent photomicrographs (R11b, Rhodes 
Canyon), (c) Photomicrograph showing peNasively dolomitized, overpacked ooids adjacent to hardground surface (blue 
stain =ferroan dolomite) (R11b, Rhodes Canyon). (d) Photomicrograph showing corroded edge of crinoid ossicle; matrix is 
dark because of presence of hematite and organic matter (R37b, Rhodes Canyon). " J>,) 
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dolomitization is incomplete. ferroan calcite also occurs. Regardless of carbonate 

mineralogy. the matrix appears dark, attributable to the presence of disseminated 

organic matter and hematite (Figure 2. 15d). Pore-filling cement consists of blocky 

ferroan calcite. Locally, a diagenetic microstratigraphy occurs that comprises minor, 

fibrous non-ferroan calcite at grain edges yielding poreward to blocky. equant 

nonferroan calcite and finally to coarse blocky ferroan calcite in pore centers. 

Fragments of phylloid algae and molluscs and rare ooids appear to have been 

neomorphosed to ferroan calcite and dolomite, rather than the nonferroan calcite 

typical of the BP and BNG facies. Syntaxial overgrowths are conspicuously absent 

from pelmatozoans; rather, these and other bioclasts appear corroded (Figure 2.15d). 

Pyritization of bioclasts occurs commonly; disseminated pyrite and phosphate and silt

to sand-sized blebs of phosphate occur locally within the micritic matrix. 

Inhomogeneous mixing of bioclasts and matrix and small « 1 cm diameter), 

discrete burrows signal limited bioturbation. Bored hardgrounds and/or 

concentrations of blackened clasts occur locally on upper bedding surfaces of DOW 

units. 

The DOW facies typically forms only a thin (0.2 to 2 m) ledge in any occurrence. 

Accordingly, it constitutes a minor «<5%). yet distinctive part of the section in any 

locality, but is most common within outer-margin Orogrande sections (especially 

Rhodes Canyon). Basal contacts are sharp atop subtidal carbonates (FBW. BP, or BNG 

facies), locally with paleo-subaerial exposure surfaces, or are slightly gradational to 

sharp on siltstones or sandstones (MMS or AS2 facies). Upper contacts are 

everywhere sharp and planar with MMS shales or mUdstones (Orogrande basin) or with 

FBW carbonates (Pedregosa basin). 
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Interpretation of the Dark Oncoldal Wackestone Facies 

The presence of foralgal oncoids and abundant. comminuted marine 

bioclastic debris. and the dark. pyritiferous nature of the DOW facies indicates 

deposition in a current-influenced but oxygen-poor marine environment. The 

stratigraphic position of this facies locally above exposure surfaces and shoal-water 

carbonates. but typically below "deeper" water deltaic siliciclastics (MMS facies) 

indicates that it occupies a critical transition between apparent paleobathymetric 

extremes. Pervasive grain overpacking. neomorphism of originally aragonitic grains. 

and a dominance of ferroan carbonate cements characterize transgressive 

carbonates of Midcontinent Pennsylvanian cyclothems and apparently record the 

transition from oxygenated conditions of the marine-phreatic diagenetiC environment 

to the low-oxygen. deeper-burial connate diagenetic zone (cf. Heckel. 1983). In the 

latter environment. compaction occurs prior to substantial cementation. and oxygen 

depletion allows cements to incorporate Fe2+ • thereby producing ferroan varieties. 

Neomorphism of unstable aragonitic grains (e.g .• molluscs. phylloid algae) and 

cement to blocky ferroan spar is favored under stagnant conditions typical of the 

deeper-burial connate zone. Echinoderm overgrowths typically do not form in the 

connate diagenetic environment. Corrosion of calcite grains and local pyritization 

reflect the effect of cool and anoxic interstitial waters. respectively. acting over long 

periods in the deeper-burial connate zone. 

Common pervasive dolomitization of the matrix probably reflects late 

diagenetic dolomitization attributable to flushing by Mg2+ - rich solutions expulsed via 

compaction of overlying shales (MMS facies in Orogrande basin; cf. Morrow. 1982). 

The characteristic rusty caps on DOW ledges reflect modern meteoric oxidation of 

ferroan carbonate minerals (Heckel. 1983). 
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Autochthonous foralgal oncoids require well-lit. agitated waters. and thus 

indicate relatively shallow depths. Oncoid size and shape reflect depositional 

conditions: larger sizes indicate greater turbulence. whereas smoother. more regular 

shapes suggest persistent movement (Peryt. 1977). The upward transition in DOW units 

from larger. more regular oncoids to smaller. more irregular forms followed by an 

absence of oncoids probably reflects rapid deepening from shallow. well-lit and 

agitated waters to deeper. darker. sluggish conditions below wave base. Oncoids 

also indicate slow sedimentation rates. since accretion of thick foralgal coatings 

requires prolonged exposure at the sediment-water interface (Peryt. 1983). Thus. the 

presence of oncoids. and the significant pyrite and phosphate disseminated 

throughout the DOW facies all suggest low sedimentation rates. Toomey (1983) and 

Bowman (1983) described oncolitic wackestones analogous to the DOW facies that 

they ascribed to slow sedimentation rates and minimal water movement. Local 

hardgrounds atop the DOW ledges also record slow rates of carbonate sedimentation 

(Shinn. 1969; Purser. 1969). Considered together. all observations suggest that DOW 

units represent condensed intervals associated with rapid drowning. and thus may 

record a great range of water depths (0 to >50 m). Hallock and Schlager (1986) noted 

that bored and bioeroded hardgrounds marked by ferromanganese oxide crusts. 

phosphate or glauconite. and reduced redox potential typify drowned platforms and 

probably reflect excess nutrient availability during drowning. The DOW facies may 

record an analogous situation (see Chapter 4). 

Indicators of Paleo-Subaerial Exposure on Carbonate Facies 

Numerous macroscopic (field) features that indicate exposure and provide 

unequivocal signals of drops in sea level occur on carbonate carbonate strata (FBW. 

BP, BNG, EDM facies) throughout the study region, and are especially well-developed 
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in inner-margin sections. These include surfaces of prolonged exposure marked by, 

for example, laminar calcrete crusts and features resembling terra rossa, cryptokarst, 

and regolith development. Varied features that occur alone or in association with one 

another to mark incipient to advanced development of exposure surfaces also 

include black, "lacey" (rhizolithic?) crusts, sheet cracks, autoclastic brecciation 

fabrics, concretionary soil structures, incipient sheet calcretes, brittle fracturing, moldic 

porosity, alveolar structures, micritization, circumgranular cracking, blackened grains 

and red or orange oxidation crusts. 

Laminar calcrete crusts are among the most prominent exposure features 

observed. These crusts cap subtidal carbonates at cycle tops and consist of dark 

brown to black, sharp-based horizons that range from < 1 cm to nearly 15 cm thick. 

Although they locally resemble cryptalgal laminites, the laminae typically are 

Significantly more irregular than biogenic laminites. The crusts consist of very 

discontinuous and undulose laminae composed of mm-scale alternations of dark

brown and cream or buff, dense micrite. In polished-slab view, laminae may appear 

vaguely peloidal or spar-filled; coated, micritic grains of various sizes (silt- to >sand

sized) are common. Typically, laminae contain abundant spar-filled 

"pseudofenestrae" (e.g., Shinn, 1983b), or rhizoliths that, in abundance, impart a 

"swirly" (cf. Goldstein, 1988), spongistrome-like fabric to the horizon (Figure 2.16b, c). 

In petrographic view, rhizoliths appear as circular to elliptical or branching, spar

filled pores or tubules surrounded by a distinctly brownish, vaguely concentrically 

laminated micritic halo (Figure 2.16d). The brownish color of these haloes may reflect 

oxygen-poor, Mn-rich conditions associated with root decay (Mount and Cohen, 1984; 

Goldstein. 1988). Coarse, equant (blocky mosaic) calcite typically fills the pores; 

locally, equant, bladed crystals forming drusy dogtooth rims with euhedral or rounded 

terminations rim pore walls, and yield inward to a single crystal (or blocky mosaic) of 
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Figure 2.16 Indicators of paleo-subaerial exposure. (a) Thick, irregular laminar calcrete developed atop a subtidal 
carbonate (CB17a, Caballo Mountains). (b) and (c) Polished slabs of sheet-like cracking (b, lefthand slab) and laminar 
calcretes. Note locally "swirly" rhizolith textures, glaebules and black, brown, and cream colors (b: N3b and M27c; Naco 
Hills, Mud Springs Mountains; c: R1Sc and M24c; Rhodes Canyon, Mud Springs Mountains). (d) Photomicrograph illustrating 
spar-filled rhizolith. Note brown micritic halo and alveolar texture (M27c, Mud Springs Mountains). 
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Figure 2.16 (continued) (e) Photomicrograph showing peloidal aggregates ("complex glaebules") coated by fine. dense 
micrite; note sparry calcite filling void (M27c. Mud Springs Mountains). (f) Incipient development of black "lacey" fabric on 
cycle top; this is precursor to laminar calcrete (NlO. Naco Hills). (g) Photomicrograph showing pervasive micritization and 
circumgranular cracking fabrics within a cycle-capping carbonate (CB28d. Caballo Mountains). (h) Rubbly. mammillated 
surface of cryptokarsted carbonate; red mudstone fills cracks and pits in the limestone (CB 290. Caballo Mountains). 
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calcite. Pendant and meniscus cement fabrics were not observed. The dominance 

of equant, blocky spar cements over other fabrics probably reflects formation largely 

within the meteoric-phreatic, rather than vadose diagenetic zones (e.g., Heckel, 1983). 

Soli-precipitated micrite also occurs commonly (Figure 2.16e). 

Alveolar textures that consist of circular to very irregular, calcite spar-filled 

pores subdivided by very thin, micritic walls (cf. Klappa, 1980; Goldstein, 1988) occur 

locally (Figure 2.16d) and probably reflect calcification of rootlet walls (e.g., Steinen, 

1974; Harrison, 1977). HOrizontally oriented ribbons of spar-filled cavities separated by 

intervening brownish or gray micrite, peloidal aggregates ("complex glaebules", e.g. 

Figure 2.16e, cf. Goldstein, 1988), and "clasts" or lenses of micrite occur commonly and 

are analogous to the "ribbon spar" of Goldstein (1988). 

Several cycle tops that do not display complete laminar calcrete 

development still exhibit several features indicative of exposure and inCipient crust 

formation within the uppermost 10 cm or less: (1) various degrees of development of a 

black, "lacey" fabric (Figure 2.16f) consisting of pseudofenestrae, or anastomosing 

hairlike rhizoliths that IntenSify and coalesce upward (in petrographic view, these laces 

appear identical to rhizoliths within laminar crusts); (2) autoclastic brecciation fabrics, 

commonly associated with the black lacey fabrics; (3) sheet-like cracks conSisting of 

tabular intraclasts of the host carbonate separated by horizontal cracks filled with 

black micrite analogous to that within laminar crusts (Figure 2.16b); and (4) pervasive 

micritization, glaebule development, and/or circumgranular cracking (Figure 2.16g). 

Klappa (1980) noted that all of these features probably form from dissolution and 

disruption by plant roots and soil fluids. Laminar crusts essentially identical to those 

described here have been documented from Pennsylvanian carbonates by Walkden 

(1974), Walls et al. (1975), Heckel (1983), Goldhammer and Elmore (1984), Goldstein 

(1988), Wright et al .. (1988), and Goldhammer et al. (1991a). Analogous Holocene 
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examples include those described by Multer and Hoffmeister (1968). James (1972). and 

Harrison and Steinen (1978). 

Within inner-margin Orogrande sections. paleokarst surfaces occur where 

fossiliferous or barren marine carbonates grade upward into extremely rubbly. reddish 

horizons composed of irregular limestone cobbles separated by red mUdstone 

fissures and pits (Figure 2.16h). These horizons display several petrographic features 

also observed within the laminar calcretes. notably pervasive. massive micrite and 

complex micrite nodules cut by mUdstone stringers. Red nodular horizons typically 

range from <0.5 to 4.0 m thick. and are characterized by a mammillated and unstable 

upper surface. Invariably. mottling intensity and mUdstone content within the 

carbonate increase upward. and yield ultimately to overlying fluvial mUdstones (RM 

facies). These rubbly zones represent regoliths formed by pedogenic alteration of 

underlying carbonate. Mud-filled fractures and jOints within the limestone probably 

reflect the effects of periodic meteoric leaching. contemporaneous or subsequent 

"rhizoturbation". and eluviation upon exposure. Analogous "cryptokarst" or "terra 

rossa" horizons have been described from Carboniferous rocks by Goldhammer and 

Elmore (1984). Wright (1988). and Goebel et al. (1989). Notably. laminar calcretes locally 

occur immediately subjacent to cryptokarst surfaces. 

In addition to obvious field indicators of exposure. diagnostic microscopic 

diagenetic features include distinctive meteoric cement textures (see BNG facies) 

and late-diagenetic calcitization of early dolomite (see EDM facies). These features 

derive from periodic flushing of exposed carbonates with meteoric water. which alters 

or dissolves unstable phases to leave a distinctive "paleo-subaerial" signal (see 

previous discussions). 

The subaerial exposure surfaces contain proxy indicators of paleoclimate. 

Although calcrete or karst development commonly is linked to a prevailing arid or 
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humid climate, these types of surfaces are not necessarily mutually exclusive (Esteban 

and Klappa, 1983), hence their coexistence as demonstrated here mitigates against 

the interpretation of climatic extremes. Calcretes may form on noncalcareous parents 

in regions with up to 750 mm mean annual precipitation (MAP); for calcareous parents, 

this figure could exceed 1000 mm/yr (E. Gyllenhaal, personal commun., 1992). For such 

caliche-prone regions, however. note that potential evaporation probably equals or 

greatly exceeds precipitation (Buol et aI., 1980). 

Calcretes of the Late Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande basins typically 

exhibit dark colors and minimal (if any) recognizable vadose cement features, 

thereby indicating formation under reduced, phreatic conditions (cf. Mount and 

Cohen, 1984; Goldstein, 1988), possibly consistent with a relatively humid climate. 

However, these calcretes also exhibit features consistent with periodic drying and high 

potential evapotranspiration, such as abundant pedogenic micrite and associated 

evaporites (Goldstein, 1988). Cryptokarst surfaces observed In this study locally contain 

rhizoconcretlons and needle-fiber calcite (cf. Goldstein, 1988), which Wright (1988) 

related to semiarid climates, but they also contain significant blocky calcite spar, a 

feature apparently more characteristic of humid climates (Wright, 1988). Reconciling 

these various proxy indicators suggests that the exposure surfaces of the Pedregosa 

and Orogrande basins formed during a subhumid climate characterized by significant, 

but probably seasonal precipitation to yield both waterlogged and highly evaporative 

conditions (ct. Goldstein, 1988). Note that this interpretation applies only to those times 

during which the exposure surfaces formed, and not necessarily to all phases of the 

stratigraphic cycles. Indeed, several lines of evidence suggest that climate 

fluctuations occurred during deposition of the Pedregosa and Orogrande cycles. as 

addressed further in Chapter 4. 



A final issue to consider regarding the calcrete and cryptokarst surfaces 

concerns stratigraphic completeness: how much time might be unrepresented 

because of post-depositional erosion or rock dissolution, and how much time is 

repp~sented by the relict surfaces themselves? 
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Erosion associated with subaerial exposure appears to have been minimal in all 

cases. Exposure features are not erosionally truncated, display minimal 

paleotopographic relief. and are laterally continuous. On the other hand, dissolution 

associated with exposure could potentially produce stratigraphic loss. Laminar crusts, 

however, are accretionary (Multer and Hoffmeister, 1968; Robbin and Stipp, 1979), thus 

dissolution-induced stratigraphic loss is minimal to absent at these surfaces. In 

contrast, karst forms by dissolution of parent carbonate and thus may result in 

stratigraphic loss. Assuming that all insoluble material within a cryptokarst derived from 

the host limestone, Goldhammer and Elmore (1984) calculated that formation of a one

meter cryptokarst would require destruction of tens of meters of parent carbonate, 

implying significant loss, rather than mere nondeposition. Within the cryptokarsts of the 

present study, however, the interstitial mud appears identical to that of the overlying 

fluvial (RM) facies, suggesting that the interstitial matrix was largely washed (eluviated) 

into the carbonate fractures during periodic wetting and drying in a subhumld 

environment. Hence, although some carbonate dissolution undoubtedly occurred, 

massive post-depositional condensation is not likely. This view follows Walkden (1974), 

who found no direct evidence to suggest that paleokarst surfaces necessarily 

represent significant stratigraphic loss. These surfaces may instead represent minor 

modification of the original depOSitional surface. 

Although the evidence implies minimal post-depositional removal of section, 

subaerial exposure surfaces nonetheless represent horizons of prolonged 

nondeposition, or time condensation. Subaerially exposed Holocene carbonates in 
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the Florida Keys required -10 to 20 ka before initiation of plant growth and laminar crust 

development; crust formation subsequently procE1eded at rates of 2.5 to 5 mm/ka 

(Robbin and Stipp. 1979). Using these estimates. a 15 cm-thlck calcrete crust could 

represent 30 to 60 ka (Including lag time) of nondeposition. Similarly. using modern 

rates of carbonate surface degradation calculated for Yucatan and Florida (5 to 16 

mm/ka. respectively). and a total surface reduction of 50 cm on a Carboniferous karst. 

Walkden (1974) calculated a karst formation time of 30 to 100 ka. Note that these 

calculations hinge on estimates from modern environments with demonstrably humid 

climates. The Late Pennsylvanian of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins may have 

been significantly drier than these. which would lengthen estimates of karst formation 

time. Accordingly. although stratigraphic loss by removal probably was insignificant. 

the vast proportion of time in any cycle may reside In surfaces rather than rock (see 

Chapter 4). 

Final Comments 

Whereas shoal-water carbonate deposition. periodically interrupted by eolian 

dust influxes. prevailed in the Pedregosa basin. a stratigraphically mixed sequence of 

fluvio-deltaic and carbonate strata characterize the Orogrande basin sections. 

Excessive water depths never prevailed within the studied section. Rather. all 

evidence indicates that marine deposition occurred within shallow shelf depths. 

probably rarely (if ever) >50 m depth. and typically <30 m depth (Figure 2.17). 
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Abstract 

CHAPTER 3 

STRATIGRAPHIC RESPONSES TO GEOLOGIC PROCESSES: 
LATE PENNSYLVANIAN EUSTASY AND TECTONICS IN THE 

PEDREGOSA AND OROGRANDE BASINS 

The primary factors that influence stratigraphy are tectonics, eustasy, and 
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sediment supply. Because a change in any of these factors produces a concomitant 

change in relative baselevel or accommodation space, the linkage between a given 

process and its stratigraphic response is nonunique. Despite this ambiguity, 

distinguishing the origins of stratigraphic signals is theoretically possible by examining 

the temporal and especially the spatial scales of the signal. Correlation is a particularly 

critical tool for distinguishing global eustasy from regional tectonism. 

Upper Pennsylvanian strata of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins (southern 

Ancestral Rocky Mountains) were deposited during a time of major continental 

collision coincident with extensive continental glaciation, and thus contain a 

composite record of significant perturbations in tectonics, eustasy, and sediment 

supply. High-frequency stratigraphic cyclicity expressed as repetitive successions of 

lithofacies at the 10 1 m scale is prevalent in all sections, and displays several features 

that collectively imply a primarily glacioeustatic origin, notably: (1) abrupt juxtaposition 

of dissimilar lithofacies, signaling rates of baselevel change best attributed to 

glacioeustasy; (2) apparent intrabasinal, interbasinal, and (proviSional) interregional 

correlation of high-frequency cycles across and between contrasting tectonic 

environments; and (3) cycle frequencies that bracket the 413 ka periodictty typical of 

orbital eccentricity, the probable forCing mechanism for Pennsylvanian glaCiations. 

Aside from the prevalent high-frequency "cyclostratigraphy," multiple-cycle 

trends in facies and/or thicknesses define low-frequency stratigraphiC patterns at the 
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102 m scale. Isolating and identifying the controlling factors for these patterns is not 

straightforward; nevertheless, qualitative analysis of multicyclic trends implicates both 

eustatic and tectonic processes as contributing influences. The eustatic component 

may derive from low-frequency glacioeustasy as well as tectonoeustasy related to 

evolving continental paleogeography. The tectonic component almost certainly 

reflects Marathon-Ouachita collisional orogenesis. 

Introduction 

Sediment accumulation and attendant stratigraphic packaging result from the 

complex interplay of tectonism, eustasy and sediment supply (e.g .. Hallam, 1984; 

Burton et aI., 1987; Galloway, 1989; Christie-Blick, 1991). This is an established concept; 

Suess (1906), Grabau (1936), and Umbgrove (1939), among others, recognized the 

composite nature of the stratigraphic record. More recently, the advent and 

refinement of sequence stratigraphic concepts, and related aspects of global 

eustasy, have renewed interest in documenting individual signals of processes that 

shape stratigraphy. Although Vail et al. (1977, 1984) emphasized eustasy as the primary 

control, most now concur that tectonism, sediment supply, and eustasy are of 

significant and potentially equal importance, even though a single influence may 

dominate in a given time or place. Less well understood, however, is the process

response linkage among these controls, since a perturbation in any given process 

potentially produces the same response: a relative change in baselevel or 

accommodation space. Accordingly, distinguishing between the stratigraphic 

products of different processes, a pursuit here termed "process stratigraphy," remains 

difficult but is necessary for refining interpretations of many aspects of basin analysis 

(e.g., paleotectonism, paleogeography, paleoclimate). 
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The primary processes that control sedimentation do not operate in isolation, 

but interact in a complex fashion (Figure 3.1). Tectonic processes govern basin 

subsidence but also influence hinterland relief and thus sediment supply, but sediment 

supply also reflects hinterland erosion, which hinges upon climate. Further, climate is 

linked to processes that govern glacioeustasy and, on a grander scale, tectonic 

processes that influence continental configuration and tectonoeustasy. The goal of 

this work is to outline an approach for isolating stratigraphic signals of the main 

processes that control sedimentation, and to apply this methodology to Upper 

Pennsylvanian strata of two southern Ancestral Rocky Mountain basins. The late 

Paleozoic Ancestral Rockies were affected by intense late Paleozoic perturbations in 

tectonism, eustasy, sediment supply, and climate. Accordingly, strata within this 

system preserve a complex record of changes in relative baselevel or 

accommodation space, and thus provide a challenging test for the application of 

process stratigraphy. 

Processes that Control Stratigraphy 

Tectonic Processes 

Tectonic processes affect crustal architecture at scales as miniscule as a 

single fault offset or as massive as an entire orogenic event. Individual fault offsets 

occur instantaneously, but are insignificant on scales typical of stratigraphic studies. 

Conversely, a "basinal" tectonic event (Figure 3.2A) refers to a regional orogenic 

episode capable of creating and sustaining an entire basin or system of basins, and 

thus operates over scales that exceed those of most stratigraphic studies. 

Sandwiched between these extremes are tectonic processes here referred to as 

"structural" and "intraplate" mechanisms (Figure 3.2A). 
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Figure 3.2 Processes that affect stratigraphy plotted in rate-frequency space. Rates 
used are those of change in accommodation space; rates for autogenic processes are 
sedimentation rates (from Enos, 1991) for environments characterized by significant 
autogenic processes. Note that significant overlap occurs in (A), but this overlap 
disappears upon considering lateral dimension (B). Large arrow shows time frame 
encompassed in this (Missourian-Virgilian) study. Rate and frequency data from several 
sources, including Pitman (1978), Donovan and Jones (1979), Watts (1982), Cronin (1983), 
Cloetingh, et al (1985), Officer and Drake (1985), Cloetingh (1986), Blair and Bilodeau 
(1988), Galloway (1989). Geophysics Study Committee (1990), Kukal (1990), Matthews 
::md Frolich (1991). 
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Structural processes include the development of fold or fault systems of 

significant yet generally intrabasinal extent. Several studies have suggested a link 

between the formation of large-scale (> 100 m) progradatlonal-retrogradational 

stratigraphic couplets and repeated, moderate-term (> 1()6 yr) thrust episodes in 

foreland basins (e.g .. Jordan, 1981; Wiltschko and Dorr, 1983; Burbank and Raynolds, 

1988). Blair and Bilodeau (1988) noted the common occurrence of such "tectonic 

cyclothems" and apparently episodic(?) structural events, in extensional settings as 

well. Foreland fracturing or reactivation of intraforeland weaknesses, perhaps 

associated with forebulge migration, constitute potential additional mechanisms of 

structural tectonic deformation. Alternatively, epeiorogenic movements driven by 

mantle dynamics produce broad (continental-scale) vertical motions not associated 

with significant crustal deformation (e.g., Officer and Drake, 1985; Sahagian, 1987). In 

general. the precise nature and especially the rates of structural tectonic processes 

remain poorly constrained at present. 

Intraplate tectonic processes (Figure 3.2A) reflect horizontal. in-plane stresses 

transmitted through large areas of plates as a result of major plate reorganization, 

fragmentation, or collision. Cloetingh et al. (1985), Cloetingh (1986,1988), and Kamer 

(1986) theorized that stress perturbations in excess of 1 kbar could cause amplification 

of flexural features associated with sedimentary basins and result in significant vertical 

motions over large continental areas. Christie-Blick et 01. (1990) noted, however, that 

individual basins likely would respond in unique fashions to such perturbations, and 

further emphasized that the magnitudes and frequencies of stress changes are poorly 

understood. Indeed, generation of significant (e.g., >30 m) vertical crustal 

perturbations would require extraordinarily large intraplate stresses. 
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Eustatic Processes 

Eustatic fluctuations typically stem from changes in ocean basin volume 

(tectonoeustasy) or ocean water volume (primarily glacioeustasy; Donovan and 

Jones, 1979; Figure 3.2A). Tectonoeustasy originates from global plate reorganizations, 

variations in midoceanic ridge volume, ocean floor age, orogenesis, hotspot or 

volcanic activity, and ocean basin sedimentation (Fleming and Roberts, 1973; Pitman, 

1978; watts, 1982; Harrison, 1990). Global plate reorganization Is Invoked to explain very 

long-term (l08 yr) eustatic trends. Presumed eustatic events of more moderate 

durations (106 to 108 yr) probably derive primarily from changes in the midoceanic ridge 

system. In general, although tectonic mechanisms potentially induce significant 

eustatic fluctuations, such fluctuations are exceedingly slow « 1 0- 1 to 1 0-3 m/ka), low

frequency (106 to 108 yr) events. 

Glacioeustasy refers to changes in ocean water volume induced by 

construction and ablation of large continental ice sheets. Accordingly, glacioeustasy 

is significant only for times containing evidence for the existence of significant 

continental ice, such as the late Quatemary, Permo-Carboniferous, late Devonian, late 

Ordovician-early Silurian, and parts of the Proterozoic (Hambrey and Harland, 1981; 

Caputo and Crowell, 1985). Continental positioning and atmospheric climate dictate 

initial ice buildup (Crowell and Frakes, 1970; Donn and Shaw, 1977; Crowley, 1983; Raymo, 

1991); once established, however, glacial centers apparently respond to orbital forcing 

(Hays et aI., 1976; Imbrie and Imbrie, 1980). The Milankovitch cycles that result from 

orbital forcing are periodic variations in the Earth's orbital parameters (precession, 

obliquity. eccentricity) that affect the amount and distribution of solar insolation on the 

Earth's surface (Berger, 1978). Four periodicities have been calculated, with 

approximate values of 23 ka (precession). 41 ka (obliquity), and 100 and 400 ka 

(eccentricity; Berger, 1977, 1978; Imbrie and Imbrie. 1980). Interestingly. recent studies 
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propose a lower-frequency (-2 my) quasi-periodic glacioeustatic trend for the Tertiary 

(Matthews and Frohlich. 1991). The dynamics of the ice-ocean-climate system 

suggest that ice sheets waste more quickly than they grow (Hays et al.. 1976; Ruddiman 

and MCintyre. 1981; Broecker and Denton. 1990). implying rapid and asymmetric 

fluctuations in glacioeustatic sea level. 

Sediment Supply 

Both allogenic and autogenic processes influence sediment supply. Tectonics 

plays a powerful role through its fundamental control on hinterland uplift and relief, but 

climate buffers tectonic dominance by governing rates and styles of sourceland 

denudation, and subsequent siliciclastic influx versus chemical sedimentation at the 

deposITional SITe (Cecil. 1990). Climatic processes are governed by mechanisms that 

occur over a range of time scales (Crowley, 1983). At scales of 1()6 to 108 yr. geographic 

factors such as continental distribution and freeboard determine global climate 

patterns. In contrast, climatic fluctuations operating over lQ4 to lOS yr reflect orbITally 

controlled (Milankovitch) insolation variations. During glaCial-interglacial episodes, 

such variations influence and link eustatic and climatic fluctuations (Chapter 4). During 

non-glacial times, orbital forcing may explain sedimentary microrhythms caused by 

fluctuations in clastic influx, salinity, and productivity obseNed in both marine and 

nonmarine strata (e.g., Barron et aI., 1985; Fischer, 1986; Olsen, 1986). 

Sediment distribution responds to autogenic controls (Figure 3.2A) related to 

deposystem evolution. In fluvial and deltaic systems, for example, channel migration 

and lobe avulsion act to maintain a graded profile given continued deposition and 

attendant slope reduction (Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Coleman, 1988). Ginsburg (1971) 

invoked autogenic progradation to explain peritidal cycles that commonly 

characterize platform carbonate systems. In this and later scenarios (Wilkinson, 1982; 



James, 1984), progradation of the tidal flat diminishes the area of the subtidal 

carbonate "factory", thereby halting further progradation until the lagoon subsides 

enough (> 1 to 2 m) to allow renewal of peak carbonate production. 

A Scaled Approach to Process Stratigraphy 
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Although all the processes discussed potentially shape stratigraphy, the scales 

of each may vary, which provides a theoretical means for identifying individual 

responses. A common approach employs time signals (rate and frequency) to 

distinguish stratigraphic controls. The exceedingly slow, low-frequency characters of 

basinal tectonic and tectonoeustatic events, for example, distinguish these from 

potentially rapid, high-frequency glacioeustatic or autogenic perturbations. 

Unfortunately, significant overlap in time between autogenic, glacioeustatic, and 

structural or intraplate tectonic processes effectively thwarts definitive attempts to 

distinguish these (Figure 3.2A). Similarly, considerations of accommodation space 

alone yield few distinctions, as most processes produce similar ranges (101 to 1()3 m) of 

vertical space. Consideration of a third dimension, lateral space or extent, however, 

eliminates scale overlap between processes, since the stratigraphic record of each 

theoretically fills a unique niche carved In both time (frequency and rate) and space 

(vertical and lateral). Accordingly, despite the complication that auto- and allogenic 

processes potentially create similar stratigraphic responses. the temporal and 

especially spatial extents of their signals betray their origins: AutogeniC events are 

local, tectonic events are intrabasinal to regional. and eustatic events are interregional 

to global (Figure 3.2B). The consequence of this time-space framework is that process 

stratigraphy cannot be fully realized in a single outcrop, nor in a single basin, but 

requires a study of at least interbasinal scope--ideally to be extended regionally and 

globally. 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic depiction of Ancestral Rocky Mountain features; note location of 
Pedregosa (PED) and Orogrande (ORO) basins. in the southwesternmost (known) region 
of this system. Modified from Kluth and Coney (1981). 
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These scale predictions are fundamental, and have been expressed 

elsewhere (e.g., Galloway, 1989). Nevertheless, their application remains hampered 

by inadequacies of chronostratigraphy and the difficulties of precise interbasinal 

correlation. Accordingly, few stratigraphic studies have employed a sufficiently broad 

yet carefully resolved analysis in both space and time. Notable exceptions include 

Lagoe (1987), Bond and Kominz (1991) and Osleger and Read (1991), who employed 

interbasinal approaches to assess tectonic and eustatic contributions to stratigraphic 

development. Below, I follow a similar, interbasinal, approach in Upper Pennsylvanian 

strata of the southwestem Ancestral Rockies region. High-resolution correlation within 

such ancient strata derives from combined biostratigraphy and lithostratigraphy 

augmented subsequently by analyses of stratigraphic "stacking patterns." 

Regional Geologic Setting: The Ancestral Rocky Mountains 

The Ancestral Rocky Mountains are a series of intracratonic block uplifts and 

adjacent basins that occupy a diffuse, roughly northwest-trending swath of the North 

American craton (Kluth and Coney. 1981; Figure 3.3). Kluth and Coney (1981) and Kluth 

(1986) hypothesized that the Ouachita-Marathon orogenic belt of the southern United 

States and the Ancestral Rocky Mountains province of the westem United States are 

genetically linked. and represent the effects of a late Paleozoic continent-continent 

collision between North America (southern Laurasia) and Gondwanaland. 

Deformation styles resulting from this event were intense and included both 

compression and extension; accordingly, basin stratigraphies reflect distinctly 

different tectonic environments than correlative strata of the comparatively quiescent 

North American Midcontinent. Further. although orogenesis occurred throughout 

Permo-Carboniferous time (late Mississippian through earliest Permian). peak 

subsidence in adjacent basins was diachronous (Kluth. 1986). and different basins 
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record different subsidence histories. Essentially. these basins successively recorded 

individual tectonic pulses associated with final Pangean assembly. The Pedregosa 

and Orogrande basins exemplify the diverse tectonic and stratigraphic styles of the 

Ancestral Rocky Mountains province. and thus are well suited for interbasinal 

comparison. These basins are situated adjacent to one another within the 

southwestern extremity of the Ancestral Rocky Mountains system (Figure 3.3). 

Accordingly. they experienced similar regional climates. but slightly contrasting timing 

and styles of deformation. and greatly contrasting depositional styles. 

Pedregosa Basin 

The Pedregosa basin straddles parts of southeastern Arizona. southwestern 

New Mexico. and northern Chihuahua. Mexico (Kottlowski. 1960). Although Mesozoic 

and Cenozoic cover and structures obscure much of the basin. Greenwood et al. 

(1977) drew the boundaries to include Pennsylvanian strata >600 m thick. which defines 

a northwesterly trending trough. Strata of the Pedregosa basin are exposed in 

scattered fault-block mountain ranges throughout the Basin and Range province of 

southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico. The Slightly emergent "Florida 

Islands' bordered the Pedregosa basin to the northeast (Kottlowski. 1963). and formed 

the sole proximal positive area. Consequently. Pennsylvanian carbonate deposition 

persisted across the northern Pedregosa shelf only infrequently interrupted by 

siliciclastic input (Chapters 4. 5; Figure 3.4). Paleogeographic relations southward are 

obscured. but scattered outcrop and borehole data reveal a tllick (up to 2600 m) 

upper Paleozoic section dominated by relatively deep-marine siliciclastics and 

carbonates (e.g .. Lopez-Ramos. 1969; Wilson et al.. 1969; Thompson et al.. 1978). The 

western extension of the Ouachita-Marathon thrust front bordered the Pedregosa 

basin on the south (Figure 3.3; Dickinson. 1981; Armin. 1987). Armin (1991) identified two 
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Figure 3,4 Upper Paleozoic stratigraphy of the Pedregosa (A) and Orogrande (B) basins, 
Brick pattern denotes dominance of carbonates. dot-dash pattern denotes siliciclastic 
influence, Thicknesses to each side of columns indicates thickness of Upper Paleozoic 
section (study inteNal) in that area. Sources include Kelley and Silver (1952). Kottlowski. 
et aI., (1956), Bachman and Meyers (1969), Ross (1978). 



tectonic phases within the Pedregosa basin: an early (Pennsylvanian) phase of 

subsidence and thick carbonate deposition in the northern basin, and a later 

(Wolfcampian) phase recording peak subsidence and accompanying "flysch" 

deposition in the southern basin. 

Orogrande Basin 
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The Orogrande basin of south-central New Mexico forms a north-south 

elongate feature with limits, like the Pedregosa basin, drawn to encompass 

Pennsylvanian strata >600 m thick (Greenwood et al.. 1977). Shelf and marginal basinal 

strata of the Orogrande basin are exposed in scattered mountain ranges throughout 

south-central New Mexico; strata of the deep basin, however, are obscured by the 

modern Tularosa basin (Kottlowski et aI., 1956; Otte, 1959; Pray, 1961). The proximity of 

major Precambrian-cored Ancestral Rockies uplifts around the Orogrande basin 

induced significant siliCiclastic influx concomitant with late Pennsylvanian basin 

subsidence and hinterland uplift. The Pedernal uplift was a prominent highland that 

formed the eastern, more active basin margin (Figure 3.3). Consequently, thick 

sequences of intercalated nonmarine and shallow-marine clastics and subequal to 

subordinate shelf carbonates characterize the basin stratigraphy, which thus contrasts 

with the carbonate-rich correlative section of the Pedregosa basin (Figure 3.4). Cursory 

studies have favored both transtensional (Wilson and Jordan, 1988), and 

transpressional (Singleton, 1990) origins for Orogrande subsidence. Regional studies 

suggest that Orogrande subsidence peaked in Late Pennsylvanian time, significantly 

earlier than Wolfcampian peak subsidence in the Pedregosa basin (e.g, Wilson and 

Jordan, 1988; Wilson, 1989). 
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Methods 

To implement the scaled approach outlined above, I chose two "inner-margin" 

and two "outer-margin" localities for detailed study within the Upper Pennsylvanian of 

each basin (Figure 3.5). Note that the terms "inner margin" and "outer margin" refer not 

to specific depositional settings, but to relative tectonic positions: outer margins 

experienced relatively greater subsidence than inner margins. This cl10ice of sections 

enables intra basinal comparisons across tectonic environments as well as interbasinal 

comparisons between the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins. Individual sections were 

targeted based on favorable exposure, biostratigraphic potential (presence of 

fusulinid-bearing strata), and paleogeographic position. The latter attribute explains 

the choice of the relatively "quiescent" (northern Pedregosa and western Orogrande) 

margins of these apparently asymmetric basins, to avoid the potentially confusing 

overprint of locally intense (highland-adjacent) tectonism. 

For each study site, the Upper Pennsylvanian section was measured at a fine 

«decimeter) resolution and sampled as necessary « 1 to 3 m intervals) to build a 

detailed facies and biostratigraphic framework. On the basis of the measured sections 

(Appendix A), six carbonate and six siliciclastic facies were delimited (see Chapter 2; 

Table 3.1). Nowhere do all twelve Itthofacies co-occur, but they recur in varied patterns 

to form high-frequency stratigraphic cycles. Correlation ties between sections and 

basins were established using fusulinid biostratigraphy (identifications by C. A. Ross 

and G. L. Wilde; Appendix A) supplemented by distinctive lithologic trends. Stacking 

pattems of thickness and facies features of high-frequency cycles were plotted to 

assess low-frequency (multiple-cycle) trends within and between basins. 
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TABLE 3.1: DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF FACIES 

Facies Name Abbreviation De~ositional Inte!Eretation 
Siliciclastic Facies 

Calcareous Eolian dust deposited in 
Siltstone CS intertidal to subtidal 

Red 
Mudstone RM Fluvial floodplain 

Fossiliferous Restricted-open marine 
Calcareous Mudstone FCM lagoon 

Dark Calcareous Brackish-hypersaline 
Mudstone DCM interdistributary bay 

Arkosic Deltaic distributary channel-
Sandstone AS mouth bar 

Micaceous Mudstone-
Fine Sandstone MMS Prodelta to delta front 

Carbonate Facies 

Laminated Peloidal Restricted peritidal 
Carbonate LPC platform 

Evaporitic Restricted hypersaline 
Dolomicrite EDM lagoon 

Bioclastic- Restricted to open-
Nonbioclastic BNG marine shoals 
Grainstone 

Bioclastic 
Packstone BP Shallow subtidal 

Fossiliferous Shallow to "deeper" 
Bioclastic FBW subtidal 
Wackestone 

Dark Oncoidal "Transgressive" carbonate 
Wackestone DOW (shallow to dee~ subtidal) 
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High-Frequency Stratigraphic Cycles of the Pedregosa and Orogrande Basins 

Stratigraphic cyclicity expressed as repetitive successions of lithofacies 

constitutes a prevalent feature of all sections studied. Within complete Upper 

Pennsylvanian sections, 24 cycles occur that range from <5 to 70 m thick. Average 

thicknesses range from 7 to 12 m for inner margins, and from 12 to 18 m for outer margins 

(minima = Pedregosa basin, maxima = Orogrande basin). Invariably, these cycles 

consist of an asymmetric (abc-abc-abc), rather than symmetriC (abcba-abcba) 

array of facies. Ideally, cycles and cycle boundaries were recognized by the 

presence of a progression of lithofacies, generally from relatively deeper-water facies 

(e.g., wackestones) to shoal-water types (e.g., grainstones) ar paleo-subaerial 

exposure. Rare, small-scale «<3 m) fluctuations between marine subfacies that 

displayed no distinct facies progression were not interpreted as cycle breaks. 

Features indicative of paleo-subaerial exposure developed atop subtidal strata (e.g., 

brecciated crusts, calcretes, cryptokarst, rhizoliths, and/or meteoric diagenetic 

indicators on carbonates) were considered unequivocal evidence for a cycle 

boundary. In some cycles, an upwardly shoaling progression of facies did not occur. 

For example, outer-margin Pedregosa cycles commonly consist completely of 

subtidal wackestone (FBW facies). Persistent and consistent trends in faunal content 

(e.g .. crinoid-brachiopod versus tubular foraminifers). bedding style (thin. nodular 

versus massive). and color (dark gray versus light gray) do occur. however. and define 

subfacies that reflect progressive changes in relative depth. As in their more 

pronounced counterparts. shoaling features appear gradually. whereas deepening 

transitions are abrupt. Figure 3.6 schematically depicts the stack of Upper 

Pennsylvanian stratigraphic cycles within each section, together with the confidence 

of boundary picks. Note that siliciclastics conventionally are depicted at cycle bases 

regardless of depositional interpretation. This is an arbitrary choice necessitated by 
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the logistics of field work, where siliciclastic facies commonly weather recessively, and 

possible nonmarine-marine transitions may be obscured within poorly exposed 

siliciclastic inteNals. To circumvent this artifact and choose boundaries consistently, 

cycles were designated as extending from subaerial exposure surface to subaerial 

exposure surface or, in fully marine types, from shoal-most facies to shoal-most facies. 

A variety of cycle types occurs that reflect the contrasting paleogeographies 

of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins through Late Pennsylvanian time (Chapter 4). 

Accordingly, it is impossible to depict a single "idealized" cycle. In general, 

carbonate-dominant cycles prevail in the Pedregosa basin, whereas 

sedimentologically mixed carbonate-siliciclastic cycles dominate In the Orogrande 

basin. Pedregosa basin carbonate cycles consist largely of subtidal wackestone 

(FBW facies) that grades upward into packstone (BP facies), grainstone (BNG facies) 

and locally, cryptalgallaminites (LPC facies). A siltstone component (CS facies) 

occurs locally. This general pattern prevails in both inner- and outer-margin sections. 

Orogrande cycles are locally all carbonate, but more commonly comprise fluvial or 

lagoonal mudstone in inner margins to deltaic mudstone and sandstone in outer 

margins, capped by subtidal or peritidal carbonate facies. 

Common cycle types are illustrated in Figure 3.7, but variations in vertical facies 

stacking create deviations from these idealized types. Such variations include cycles 

with incomplete or truncated progradation (see later discussion). A notable variation 

that bears on cycle genesis is the prevalence of paleo-subaerial exposure features 

(e.g., calcrete, cryptokarst) developed abruptly atop subtidal carbonates. 

Evidence for Glacioeustatic Control of High-Frequency Cycles 

High-frequency stratigraphic cycles could potentially reflect either autogenic 

or allogenic processes. Upper Pennsylvanian cycles of the Pedregosa and 
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Orogrande basins (Figures 3.6, 3.7) display several features that collectively imply a 

primarily glacioeustatic origin, as documented below. 

Nature of Cycle-Boundary Facies Transitions 
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During normal autogenic progradation of a sedimentary system, Walther's Law 

prevails to dictate a predictable pattern of facies transitions. Walther's Law may 

similarly prevail during allogenic forCing of a system provided that rates of 

sedimentation pace or exceed rates of extrinsic perturbation. However, the 

occurrence in many cycles of subaerial exposure features developed atop subtidal 

carbonates constitutes a non-Waltherian tranSition that unequivocally records relative 

baselevel fall sufficiently rapid to cause the sea surface to intersect the subtidal 

sediment surface, and thus automatically precludes an autogenic explanation. A 

tectonic interpretation would necessitate invoking rapid, repeated, synchronous, and 

interbasinal (see below) "bouncing" of the sediment surface by large (» 101m) 

amounts. No known tectonic mechanism could accomplish this; further, if such 

"bouncing" were a viable mechanism, basins of all ages would exhibit Pennsylvanian

Permian-type stratigraphic cyclicity, yet they do not (Dickinson et al" in press). A 

glacioeustatic explanation, however, can explain abrupt facies transitions. Rates of 

late Quaternary glacioeustatic sea-level change ranged up to 12 mm/yr (Geophysics 

Study Committee, 1990; their Table 3), perhaps up to 35 mm/yr (Cronin, 1983). These 

rates potentially outstrip even shoal-water carbonate accumulation rates (~1 to 20 

mm/yr; cf. Schlager. 1981). Further, Pedregosa and Orogrande cycles display a 

consistently regressive nature characterized by abrupt "flooding" bases superceded 

by facies progradation. This pattern may reflect the asymmetriC dynamics of 

glacioeustasy, in which oceanic feedbacks accelerate deglaciation and consequent 

eustatic rise relative to glaciation and sea level fall (Imbrie and Imbrie, 1980; Ruddiman 



and Mcintyre, 1981). Alternatively, this pattern may be artlfactual. as asymmetry 

characterizes many stratigraphic cycles and does not require the actions of an 

asymmetric driving force (Read et al., 1986). 

Interbasinal Correlation 
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Mid- to low-latitude regions should record equal signs and magnitudes of 

glacioeustatic change (cf. Pirazzoli, 1991); hence, given sufficient subsidence and 

sedimentation, stratigraphic cycles driven by glacioeustasy are interbasinally and 

interregionally correlative. Precise correlation of substage-level features is difficult in 

Paleozoic strata. However, biostratigraphy augmented by lithostratigraphy strongly 

suggests an interbasinal. cycle-ta-cycle correlation through all sections studied. The 

biostratigraphic framework hinges predominantly on fusulinids, which indicate stage 

boundaries (Desmoinesian-Missourian, Missourian-Virgilian, Virgilian-"Bursum"), and 

informal substage levels (early, middle, late), but typically cannot uniquely earmark 

individual cycles (cf. Ross and Ross, 1987; Wilde, 1990). Lithologic indicators such as 

occurrences and intensities of paleo-subaerial exposure and plots of major lithologic 

trends confirm and tighten correlations. Fully detailed biostratigraphic and 

lithostratigraphic logs appear in Appendix A; Figure 3.8 summarizes these data. 

The combined biostratigraphic and lithostratigraphic framework enables 

division of the sections into correlative packages that contain equal numbers of 

stratigraphic cycles. At the grossest (stage) level. all sections contain nine Missourian 

cycles and. in complete sections. fifteen Virgilian cycles. for a total of 24 Upper 

Pennsylvanian cycles. When viewed in conjunction with lithologic trends (and. in a 

later discussion. thicknesses). the correlation tightens to the sub-stage. nearly cycle

ta-cycle level. Definitive interregional correlation awaits further work. but Boardman 

and Heckel's (1989) Texas-Midcontinent correlation of Upper Pennsylvanian cycles is 
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encouraging. as the number of major cycles correlated between these regions 

matches the number observed in the apparently age-equivalent Pedregosa

Orogrande sections. Interbasinal and provisional interregional correlation of 

Pedregosa and Orogrande stratigraphic cycles implies a glacioeustatic genesis. 

since autogenic or tectonic mechanisms would more likely produce local or 

intra basinal complications to preclude such correlation. 

Apparent Cycle Frequency 
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Hays et al. (1976) causally related patterns of late Quaternary ice volume 

fluctuations and orbital perturbations that follow predictable frequencies. If 

stratigraphic cycles of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins record a glacioeustatic 

signal linked to orbital forcing. then they should preserve the theoretical frequencies of 

this process. The most current determinations for Stephanian (Late Pennsylvanian plus 

"Bursum") time indicate durations of 13 My (Harland et al .• 1990) or 10 My (tentative 

Project Pangea scale as per C. Ross et al.. written commun .. 1992; Figure 3.9). If tile 

"Bursum" interval. which was excluded from the present study. lasted approximately 2 

My (cf. Ross and Ross. 1987; Wilde. 1990). then the Late Pennsylvanian (Missourian

Virgilian) occupied 11 or 8 My. Dividing each of these durations by the total number of 

Upper Pennsylvanian cycles (24) observed in the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins 

yields apparent cycle frequencies of 478 ka or 347 ka. These estimates bracket the 

Milankovitch long-eccentricity periodiCity of 413 ka calculated by Berger (1977). which 

has remained unchanged through geologic time (Berger et al.. 1989). Potential 

problems with such a SimplistiC frequency calculation include: 

(1) These estimates hinge upon commonly ill-constrained time determinations. 

This is particularly true for the pre-Jurassic section. for which newly acquired 

radiometric ages may alter period and epoch durations significantly (cf. Klein. 1990). 
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(2) A recognizable record of each cycle must be present to calculate a 

realistic frequency estimate. Fortunately, few indications of post-depositional erosion 

occur in the studied sections. 

(3) Periodicity Is more significant than apparent frequency for demonstrating a 

Milankovitch control. Unfortunately, periodicity determinations for Pennsylvanian 

sequences remain elusive, although newly developed techniques (Kominz and Bond, 

1990; Bond et al.. 1991; Kominz et aI., 1991) promise progress in this area. 

(4) Algeo and Wilkinson (1988) showed that calculated frequency hinges 

largely upon cycle thickness, regardless of cycle genesis. Their statistical analyses, 

however, demonstrated that Late Paleozoic (Upper Mississippian through Upper 

Pennsylvanian) cycles cluster around a 413 ka period, whereas cycle periods from all 

other Phanerozoic times display a random distribution. Hence Pennsylvanian 

frequency calculations that match an eccentricity value may reflect true Milankovitch 

control of glacioeustasy, rather than mathematical artifice. Corroborative evidence 

for this inference is provided by numerous recent studies of Pennsylvanian stratigraphic 

cycles that document apparent frequencies that repeatedly approach the 400 ka 

long-eccentricity value (range ca. 200 ka to 500 ka inferred by: Fischer, 1982; Busch and 

Rollins, 1984; Driese and Dott, 1984; Heckel. 1986; Ross and Ross, 1987; Goldstein, 1988; 

Marquis and Laury, 1989; Algeo et aI., 1991; Chesnut, 1991; Goldhammer et al., 1991a). 

The apparent dominance of the long-eccentricity frequency over all other 

Milankovitch frequencies remains puzzling, particularly because late Quaternary 

glaciations apparently responded dominantly to the shorter (ca., 23-, 42-. 100 ka) 

frequencies (e.g., Hays et aI., 1976). If global continental geography signtficantly 

impacts climatiC responses to orbital forcing (cf. Collier et aI., 1990; Crowley and Baum, 

1991; Crowley et aI., 1991,1992; Park and Oglesby, 1991), then perhaps the apparent 
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dominance of the 400 ka signal for the late Carboniferous represents a nonactualistic, 

"supercontinent" response to the system. 

Late Paleozoic Global Paleogeography 

A key observation corroborating the plausibility of Late Pennsylvanian 

glacioeustasy is the documentation of extensive Carboniferous glaciations in the 

southern continents. Crowell (1978), Caputo and Crowell (1985), and Veevers and 

Powell (1987) amassed substantial evidence for repeated glaciations from late 

Mississippian to mid-Early Permian time throughout the Gondwanan continents. 

Glaciers typically "cannibalize' older glacial deposits, so that the record of successive 

advances and retreats is patchy at best. The proxy record, represented by 

glacioeustasy, would be best recorded within paleoequatorial subsiding regions, such 

as the North American Midcontinent. It was here that Wanless and Shepard (1936) first 

proposed a causal connection between Pennsylvanian stratigraphic cyclothems and 

Gondwanaland glaciations. 

Mesoscale stratigraphic cycles are especially prevalent within the Middle to 

Late Pennsylvanian interval throughout Euramerica; notably, Veevers and Powell (1987) 

inferred peak Gondwanan ice volumes from latest Westphalian (late Desmoinesian) 

through Stephanian (late Virgilian) time. Using estimates of ice extent for this interval, 

Crowley and Baum (1991) calculated an expected glacioeustatic fluctuation of 

approximately 60± 15 m. Although correlation does not prove causality, the large and 

growing number of studies documenting a pervasive and unique style of stratigraphic 

cyclicity coincident with expansive Gondwanan glaCiation corroborates the purely 

stratigraphic and sedimentologic evidence for the glacioeustatic origin of these 

cycles. 
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Low-Frequency Stratigraphic Trends of the Pedregosa and Orogrande Basins 

Less prominent than the high-frequency cycles are low-frequency (multiple

cycle) trends revealed in plots of cycle thickness and facies associations. Recently, 

several authors have employed analyses of such "stacking patterns" in peritidal 

carbonate successions to evaluate low-frequency processes that influence 

stratigraphy (reviewed In Goldhammer and Dunn, 1991; see also Goldhammer et al.. 

1987, 1990, 1991b; Koerschner and Read, 1989; Crevello, 1991; Osleger and Read, 1991). 

A common method is to equate systematic changes in cycle thickness, revealed by 

"Fischer" plots (described in Figure 3.10), to identify the accommodation-space signal 

in a stratigraphic sequence. Stratal thickness, however, responds not just to 

accommodation space (controlled either tectonically or eustatically), but to (1) 

sediment supply and linked sedimentation rate, and (2) duration of sedimentation, or 

stratigraphic "completeness". Thus, to justify equating thickness and 

accommodation, one must assume constant cycle periodicity (i.e., constant duration 

of sedimentation per cycle), and absolute filling of maximum accommodation space. 

Peritidal carbonate cycles probably fulfill these conditions, since such carbonates 

rapidly aggrade once initial "lag depth" (cf. Hardie and Shinn, 1986, and Read et al.. 

1986) startup is surmounted. In fact, duration of sedimentation becomes irrelevant if 

maximum accommodation is filled. Unfortunately. Upper Pennsylvanian cycles of the 

Pedregosa and Orogrande basins differ from such peritidal carbonate sequences in 

that they consist largely of subtidal carbonates in the Pedregosa basin, or subtidal to 

locally peritidal carbonates with a substantial siliciclastic phase in the Orogrande basin. 

Accordingly, sedimentation rates varied significantly, producing cycles in which 

thickness and accommodation relate in a complex fashion. As distinguished by their 

facies character and ability to fill accommodation, several end-member cycle types 

could occur in these systems, as detailed below. Note that the terms used here to 
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describe these cycles are modifications of those employed for carbonate systems by 

Kendall and Schlager (1981), Neumann and Macintyre (1985), and Sarg (1988); as 

defined here, however, these apply to carbonate, siliciclastic, or mixed systems: 

(1) "Keep-up" cycles: sedimentation paces accommodation such that 

resultant cycles fill maximum accommodation and are thus "thickness-complete," but 

are fully aggradational, and thus 'facies-incomplete." In marine sequences, for 

example, only shoal-water facies occur, rather than a full progradational suite. 

(2) "Catch-up" cycles: sedimentation initially lags behind accommodation 

production, but subsequently accelerates to catch up at conditions of maximum 

accommodation. Such cycles form thickness- and facies-complete, progradational 

units, such as those typical of peritidal sequences. 

(3) "Catch-down" cycles: sedimentation lags behind accommodation, and 

fails to catch up at maximum accommodation; rather, relative sea level plummets 

toward or into the sediment surface, prematurely truncating the cycle. Resultant 

cycles are thickness-incomplete, but may be either facies-complete (condensed 

progradation) or facies-incomplete (truncated progradation). Note that this type is 

common to times of rapid, high-amplitude, glacioeustatic sea-level fluctuations. 

(4) "Give-up" cycles: sedimentation perpetually lags accommodation; cycle 

may continue to aggrade, but fails to fill maximum accommodation and is instead 

"reset" as subsequent cycle begins upon renewed accommodation. The resultant 

cycles are thickness- and facies-incomplete. 

Although apparent thickness-complete "keep-up" and "catch-up" cycles 

occur locally within the Pedregosa and Orogrande systems, thickness-incomplete 

"catch-down" and "give-up" cycles occur commonly. In the case of a thickness

incomplete cycle, duration of deposition is a concern: given that most cycles record 

<10% to perhaps 30% of alloted time (see Chapter 4), differences in cycle thicknesses 
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could reflect differences in stratigraphic completeness, rather than any direct 

measure of accommodation. Facies features provide supplemental data potentially 

valuable for constraining cycle types and thereby clarifying interpretations of thickness 

trends (cf. Osleger and Read, 1991). Below, I employ qualitative comparisons of 

combined thickness and facies relations to extract possible signals of tectonic and 

eustatic processes. 

Descriptions and Origins of Pronounced Low-Frequency Stratigraphic Patterns 

Figure 3.11 illustrates stacking pattems plotted for both basins; these plots reveal 

trends in (1) decompacted cycle thicknesses using both histograms and Fischer plots, 

(2) proportions of shoal-carbonate (grain-rich or peritidal) or siliciclastic facies for the 

Pedregosa and Orogrande basins, respectively, (3) occurrences of exceptional 

paleo-subaerial exposure, and (4) cycle types (defined in Figure 4.3). Qualitative 

examination and comparison of trends within and between basins reveals the 

following significant observations and attendant interpretations: 

(1) Thickness trends revealed in histograms and Fischer Plots mimic one 

another intrabasinally, but contrast interbasinally: whereas the Pedregosa plots exhibit 

two peaks in thickness, the Orogrande plots show only one broad peak whose apex 

correlates with neither Pedregosa pulse. The intrabasinal nature of these Signals 

indicates that thickness is not recording accommodation attributable to eustasy. 

Some other control(s) must be responsible, for example, tectonics, variations in rate or 

duration of sedimentation that are driven tectonically, or a combination of such 

influences that acted synchronously intrabasinally. 

(2) Cycle caps that exhibit intensely developed paleo-subaerial exposure 

occur clustered at and just beyond the Missourian-Virgilian boundary in both basins 

(cycles 9-12, ± 13). This clustering appears especially anomalous in outer-margin 



Figure 3.11 Thickness and lithologic trends for Upper 
Pennsylvanian high-frequency cycles of the Pedregosa 
and Orogrande Basins. Thickness trends are depicted with 
both Fischer plots and histograms. Note that thicknesses 
used here are decompacted in order to remove or 
diminish differences caused by differential compaction of 
contrasting rock types (especially for Orogrande 
sections). Cycles were decompacted using 
backstripping program of G.C. Bond and M.A. Kominz. 
Porosity reduction in all cycles was assumed to be 
compaction-related rather than cementation-related. 
Although this simplification likely results in overestimates of 
original thicknesses. this should be a consistent error that 
will not affect comparisons of trends. A line graph within 
each histogram shows "% shoal carbonate" (grain-rich or 
peritidal) facies for the Pedregosa basin. or "% 
siliciclastics facies" for the Orogrande basin. Patterned 
boxes in histograms of Orogrande sections denote ORO 3 
type cycles. Occurrences of intense paleo-subaerial 
exposure features are depicted by hatchured lines. Note 
that scale used on Fischer plots for Rhodes and Hembrillo 
Canyon sections differs from the scale for the Fischer plots 
of the other sections (see scale bars). Scales on all bar 
graphs are equivalent. 
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sections of the Pedregosa basin, where cycles rarely exhibit evidence for such 

exposure. The interbasinal nature of this exposure signal implicates a eustatic drive. 

Evidence for intense paleo-subaerial exposure at or adjacent to the Missourian-

Virgiiian boundary in strata of the Appalachian basin (8. Cecil, personal commun., 

1992) and the Midcontinent (P. Heckel, personal commun., 1991) corroborates a 

eustatic interpretation for this signal. Although the most obvious expression of ice-age 

eustasy is high-frequency glacioeustasy driven by orbital forcing on a ka scale, 

Matthews and Frohlich (1991) demonstrated that long-period modulation of orbital 

forcing could produce long-term glacioeustasy with a quaSi-period on a My-scale (2 

my for the Pleistocene). Further, geologic evidence indicates that Gondwanan Ice 

volumes were not constant; ice centers built, migrated, and apparently reached their 

peak extent in middle Stephanian (Mlssourian-Virglllan) time (Veevers and Powell, 

1987). Low-frequency glacioeustasy is a necessary corollary to the changing volume 

of water locked in Gondwanan Ice over several Milankovitch-scale cycles (> 1 My). 

Moreover, maximal ice volume should correlate not only to a low-frequency sea-level 

lowstand, but to peak amplitudes of high-frequency glacioeustasy. Accordingly, 

intense exposure caps developed on latest Missourian-early Virgillan cycles may 
\) 

reflect conditions of maximal Gondwanan ice. Such low-frequency lowstand 

conditions also explain the anomalously large proportions of "grainy" shoal-

carbonate (BNG) facies that occur in outer-margin Pedregosa cycles of this age 

(Figure 3.11): these cycles apparently record depOSition in relatively shallow waters 

possibly as catCh-Up type cycles, rather than the give-up type typical of enclosing 

strata. 

(3) The second Pedregosa thickness peak (cycles 16-18) consists in outer 

margins of non-grainy, non-exposed cycles. These are technically give-up cycles, 

but consist almost entirely of relatively shoal-water (tubular-foraminiferal) wackestone 
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that may Imply a keep-up component. The lithologic contrasts between this non

grainy peak and its older. grainy counterpart indicates that these signals reflect 

different influences or sets of influences acting on the stratigraphy. The lack of a 

correlative thick pulse in the Orogrande basin supports a tectonic. rather than eustatic 

contribution to this signal. 

(4) Within the Orogrande basin. major volumes of fluvio-deltaic siliciclastics 

began surging into the western basin by the Missourian-Virgilian boundary (cycle 9. 10). 

producing cycles containing. on average. 65% siliciclastics. rather than the 25% 

average of older cycles. This sedimentologic Signal marks a key tectonic transition in 

the Orogrande system that reflects either (1) major highland tectonic uplift. or (2) 

regional integration of drainages from highland sources attributable to highland 

tectonism. 

(5) Within the latest early Virgillan to early-middle Virgilian Orogrande basin 

(cycles 13-15: ±12 and 161n inner margins). lithologically unique ORO 3 cycles occur that 

comprise large thicknesses of aggradational fluvial (inner margins) or interdistributary 

bay (outer margins) mudstone capped by shoal-water carbonate (Figures 3.7. 3.11). 

This interval appears espeCially anomalous in outer-margin sections. since enclosing 

Virgilian cycles consist of progradational deltaic siliciclastics (ORO 4 cycles). These 

ORO 3 cycles locally reach (decompacted) thicknesses »100 m. yet consist entirely 

of shoal-water or nonmarine facies in near keep-up or catch-up formats. Such 

thicknesses exceed maximum amplitudes estimated for Pennsylvanian glacioeustasy 

(60 ± 15 m; Crowley and North. 1991); accordingly. they must record one or more 

additional mechanisms that created excessive accommodation space. Although a 

low-frequency eustatic contribution cannot be excluded. tectonism could 

simultaneously produce accommodation (Orogrande subsidence) linked to a 

sediment-supply burst (highland uplift) suffiCiently voluminous to create and maintain 
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thick, fully aggradational cycles in lieu of catch-down progradational cycles. Hence, 

this interval of ORO 3 cycles may record a discrete but intense pulse of tectonic activity 

in the Orogrande system. 

Comparisons of the depositional histories of both basins thus reveal evidence 

for distinct low-frequency eustatic and tectonic influences on stratigraphic trends: 

other trends that occur are difficult to interpret unambiguously without additional 

constraining data. The tectonic events recorded in these basins presumably 

originated from Ouachita-Marathon orogenesis translated through intracontinental 

deformation to drive both Pedregosa and Orogrande subsidence and linked highland 

uplift. The eustatic signals, in contrast. may well record paired high- and low-frequency 

glacioeustatic events complicated by tectonoeustatic and/or epeirorogenic 

processes linked to final mergence of Laurasia and Gondwanaland to produce the 

Pangean supercontinent. 

Concluding Comments 

Geologic evidence presented in this chapter demonstrates that Carboniferous 

glacioeustasy influenced stratigraphy within actively and sporadically subsiding 

depocenters of a major orogenic system (the Ancestral Rocky Mountains). If 

Carboniferous glacioeustasy faithfully punctuated the sedimentary record in regions 

tectonically volatile as well as those quiescent, (e.g., the Midcontinent: Heckel. 1986), 

and if orbital influences control glacioeustasy, then Carboniferous cyclothems house 

potential for use as geochronometers (e.g., Soreghan, in press). Indeed, 

biostratigraphy augmented by cyclostratigraphy within the Pedregosa and Orogrande 

sections allowed high-resolution comparisons of low-frequency stratigraphic trends 

that could not have been achieved otherwise. Qualitative analysis of these trends 

implicates both low-frequency tectonic and eustatic processes as contributing 
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influences. Selected stratigraphic signals described above appear attributable to a 

single control, but the interference of low-frequency tectonism and eustasy produced 

a complex accommodation pattern that is difficult to decipher completely. 

Nevertheless, this study serves to illustrate a process stratigraphic methodology, 

provide a data base readily available (Appendix A) for scrutiny and comparison, and 

emphasize that an interpretive framework wedded to either eustasy or tectonism 

alone is almost certainly overly simplistic. 

A drawback of the data base compiled here is that the Pedregosa and 

Orogrande basins lie sufficiently proximal to one another to potentially record a 

regional orogenic signal, which thwarts any straightforward distinction of tectonics and 

eustasy. Given the cyclostratigraphic correlation potential of the Pennsylvanian, a 

valuable addition to this data base would be definitive linkage with more distal 

sequences, for example, strata of the tectonically quiescent Midcontinent, or active 

records from other basins of the Ancestral Rocky Mountains system. A key to follow in 

examining any such sequence is to consider cycle character (keep-up, catCh-Up, 

catch-down, give-up) to more faithfully evaluate the critical accommodation signal. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CYCLES, CLIMATE, AND EUSTASY: 
IS PENNSYLVANIAN CYCLOSTRATIGRAPHY NON-WALTHERIAN? 

Abstract 

Glacioeustasy constituted a first-order control on Pennsylvanian stratigraphic 

cyclicity, but inadequately explains the sedimentologic expression of many 

Pennsylvanian cycles, particularly mixed carbonate-siliciclastic varieties. By analogy 

with the Quaternary record, significant glacial-interglacial climate change probably 

accompanied Pennsylvanian glacioeustasy. Sedimentologic features within Upper 

Pennsylvanian cycles of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins include eolian siltstones 

and calcareous paleosols that indicate relatively arid conditions, as well as evidence 

for hyposaline bays and arborescent forests that suggest more humid conditions. 

Hence, within the paleoequatorial setting of these basins, climate apparently fluctuated 

between subhumid and semiarid conditions during interglacial and glacial extremes, 

respectively. 

Glacioeustatic and glacioclimatic Influences combined with paleogeographic 

constraints to dictate sedimentologic signals of Pennsylvanian cycles. Tectonically 

controlled paleogeography of the depositional basins ultimately determined the nature 

and volume of the siliciclastic influx. However, intensified aridity and wind strength 

during peak glacial phases led to decreased fluvio-deltaic siliciclastic sedimentation 

and increased eolian activity. Conversely, increased precipitation during interglacial 

phases reactivated or intensified fluvio-deltaic sediment yield. Eustasy potentially 

influenced fluvial aggradation versus degradation and coastal sediment trapping 

versus bypassing, thereby controlling siliciclastic flux to outer-margin regions. 

Coupled glacioeustatic and glacioclimatic changes were sufficiently severe to 

reconfigure depositional systems between climatic extremes, implying that suites of 



lithofacies observed in any given cycle may represent environmental mosaics that 

were to some degree spatially and temporally distinct. Accordingly, a strict 

interpretation of Walther's Law (laterally adjacent=verti.cally stacked) may be 

inapplicable to many Pennsylvanian cyclic sequences. 

Introduction 
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Stratigraphic cycles composed of rhythmic arrangements of facies constitute a 

common feature of Pennsylvanian stratigraphy worldwide. Although these cycles may 

consist exclusively of either carbonate or siliciclastic facies. they commonly exhibit a 

mixed signal incorporating both rock types. Formation of sedimentologically mixed 

packages necessitates: (1) a carbonate source in typically tropical or subtropical 

environments; (2) a siliciclastic source in proximal or distal tectonic highlands; 

(3) one or more mechanisms to mix allochthonous siliciclastic detritus with 

autochthonous carbonate debris; and (4) a mechanism to drive the admixture in a 

cyclic manner. Although several processes have been invoked to explain the origin of 

Pennsylvanian cycles in general. many investigators now favor late Paleozoic 

glacioeustasy as a first-order control. The evidence to support a glacioeustatic 

influence in rocks of this age is convincing (see Chapter 3). Nevertheless, given the 

requisite carbonate and siliciclastic sources. the mechanism enabling eustasy alone to 

dictate the formation of sedimentologically mixed cycles remains ambiguous. Also 

puzzling is the role of eustasy in generating entirely non-marine Pennsylvanian cycles. In 

contrast. glacioclimatic fluctuations. linked to glacioeustasy. could readily influence the 

sedimentological makeup of cycles. but climate remains a little-studied factor in works 

on Pennsylvanian process stratigraphy. 

Both exclusively carbonate and mixed carbonate-siliciclastic cycles occur in 

Upper Pennsylvanian strata of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins (southern 
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Ancestral Rocky Mountains province). This chapter considers glacioclimatic, as well as 

glacioeustatic influences on the sedimentologic expression of stratigraphie cycles in 

these two basins. Consideration of the climatic variation suggests that a Waltherian 

approach to facies analysis inadequately explains Pennsylvanian cyclic stratigraphy. 

Paleogeographic and Stratigraphic Settings of the 

Late Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande Basins 

The late Paleozoic Pedregosa and Orogrande basins lie at the southwestern 

extremity of the Ancestral Rocky Mountains system, which apparently formed at least 

partly in response to the collisional suturing of southern Laurasia and Gondwanaland 

(Kluth and Coney, 1981; Kluth, 1986; see regional review in Chapter 3; Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

In the vicinity of the northem Pedregosa basin, the Slightly emergent "Florida Islands" 

(Kottlowski, 1963) formed the sole positive feature; the Zuni-Defiance, Kaibab, and 

Sedona arches formed distal positive regions that lay separated from the Pedregosa 

basin by the broad, apparently featureless Central Arizona shelf (Ross, 1973; Blakey and 

Knepp, 1989; Figure 4.2). Within the Big Hatchet Mountains of southwesternmost New 

Mexico. isolated phylloid-algal bioherms mark the position of the Pedregosa shetf 

margin (Wilson, 1989). In contrast to the notable absence of highlands surrounding the 

Pedregosa basin, the Pedernal highland formed a significant uplift adjacent to the 

eastern Orogrande basin; the broad Robledo shelf and the Diablo platform formed 

more gentle margins on the west and south-southeast sides, respectively (Kottlowski, 

1963). Prominent phylloid-algal biostromes and bioherms mark the Late Pennsylvanian 

shelf margins of the Orogrande basin on both the eastern (Dry Canyon, Sacramento 

Mountains) and western (Hembrillo Canyon. San Andres Mountains) margins (Kottlowski 

et al., 1956; Pray, 1961; Wilson, 1975; Greenwood et aI., 1977). 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic depiction of Ancestral Rocky Mountain features; note location of 
Pedregosa (PED) and Orogrande (ORO) basins. in the southwesternmost (known) region 
of this system. Pedregosa basin has no proximal highlands. whereas Orogrande basin is 
directly west of the Pedernal uplift. Modified from Kluth and Coney (1981). 
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Figure 4.2 Paleogeography and stratigraphy of the late 
Paleozoic Pedregosa and Orogrande basins. Arches 
formed distal positive areas, uplifts formed significant 
highlands, Florida Islands were barely emergent. Carbonate 
(brick pattern) deposition dominated in Late Pennsylvanian 
Pedregosa basin, siliciclastic deposition (dash, dot-dash, 
stipple patterns) was significant in Orogrande basin. 
Measured section localities are shown with boxes (see key), 
Approximate thicknesses of Upper Pennsylvanian sections 
shown on column. Sources include Kelley and Silver (1952), 
Kottlowski et 01. (1956), Kottlowski (1963), Bachman and 
Meyers (1969), Ross (1978), Blakey and Knepp (1989), 
and Blakey (1990). 
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The Pennsylvanian to Permian Naco Group (Figure 4.2) represents a nearly 

continuous record of deposition within the northern shelf of the Pedregosa basin. As a 

result of an absence of proximal tectonic highlands capable of providing siliciclastics, 

carbonate deposition dominated in the Pedregosa basin through Pennsylvanian time, 

but yielded to a mixed carbonate-siliciclastic section in Permian time. These younger 

siliciclastics were not derived from proximal uplifts. but from distal regions (e.g., the 

Kaibab-Sedona arches). In contrast. the Pedernal highland and other Ancestral 

Rockies uplifts adjacent to the Orogrande basin (Figure 4.2). provided a voluminous 

siliciclastic source nearby during Late Pennsylvanian tectonism. Thick sequences of 

intercalated nonmarine and shallow-marine siliciclastics and subequal to subordinate 

shelf carbonates characterize the studied stratigraphy. which thus contrasts with the 

dominantly carbonate correlative section of the Pedregosa basin (Figure 4.2). This 

paleogeographic contrast significantly influenced the resultant cyclostratigraphy. 

Stratigraphic Cycles of the 

Late Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande Basins 

This study focuses exclusively on Upper Pennsylvanian (Missourian-Virgilian) 

strata within inner- and outer-margin regions of the northem Pedregosa shelf and the 

western Orogrande shelf (see Chapter 3; Figure 4.2). Analogous to many upper 

Paleozoic sections worldwide. Upper Pennsylvanian strata of these regions typically 

display a well-developed. parasequence-scale cyclicity (cf. Van Wagoner et al.. 1988. 

1990) marked by repetitive vertical stacking of all-carbonate or mixed carbonate and 

siliciclastic lithofacies. bounded by surfaces of exposure and/or marine-flooding 

(Chapter 3 lists criteria used to select cycle boundaries). The lithologic diversity in these 

strata is substantial: six carbonate and six siliciclastic facies that characterize the bulk of 

the sedimentologic variation in these section are described and interpreted in detail in 
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Chapter 2 and summarized here in Table 4.1. Invariably, these cycles display an 

asymmetric (abc-abc-abc), rather than symmetric (abcba, abcba) array of facies 

that define shoaling-upward trends. Several cycle "types" occur; the most common 

types are here designated (Figure 4.3): PED 1 (carbonate-dominant), and PED 2 (mixed 

carbonate-siliciclastic) within the Pedregosa basin; and ORO 1 (carbonate-dominant), 

and ORO 2, ORO 3 and ORO 4 (mixed carbonate-siliciclastic) within the Orogrande basin. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates each recognized type as a correlative inner margin-outer margin 

pair. 

PED 1 and ORO 1 cycles consist dominantly of subtidal wackestone (FBW facies) 

that exhibits thin, nodular bedding at cycle bases to thick or massive bedding at cycle 

tops. Subfacles of this wackestone occur that record different paleobathymetries, for 

example, dark-gray, thinly bedded, crinoid-brachiopod wackestone ("deeper" 

subtidal) versus light-gray, massively bedded, tubular foraminiferal wackestone. Near 

cycle tops, wackestone grades into packstone (BP facies) and grainstone (BNG facies) 

that record shoal-water deposition. Locally, peritidal carbonates (LPC facies) or paleo

subaerial exposure features mark cycle tops. Rarely, thin, dark, oncoidal wackestone 

(DOW facies) marks the flooding inception of the next cycle. PED 1 cycles dominate the 

Missourian through middle Virgilian Pedregosa strata, whereas ORO 1 cycles occur 

primarily in the lower to middle Missourian section of the Orogrande basin. 

PED 2 cycles include a single siliciclastic phase: calcareous siltstone (CS facies) 

that represents eolian dust deposited in shallow-marine environments (Chapters 2, 5). 

The siltstone commonly grades abruptly into wackestone, followed by packstone and 

grainstone as in PED 1 cycles. PED 2 cycles occur within upper Desmoinesian, middle 

Virgilian and, more commonly, upper Virgilian strata of the Pedregosa basin. Typically, 

the siliciclastic phase forms a greater proportion of cycles in inner margins relative to 

outer margins. 



TABLE 4 lA SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS AND DEPOSITIONALINTERPRETATIONS--SILICICLASTIC FACIES 

FaCIes Name Rod Mudstone ArkosIc Sandstone Dark Calcareous Mudslone Fosslilierous Calcareous Calcareous S,hstone Mteaeous Mudstone·Flne 
Mudstone Sandstone 

Abbrevlallon R1J AS1/AS2 [0.1 Fa.1 CS MMS 

Occurrence 15-25%JIM"-OROt $5%JOM"-OROt 15-20%,1(11.1") OM" -0 ROt 15-2O%JIM"-OROt 5-25':'.tIM" (OM")-PEDt 30-35%/OM"-OROt 

Color Blick red, maroon Ught buff,rusty tan Buff, olive-gray, black Buff,pink-gray, gray-red Tan, pink-gray, orange-red Drab olive gray 

Rock Type! Mudstone Medium-coarse sandstone Clay- ,mudstone (slhy) Mudstone Well-sorted sihstone Clay-, mudstone, siltstone, fine 
Texture moderately-poorly sorted sandstone 

Components Clay (>65%) quartz (50-70%) Calcite, dolomne (2O-SO wt%) Carbonate (20-4Q wt%) Quartz (s90%) Clay-mudstone: 
[chlcnta, Ilirte, smGCtlte] K-feldspar (10-20%) clay (5-"SO"lo) clay (,,45%) dolcmne peloids (<<40%) clay (,,8D%) 
hematite (5%) plagioclase (5-10%) [chlorite, illite] [chlorne, iIIita] K-faldspar, hematite, organic [qtz, plagioclase, chlome) 
carbonate (,;25 wt%) lithic fragments (5-15%) quartz slh (,,20%) quartz silt (tr) malter, bioclasts (tr) organic maner (tr) 
quartz.!aldspar (,;5%) mica «5%) organics «5%) skeletal grains «5-15%) quartz silt (;:,20%) 

organlcs,glauconlto (tr) pYllte, glauconrte, mica (tr) [ostracodes, gastropods, Siltstone-sandstone 
skeletal grarns (2%) brachiopods, rare scaphopods, quartz (40-60%) 
[ostracodes, sponge spicules, nonskeletal- fecal pellets, mica (10-30%) 
OrblCuloidaa, Lingula, Phestia, phytoclasts] feldspar (>3%) 
sebellallid worm tubes] bioclasts (tr) [Dunbarmella] 

Dlagenotlc SilICa overgrowths «5%) Ferroan. nonferroan nonlerroan carbonate (5-35%) Clay/mudstone: 
Features ferroan, nonferroan carbona1e Ferroan dolomte (10%) 

carbonate (5-30%) Siltstone/sandstone: 
nonferroan carbonate (15-35%) 

Boddlng/ MassNe, non-Iamrnated Medium-thick bedded MassNe, locally laminated, Massive, discoidal, weathering Thin-bedded, planar lamrnated, Laminated to massive, ripple 
Structures blocky, weathering AS1: tabularltrough crossbeds, rippled, discoidal, conchOidal monlingl burrowed rPllIe cross-laminated, cross-Iaminatod, thin,very thin 

FUS"", lenticular beds weathering, trace fossils: bedded, CUS"" 
AS2: planar bedded to low-angle trace fossils: Skoldhos, Cruziana 
crossbedded CUS"" tabular Tomaculum ? Diplceraterion 
bedded," Helminthopsis ? Palecypodichnus 
trace fossils: OllVellltes Thalassinoidas 

Thickness/ IS-tOm I.O-g0m 20-BOm(lM"} l.5-BOm la-Sam 30-25.0m 
Contacts sharp on exposure surface AS,: sharp on MMS, AS2 laO-SOD m (OM") sharp on RM, FBW, sharp on BNG,BP, sharp on OOW 

shghtly gradational to FCM sharptoFBW sharp on OOW, slightly gradational to FBW shghtly gradational into FBW, gradational into AS,FBW 
AS2: s~arp to slightly sharp to LPC (Hembrrllo Cyn), rarelytoOOW 
gradational on MMS, slightly gradational 
slightly gradational on fo FBW (Rhodes ern.) 
FBW/OOW 

Asssociated Calcareous paleosols, AS1,AS2 FBW nodules; fossiliferous, 
Facies sandstone or conglomeratIC phosphatic lags 

lenses 

Interpretation Fluvlalfloodplarn ASt: dIStributary channel Brackish or hypersaline-mallne Restricted or open-marine Eolian dust reworked into Prodeha to deha front 
AS2: marine bar interdistllbutary bay or lagoon lagoon intertidal to subtidal 

marine sheets 
Note "H,I"nner margrn; OM.outer margin 

tORO.Orogrande BaSin; PED. Pedregosa BaSin 
"CUS-coar~onlng-up soquonco; FUS-flnmg-up suquunc.;o 

W 
0 



TABLE 4 lB: SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS AND DEPOSITIONAL INTERPRETATIONS--CARBONATE FACIES 

Fac.ss Lam:nalod Peloidal CarbonaJo EvaporitIC DolomlcrnB Bloclastlc-Nonbloclastlc Bioclastic Packstone Fossll,lefOus BiOClastic Dark Oncoidal Wackestone 
Name Grainstone Wackestone 

Abbrovlatlon LPC EDM BNG BP FBW fXJW 

Occurrence 5-15%/OM·-ORO (PED)t 10-20%/IM·-OROt 10-15% (PEDt) 5-5%(OROt) 5% (OROt) to 15% (PEDt) 15-35% (OROt) 30-60% (PEDt) <05% OROt(OM) (PED) 

Color Dark gray to buff, orange Gray, buff, rusty Medium-Igh! gray Light-dark gray, loiCal:Y buN Light-dark gray, locally buff dark gray-black (fresh) orange 
to rusty (weathered) 

Rock Type! Carbonate mudstone, Mudstone-wackestone Grainstone Packstone Mudstone-wackestone Wackestone-packstone 
Texture wackestone, grainstone 

Corr.ponents Allochems· Allochems: «10-15%) Allochems: (40->70%) Allochems: (40-60%) AlloiChems «5-35%) Allochems: (20-40%) 
SkeiBtal «10-35%) Skeletal· Skeletal Skeletal: Skeletal: Skeletal: 
[ostracodes, molluscs, fcrams. [ostraceides, sponge spicules, [(all fragmental) crinoids, [(usually fragmental) fusulinids, [crinoids, brachiopods, [brachiopods, fusulinids, 
calclspheres, minor stenohahne dasyclads, calcispheres, echlnoids, fusulinids, other other fcrams, phylloid algae, bryozoans, fusulinidS, other crinoids, echinoids, bryozoans, 
forms, sabellarlld worms, fcrams fcrams, bryozoans, bryozoans, ostraceides, forams, echinoids, phylloid phylloid algae, molluscs; also 
comminuted bloclastsJ less common: fusulinids, brachiopods, ostraceides, echinoids, molluscs, algae, corals, subordinate ostraceides, trilobnes, small 
Nonskeletal: «10-70%) fragments of brachiopeids, molluscs, dasyclads, calcispheres, dasyclads, fewer ostraceides, trilobites, fcramsJ 
[pellats, peloids. grapestones, crinoids, bryozoans, echnoidsJ calcispheres, rare trilobites and crinoids, brachiopodsJ molluscs, sponge spicules, nonskeletal: 
Intraclasts, oncoldsJ dolomicnte matrIX coralsJ Nonskeletal: calcispheresJ [oncoids, peloids, OOids, 
micnteldolomicnta matrix Nonskeletal [peloids, intraclasts, oOldsJ micits matrIX hthoclasts, trace quartz slllJ 

[peloids, intraclasts, ooidsJ micrneldolomnic matrix 

DiagenetIC Common dolomitization Common dolomitization: Common micrite rims, mollusc, Corrmon micrne rims, mollusc, Blocky nonferroan calcite spar BlockY ferroan calcne fills rare 
Features (Finely crystalline) calcnization of dolomite in upper phylloid leaching, syntaxial phylloid leaching, syntaxial fills rare porosny pores: molluscs, phylloids 

1 to 5 m; calcite psuedomorphs overgrowthS, blocky, overgrowthS, blocky nonferroan neomorphosed, replaced by 
of neidular evapcrnes nonferroan calcne spar fills calcne spar fills rare pores, ferroan cements; local pynte, 

pores, minor fbrous rims authigenic qual1z phosphate ferroanlnonlerroan 
dolorrite and ferroan dolomne 
and forroan calcite micrne, 
matrix 

Beddlngl Thin bedding corrmon, Thin to medium bedding, Massive bedding, Medium-thick bedding, Thin, neidular (lower) to thick, Thin-medium looges, 
Structures also monied, laminated, rippled monied, burrowed, local crude planar to low-angle bioturbated, local crude planar massive (upper) bedding, bioturbated 

beds. normally graded, neidular, enterolrthic fabriCS stratification stratification abundant bioturbation, discrete 
fenestral fabrics, teepees, subvel1ica1 burrows 
stromatolites, cryptalgal 
laminations, mudcracks, 
sheetcracks, rhizotubules 

Thickness! Sets 01 ledges up to 15 m 1 tol0m <1 t05m <1 to 10m <1 t025 m 2t02m 
Contacts sharp on DCM Of FBW, gradatIOnal on FBW, gradational on BP, FBW, gradaoonal on FBW sharp on BNG, AS, DCM, abrupC on FBW, BP, BNG, MMS 

abrupt to OCM Of MMS Of CS sharp to RM sharp to LPM Of FBW grades to BNG corrmon grade into BP, BNG or EDM sharp to MMS or FBW 

Asssoclated 
FaclOs 

Interpretation RestrICted perrtldal (sub- to Restricted, hypersaline Slightly restricted to open- Shallow (current-Influenced) Shallow to ·deeper' stbtidal "Transgressive" (condensed) 
supratidal) platlorm lagoon marine, oxygenated shoals open marine subtidal (below signrflCant current deposition shallolY to deep 

influence! !22en marine subtidal d~soxiclanoxic. 
NOle Terminology lor carbonale textures lollows Dunham (1962) 

-IM.mner margIn seC11ons. OM.ouler margin sections 
jORO-Olograrrdu Basrn wetlOns. PlD- Podregosa BaSin GocllOns 
··CUS-coarsonlng-up sequonco; FUS-flnrng-up seqeunce 

W 
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ORO 2. ORO 3. and ORO 4 cycle types all contain significant fluvio-deltaic 

siliciclastics. Within inner margins. the siliciclastic phase consists of red mudstone (RM 

facies) of fluvial floodplain systems. and/or fossiliferous calcareous mUdstone (FCM 

facies) that records lagoonal deposition. Dark calcareous mudstone (DCM facies) of 

interdistributary bay systems. or micaceous mud;;tone-siltstone (MMS facies) and 

arkosic sandstone (AS facies) that represent delta-front environments occur in outer 

margins. Nearly invariably. the siliciclastic component yields upward to pure carbonate 

facies with minimal intergradation. Carbonates include wackestone that grades 

upward to lagoonal dolomicrite (EDM facies; inner margins). or to packstone (BP 

facies). grainstone (BNG facies). or peritidal carbonates (LPC facies; outer margins). 

ORO 2 cycles occur in middle and upper Missourian. ORO 3 cycles in middle Virgilian. 

and ORO 4 cycles in lower and upper Vlrgllian strata of the Orogrande basin. 

Glacioeustasy and Pennsylvanian Cyclicity: An Inadequate Unk? 

A growing body of geologic evidence implicates glacioeustasy as the 

fundamental control responsible for Pennsylvanian stratigraphic cyclicity (Chapter 3 

and references therein). Glacioeustasy readily produces parasequence boundaries in 

epeiric strata; many studies further link lithologic variation within cycles. especially 

mixed carbonate-clastic types. to depth-controlled changes in sedimentation tied 

solely to glacioeustasy (e.g .. Yancey. 1986; 1991; Figure 4.4). In this view. carbonate 

deposition occupied the photic zone intermediate between nearshore and offshore 

siliciclastic belts; these discrete belts migrated laterally in response to changing sea 

level to produce a Waltherian-type vertical stacking of depth-dependent facies (Figure 

4.4). 

Indeed. most recent studies of Pennsylvanian epeiric strata emphasize the 

eustatic control on facies and facies stacking. as the evidence for baselevel change is 
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unequivocal (Chapter 3). However. the facies types and facies relations exhibited by 

most Pedregosa and Orogrande cycles. and other Pennsylvanian sequences. suggest 

that a purely eustatic. "Waltherian" view inadequately explains the sedimentologic 

signal in these cycles. For example: 

(1) Although paleobathymetric differences between component lithofacies do 

exist. Figure 4.5 illustrates that significant overlap apparently occurs among both 

carbonate and siliciclastic facies. including those that coexist within a single cycle 

(e.g .. CS-FBW facies. or DCM-FBW facies). Presumably. such overlap precludes a 

purely eustatic. depth-controlled explanation for the sedimentologic expression of 

these cycles. 

(2) Although subtidal wackestone (FBW facies) and shoal-water grainstone (BNG 

facies) could form within offshore carbonate belts proximal to flanking Siliciclastic belts. 

peritidal carbonates (LPC facies) of the Pedregosa and Orogrande systems apparently 

formed shore-attached. yet these facies contain little to no siliciclastic contamination. 

as would be expected in the model illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

(3) Laterally adjacent belts of carbonate and siliciclastic deposition (Figure 4.4) 

would probably induce facies mixing; yet marked mixing of carbonate and siliciclastic 

facies occurs rarely within the Pedregosa and Orogrande strata. Even shoal-water 

carbonate facies are uncontaminated. or contain only traces of siliciclastics. Selected 

siliCiclastic facies (e.g .• DCM. FCM. and CS facies) locally contain a significant 

carbonate cement component only. attributable to penecontemporaneous 

deposition and diagenesis within tropical. carbonate-oversaturated waters. The 

discrete intercalation of compositionally pristine carbonate and siliciclastic rock types 

suggests that these facies coexisted only minimally. Alternatively. scarce mixing could 

represent a preseNational artifact. since Mount (1984) noted that such mixing appears 

uncommon in the geologic record. 
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The features cited above are specific to Pedregosa and Orogrande cycles, but 

analogous relationships exist for many examples of Pennsylvanian cyclostratigraphy. 

Glacioeustasy played a significant role in creating Pennsylvanian cyclicity, but 

constitutes only the eustatic manifestation of a process that was fundamentally 

climatic. Although Cecil (1990) asserted the importance of climatic influences on the 

sedimentologic expression of Pennsylvanian cycles, few studies have considered the 

composite influence of linked eustatic-climatic change. An exception is Johnson et al. 

(1988), who postulated glacioclimatic change to explain nonmarine fluvial-eolian 

cycles of the Pennsylvanian-Permian Eagle basin. Documentation of these, entirely 

nonmarine, cycles corroborates the Inference that glacioclimatic change was 

significant, since glacioeustasy acting alone could not have produced such cycles. 

Further evidence derives from Quaternary analogy, as documented below. 

Milankovitch Climate Change in an Icehouse World: 

A Pennsylvanian-Quaternary Analogy 

Predictable perturbations in the eccentricity, obliquity, and precession of the 

Earth's orbit create latitudinal and seasonal variations in the distribution of insolation that 

drive climate fluctuations (reviews by Imbrie and Imbrie, 1980; Fischer, 1986; and Crowley 

and North, 1991). During "icehouse" eras, such as the late Paleozoic and late 

Quaternary, climate fluctuates between extremes of interglacial and glaCial conditions. 

At these times, insolation perturbations theoretically cause not only periodiC 

construction and ablation of high-latitude ice sheets and, thus, glacioeustasy, but 

expansions and contractions of circulation (Hadley-Ferrel-Polar) cells, which affect 

climate at low- and mid-latitudes (e.g., Sarnthein et ai., 1981; Perlmutter and Matthews, 

1990). During the latest Quaternary, for example, Perlmutter and Matthews (1990) 

hypothesized that the arid belt associated with Hadley-cell downwelling migrated from 
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a glacial position of 15°-20° N to an interglacial position of 35°-40° N. while the 

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) expanded to reach 10° N during the interglacial. 

Apparently tracking these intracyclic circulation shifts were changes in precipitation 

(e.g .• very humid to subhumid. or humid to dry) capable of inducing order-of

magnitude fluctuations in siliciclastic sediment flux to continental margins (Perlmutter et 

al.. 1991; Perlmutter and Matthews. 1992). and thus impacting the depositional record of 

a climate cycle. Notably. paleogeographic reconstructions place the Pedregosa and 

Orogrande basins at 5° to 100 N latitude (Scotese and McKerrow. 1990; Witzke. 1990). 

within a latitudinal zone that potentially experienced significant glacial-interglacial 

climatic shifts. 

Indeed. proxy evidence from the Quaternary record indicates that equatorial 

lowlands experienced widespread aridity during the last glacial maximum (ca. 22 ka to 

14 ka BP). Studies of lake-level changes from low-latitude regions of Africa. Central 

America. and Australia all document very low or falling levels around 18 ka BP (e.g .. 

Bowler. 1976; Street and Grove. 1976. 1979; Street-Perrott and Harrison. 1985: Markgraf. 

1989). Further. palynological and biogeographical data show that tropical rainforests of 

South America. Africa. and New Guinea retreated to isolated "refugia" during this phase 

(Whitmore and Prance. 1987; Cecil and Dulong. 1991; Crowley and North. 1991). These 

changes required net precipitation-minus-evaporation reductions of 20 to >50% (cf. 

Leyden. 1985; Sestini. 1989; Crowley and North. 1991). which likely influenced 

sedimentation significantly. Additionally. windblown dust from deep-sea cores records 

glacial increases in wind intensities of ~20 to 50% (Sarnthein and Diester-Haass. 1977; 

Sarnthein et al.. 1981; Crowley and North. 1991. references therein) that exacerbated 

precipitation decreases. Strengthened tradewinds induced expansion of sand deserts 

in both the Saharan (Samthein and Diester-Haass. 1977; Sarnthein. 1978). and the Kalahari 



(Lancaster, 1981) regions, such that, for example, Saharan ergs shifted southward to 

nearly 100 N latitude. 
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Quaternary climatic perturbations induced major changes in depositional 

systems by contrOlling amounts and nature of Siliciclastic sediment flux. Within Nile 

cone sediments, for example, tripartite cyclothems consisting of sapropel. siiiciciastics, 

and calcareous ooze reflect late Quaternary climate changes: the sapropels record 

marine stagnation due caused by excessive, interglacial freshwater influx, whereas the 

calcareous ooze reflects excessive evaporation during times of glacial aridity 

(Adamson et aI., 1980). If a Quaternary-Pennsylvanian analogy is valid, then glacial

interglacial climate change probably constituted a major control on the 

sedimentologic expression of Pennsylvanian stratigraphic cycles as well. 

Although the Quaternary example reflects a high-frequency, precession-scale 

event, rather than the low-frequency, eccentricity-scale type apparently typical of the 

Pennsylvanian (Chapter 3), the analogy probably remains valid, since both 

fundamentally represent insolation changes that perturb zonal circulation. A more 

substantial difference between these time periods is the predicted change in 

siliciclastic flux, and thus sedimentary response, as governed by precipitation

vegetation relations. Quaternary vegetation included grasses and flowering plants, 

whereas Pennsylvanian vegetation was limited to lower vascular plants and early 

conifers (DiMichele et al .. 1986). Accordingly, whereas increased equatorial 

precipitation during Quaternary interglacials may have dampened sediment flux, the 

same increase probably stimulated siliciclastic flux in the Pennsylvanian world (e.g., 

Schumm, 1968; Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6 Hypothetical relationships between precipitation and sediment yield for 
various geologic times. Curve 1 =no vegetation; Curve 2=primitive vegetation; Curve 3= 
primitive plus flowering plants and conifers; Curve 4=modern vegetation (addition of 
grasses) Curve for Pennsylvanian would probably fall between curves 2 and 3 
(hatchured region). Increased precipitation induces increased sediment yield to a pOint, 
beyond which the relationship plateaus or reverses due to the stabilizing effect of 
vegetative cover; the inflection pOint moves to the right (higher preCipitation) for older 
geologic times. Note predicted antithetical response to same preCipitation change ((a) 
to (b)) in modern versus ancient worlds. Arid, semiarid, subhumid and humid labefs are 
meant as relative designations only. Modified from Schumm (1968). 
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Table 4.2 lists proxy indicators of paleoclimate observed in Upper Pennsylvanian 

strata of the Pedregosa and Orogrande sections. To avoid time-averaging of climate 

signals and to highlight potential intracyclic variation. indicators are listed according to 

approximate pOSition within a glacioeustatic cycle (e.g .• highstand versus lowstand. 

see footnote to Table 4.2). The main interpretations are summarized below; details 

appear in Table 4.2 (also. Chapter 2). 

As apparent from Table 4.2. locally significant amounts of wind-blown siltstone in 

the Pedregosa basin. and abundant calcareous paleosols with apparent aridosol- and 

vertisol-like features in the Orogrande basin record the driest conditions within any 

cycle. The eolian component reflects a relatively strong wind regime. hence the 

apparent aridity could be due partially to increased evaporation attendant with 

windiness. In subtle contrast. evaporite pseudomorphs that occur unassociated with 

intense desiccation features and paleo-subaerial exposure surfaces with abundant 

phreatic and sparse vadose textures record conditions of significant precipitation 

accompanied by high evaporation (cf. Goldstein. 1988). Rise-to-highstand-phase 

features listed on Table 4.2 include the occurrence of abundant plant debris. notably 

silicified conifer material. that suggests precipitation sufficiently in excess of 

evaporation to support woody forests. Diagenetic and faunal evidence in these facies 

record locally hyposaline conditions consistent with the inference of excess 

precipitation over evaporation. Evidence for seasonality of preCipitation throughout all 

phases of cycle deposition (Table 4.2) include occurrences of (1) the red and orange 

hues of the Red Mudstone (RM) and Calcareous Siltstone (CS) facies. which require 

ephemeral wetness for formation. (2) vertisol-like textures (e.g .• blocky peds. 

slickensided surfaces) of calcareous paleosols that record alternate wetting and 



TABLE 4.2: PROXY INDICATORS OF PALEOCLIMATE FROM UPPER PENNSYLVANIAN CYCLES OF THE PEDREGOSA AND OROGRANDE BASINS 
Facies 

Calcareous Siltstone 
(CS) 

Red Mudstone 
(RM) 

Surfaces of subaerial 
exposure on subtidal 
carbonates 

Evaporitic Dolomicnte 
(EDM) 

Micaceous Mud! 
Sandstone (MMS) 

Dark Calcareous 
Mudstone (DCM) 

Fossiliferous 
Calcareous Mudstone 
(DCM) 
Dark Calcareous 
Mudstone (DCM) 

Feature Abundance Origin Proxy Indicator of... References 

Quartz silt 
composition 

Red/orange color 

Red color 

Pervasive 

Pervasive 

Pervasive 

Granular, slickensided Pervasive 
peds in paleosols 

Carbonate glaebulos, Abundant 
coalesced glaebulos in 
paleosols 

Origin as eolian dust from expanded low
latitude dry belt 

Relatively dry conditions (large erg systems Gyll6nhaal, (pers. comm., 1992); Clemens 
favor $200-400 mrn MAP), strong winds and Prell, (1990) 

Precipitation of Fe-oxides on grain Warm, dry to ephemerally weL oxidizing Glennie, (1970); Walker, (1979); 
surfaces; survives subsequent abrasion conditions. Sarnthein and Diester-Haass, (1977) 
Alteration of Fe (hydro)-oxide to hematite Warm, dry or ephemerally wet, oxidizing Walker~t961j; Turner, (1960); 

·Pedoturbation· via clay shrinking and 
swelling from cyclic drying and wetting 

Hydrolyzation of Ca-bearing minerals; 
subsurface precipitation of CaC03 due to 
evaporation at wetting front 

conditions (above water table) Retallack, (1961) 

Dry but seasonally weL oxidizing conditions Retallack, (1966); Nettleton and Peterson, 
(above water table) (1963); Mack (1992) 

Relatively dry conditions (,;750mm MAP for Retallack (1966); Mack, (1992); Gyllenhaal, 
formation on non-carbonate parent) (pars. comm., 1992); Cerling, (1964); 

Goudie, (1963) 

Smectite content Significant Alteration from palygorskite precursor(?) Relatively dry conditions Watts, (1976) 
(»5%) «400 mm MAP for palygorskite) 

Dark laminar calcrotes 
(';15 cm thick) 

Common Precipitation of cryptocrystalline CaC03 Watarlogged conditions, but high 

Cryptokarsts (:::4m thick) Locally 
common 

from soil-derived CaC03; reduced evaporation potantial «1250 mm MAP for 
conditions formation upon carbonate parent) 

Carbonate dissolution by acidified 
groundwater 

Precipitation sufficient for significant 
carbonate dissolution and clay eluviation) 

Diagenetic features of Waterlogged (phreatic) conditions 
surfaces, e.g. Pervasive Precipitation in phreatic zone, minor dominanL but possible water-table 
dominance of phreatic vadose fluctuations (vadose textures); significant 
(over vadose) textures precipitation with high evaporation. 
Calcitized Common Penecontemporaneous groW1h High evaporative potential but insufficient 
psuedomorphs of ($ 35% of associated with hypersaline lagoon for extensive evaporite formation 
anhydrite-gypsum rock) environment 
nodules 
Plant material: Common 
MMS-macroscopic, e.g. 
fern and conifer; 
limited evidence (see 
Pol, 1982) for subtle 
growth rings in conifer 
wood) 
DCM/FCM dissem
inated fusain material 
POlkilitic calcite cements Rare to 
in local sabellanid common 
boundstone 

Derivation from lowland-upland forests 
capable of supporting significant 
vegetation that included arborescent 
(woody) floras 

Poikilibc calcite ind;cates hyposaline 
conditions 

Precipitation sufficient to support woody 
forests with minor (?) seasonality (subtle 
conifer rings illustrated in Pol, 1982) 

Hyposaline conditions anributable to 
excess precipitation over evaporation (7) 

Goldstein,(1988); Multer and HoHmeister, 
(1968); Robbin and Stipp, (1979); 
Gyllenhaal, (perds. comm., 1992) 

Walkden (1974); Jennings, (1985) 

Goldstein, (1986) 

Kinsman, (1969) 

Folk and Seidlecka, 1974; 

OrbiculoidealLingula 
(al~ in DOW facies) 

Orbiculoidea and Ungula commonly signal Gibson (1964); Gibson and Gastaldo (1967) 
brackish conditions 

Note: Indicators listed in order of inferred stratigraphic position (eustatic phases) within a cycle: 
to high sea level, but note that CS facies could bridge gap to incipient rise phase. 

CS, RM, EDM and exposure features all record falling to low sea level; MMS abd DCM features record rising 

References typically apply to generalized information listed in either ·origin· or ·proxy· column, but not to specific interpretations applied to the Pedregosa or Orogrande strata 
MAP=mean annual preCipitation. 
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drying. (3) diagenetic evidence for repeated precipitation-dissolution of evaporite 

nodules in the Orogrande basin (documented by Pol. 1982). and (4) subtle growth rings 

within conifer wood collected from deltaic facies in the Orogrande basin (illustrated in 

Pol. 1982). 

When examined on an intracyclic, rather than stage-averaged scale, the 

above indicators record the alternation of lowstand. semiarid and highstand. subhumid 

conditions, both marked by probable seasonality of precipitation. This interpretation is 

consistent with generalized, Stage-averaged climatic determinations from paleosol 

and varied lithologic evidence presented by Prather (1985), Schutter and Heckel (1985), 

Joeckel (1989; 1991). and Goebel et al. (1989) for the Late Pennsylvanian of the 

Midcontinent paleoequatorial region. Joeckel (1991) explicitly noted the possibility of 

intracyclic wet-dry climate change based on oxygen isotope and facies data from the 

lower Permian of the Midcontinent. The proxy climatic data from Pedregosa and 

Orogrande strata also is consistent with the inferred paleogeographic pOSition of these 

basins: 5° to 1 ()O N latitude, generally just marginal to the ITCZ and equatorward of the 

low-latitude arid belt. By both Quaternary analogy and predictions of the effects of 

Milankovitch cycles, this region would have experienced intensified aridity or intenSified 

humidity during extremes of glacial or interglacial climate, respectively. During peak 

glacial phases, Hadley-cell upwelling is reduced, the arid belt expands southward, and 

tradewinds intensify. During peak interglacial phases. the ITCZ expands, thereby 

boosting precipitation throughout a wide equatorial belt. and tradewind strengths 

diminish. 

Despite the paleo-equatorial positions of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins. 

indicators of extreme humidity. such as coal. never occur within their stratigraphies. 

Peat formation is favored by excess preCipitation over evaporation or poor drainage. 

and continuity of precipitation (everwet conditions; Ziegler et al .. 1987). In the 
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Pennsylvanian of the Appalachian basin region, for example, stratigraphic alternations 

of coal and siliciclastics or lacustrine carbonates reflect the relative influences of 

everwet versus seasonally wet conditions (Cecil, 1990). In contrast, the Late 

Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande basins lay on the far western, more arid side 

of the Laurasian land mass, within the regional and local rainshadows of the 

Appalachian-Ouachita and Pedernal highlands, respectively. This geography may 

explain the apparent overrepresentation of drier indicators in Table 4.2; additionally or 

alternatively, the skewed distribution may reflect the common preservational bias of 

regressive phases of the sea-level cycle. 

An Integrated Eustatic-Climatic Model for Stratigraphic Cycles of the 

Late Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande Basins 

Quaternary analogy and sedimentologic evidence from the Pedregosa and 

Orogrande basins thus both suggest that coupled glacioeustatic and glacioclimatic 

change influenced Pennsylvanian cyclostratigraphy. These processes acted within the 

confines of basinal paleogeography to dictate the final sedimentologic expression of 

the cycles. Three fundamental paleogeographic scenarios controlled the range of 

cycle types observed in the Late Pennsylvanian Pedregosa and Orogrande basins, 

designated as follows: Case I--Absence of any siliciclastic source; Case II--Presence of 

distant eolian siliciclastic source; and Case III--Presence of proximal highland 

siliciclastic source. Considered below for each of these cases is the integrated 

influence of climate and eustasy for the two extremes of a single cycle: highstand, 

subhumid; and lowstand, semiarid. 
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Case I--Absence of Any Siliciclastic Source (Figure 4.7) 

This scenario characterizes the Missourian through middle Virgilian Pedregosa 

basin (PED 1 cycles). as well as the early (-middle) Missourian Orogrande basin (ORO 1 

cycles). During this interval. the northem Pedregosa basin lay isolated from proximal 

highland regions. and received no distally derived siliciclastics; similarly. uplift of the 

Pedemal and other highlands surrounding the Orogrande basin had not yet occurred. 

The all-carbonate cycles that resutted from both of these scenmios record a minimal 

climatic and maximal eustatic signal. as follows: 

Eustatic Rise to Highstand (Subhumid Conditions; Figure 4.78) 

Starved or minimal deposition prevailed; siliciclastics were not available and 

carbonate depOSition was outpaced by rapid glacioeustatic rise. Resultant highstand 

carbonate facies C"deep"-water wackestone). if present. exhibit dark colors reflecting 

oxygen deficiency. and thin. wavy bedding attributable to attenuated accumulation 

under unfavorable conditions of relatively deep water. Excessive freshwater runoff 

attributable to increased precipitation (or precipitation minus evaporation) potentially 

exacerbated unfavorable conditions by promoting formation of a freshwater cap that 

would induce brackish. stagnant conditions. especially in nearshore zones. 

Eustatic Fall to Lowstand (Semiarid Conditions; Figure 4.7C) 

Reduced preCipitation coupled with shoaling sea level favored rapid. thick 

carbonate accumulation. Light-colored. fossiliferous wackestone (FBW facies). 

packstone (BP faCies). and grainstone (BNG facies) record oxygenated. well-lit 

conditions within a fully stenohaline environment. Common subaerial exposure of 

subtidal facies suggests that carbonate accumUlation occurred predominantly during 

sea-level fall. and was commonly terminated by complete sea-level withdrawal. Local 



Figure 4.7 CASE I all-carbonate cycles (PED 1. ORO 1). (A) 
Inner-margin-outer-margin cycle pair with plot of water
depth estimates for recognized facies (left) and inferred 
eustatic curve (right); analogous construction is used for 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Note that the sedimentologic record of 
CASE I cycles alone does not unequivocally indicate the 
preferred eustatic curve; rather this curve is based largely 
on analogy with CASE III cycles. in which the linked 
eustatic-climatic signal is more evident. The dashed 
curve shows an alternative eustatic interpretation. (B) 
Highstand conditions: possible nearshore brackish cap 
due to excessive runoff; "deep" water, probable minimal 
deposition. (C) Lowstand conditions: rapid carbonate 
accumulation during fall as conditions improved. At 
lowstand. calcrete crusts form in inner margins and very 
shoal-water facies occur in outer margins. 
Facies depth abbreviations here and in Figures 4.8 and 4.9: 
t=sea level. F=fairweather wave base. S=storm wave 
base. D="deeper" subtidal. 
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occurrences of now-neomorphosed aragonitic cements, oolitic or heavily coated 

grainstone, calcrete, and dolomite all were favored by semiarid conditions of 

impending and full glacial phase. 
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These cycles Invariably appear asymmetric, or skewed toward conditions of 

fall-lowstand, and thus preserve only a weak intracyclic climate signal. The introduction 

of siliciclastics to the system amplifies the climatic signal, as demonstrated in Cases II 

and III, below. 

Case II--Presence of Distal Eolian Siliciclastic Source (Figure 4.8) 

This scenario characterizes the middle and late Virgilian Pedregosa basin (PED 2 

cycles). Although the northern Pedregosa basin remained far from proximal highlands 

during this time, distant tectonic and/or climatic events released significant volumes of 

eolian dust that was blown (by the tradewinds) toward the northern Pedregosa basin 

from arid, low-latitude desert margins of the Colorado Plateau region and beyond 

(Chapter 5). Consequently, cycles of this time slice are characterized by a mixed 

carbonate-siliciclastic signature. 

Eustatic Rise to Highstand (Subhumid Conditions; Figure 4.8B) 

With impending interglacial conditions, eolian dust influx diminished 

progressively as humidity increased and wind intensity decreased. By highstand, eolian 

dust ceased to reach the study sites, and carbonate depOSition was minimal due to the 

unfavorable conditions described above (Case I). Minimal deposition at this point was 

marked in some localities by a thin interval of dark, pyritic oncoidal carbonate (DOW 

facies). 



Figure 4.8 CASE II carbonate-silt cycles (PED 2). (A) Inner
margin-outer-margin cycle pair with plot of water depths 
and inferred eustatic curve as in Figure 4.7. As in CASE I. an 
alternative eustatic interpretation is shown dashed. (8) 
Highstand conditions: analogous to CASE I (Figure 4.7). 
Minimal deposition; silt influx absent due to subhumid 
conditions and attendant weak winds. (C) Lowstand 
conditions: essentially same as CASE I with addition of fine 
silt influx due to reactivation (desiccation) of distal sources 
and subsequent transport by invigorated tradewinds. 
Note that potentially large amounts of silt become 
incorporated into the marine system. 
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Eustatic Fall to Lowstand (Semiarid Conditions; Figure 4.8C) 

Sea-level fall and attendant transition to semiarid conditions initiated rapid 

carbonate accumulation analogous to that described for Case I. Upon lowstand. 

marked either by exposure (inner margins) or shoal-water grainstone (outer margins). 

intensified aridity and tradewind strength induced eolian dust influxes from low-latitude 

desert regions (Chapter 5). Eolian dust was incorporated into subtidal. intertidal. or 

possibly coastal environments of the northern Pedregosa shelf; In marine environments. 

dust was syndepositionally or postdepositionally reworked (CS facies; Chapters 2. 5). 

Upon incipient sea-level rise. eolian dust continued to accumulate and undergo 

reworking; with continued and late rise. however. climatic transition to relatively wet 

(subhumid) conditions with diminished winds effectively terminated further eolian 

transport. 

Case III--Presence of Proximal Highland Source (Figure 4.9) 

This scenario characterizes the middle to late Missourian through late Virgilian 

Orogrande basin (ORO 2.3. and 4 cycles). Uplift and intensified tectonism along the 

Pedernal and adjacent Ancestral Rockies highlands induced siliciclastic influx and 

subsequent deposition in fluvial. deltaic. and inteNening lagoonal and bay 

environments of the marginal Orogrande basin. Accordingly. all cycles display a mixed 

carbonate-siliciclastic sedimentologic signature. Siliciclastic dispersal in fluvio-deltaic 

systems potentially responds to baselevel perturbations. Hence. CASE III cycles present 

the most complex scenario to decipher in a linked climatic-eustatic context. and 

require a brief consideration of the critical factors that may influence siliciclastic 

responses to baselevel change. as addressed below. 

Predictions of fluvial responses to baselevel change typically draw upon the 

"graded" river ideal (cf. Leopold et al.. 1964). Posamentier and Vail (1988) and Miall 



Figure 4.9 CASE III carbonate-siliciclastic cycles (ORO 2, 
ORO 3, ORO 4). (A) Inner-margin-outer-margin ORO 3 
cycle trio with plots of water depths and inferred eustatic 
CUNes as in Figures 4.7 rmd 4.8. (B) and (C) Intended 
primarily to illustrate ORO 3 situation, but ORO 2 and ORO 4 
scenarios are similar. (B) Highstand conditions: abundant 
sediment flux attributable to subhumid conditions possibly 
exacerbated by highstand-phase fluvial degradation. 
Fluvio-deltaic siliciclastic deposition dominates. In this 
(ORO 3) case, sedimentation paced sea level rise such 
that excessive water depths do not occur. (C) Lowstand 
conditions: sediment flux is markedly reduced as a result 
of semiarid conditions and potential fluvial aggradation 
attendant with lowstand phase. Carbonate deposition 
dominates in outer-margin. Carbonate exposure or fluvial 
aggradation occurs in inner-margin. Given sufficient time, 
fluvial aggradation could extend to outer margin regions. 
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(1991). for example. both used the graded-profile concept to predict fluvial 

aggradation or fluvial degradation. respectively. upon a baselevel fall. Their 

predictions diverge because each assumed a different slope profile. and. in a graded 

system. a sea-level fall potentially creates fluvial degradation where the shelf declivity 

exceeds that of the adjacent fluvial plain. and aggradation where the declivity contrast 

is reversed (cf .. Angevine. 1991; Posamentier and Allen. 1991; Figure 4.10). The former 

prediction probably applies to most modern (and Quaternary) continental margins (cf. 

Miall. 1991; Figure 4. lOA); but Pennsylvanian strata preserved throughout much of North 

America accumulated in low-gradient epeiric seas with flanking orogenic highlands 

(e.g .• the Ancestral Rocky Mountains. the Appalachian-Ouachita-Marathon chain). 

and thus probably corresponded to the opposite slope configuration. In this case. 

glacioeustatic fall could induce fluvial aggradation (Figure 4.1 OB). Linked to this system 

is the role of sediment storage. which is especially critical in the marginal marine system. 

Sea level rise. for example. induces formation of estuaries. which potentially trap 

significant volumes of fine-grained sediment (Schubel and Carter. 1984). Note however 

that. in the presence of sufficient siliciclastic flux. estuaries rapidly fill (1 ()3 to 104 year life

spans; Schubel and Carter. 1984) and subsequently release sediments basinward. 

Within the Orogrande basin. the combination of (hypothetical) fluvial degradation upon 

sea level rise and active Pedemal tectonism potentially created a large siliciclastic flux 

to the Orogrande basin--perhaps sufficient to overwhelm at times the trapping 

capabilities of the estuarine system. 

Theoretically. then. three key principles govern the relationship between (fluvio

deltaic) siliciclastic dispersal and baselevel change: (1) Coastal aggradation versus 

degradation hinges at least partially upon fluvial plain-to-shelf declivity contrasts. which 

are linked to (paleo)geography; (2) In general. estuaries effectively trap fine-grained 

sediment. especially during transgressions; (3) Excessive siliciclastic sediment supply. 
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fueled tectonically or climatically, could override either (1) or (2). Note, however, that 

these are potential responses, and that actual fluvial-marine dynamics are much more 

complex than depicted here. The siliciclastic signal in Case III cycles also derives from 

paleo-precipitation fluctuations which, as inferred here (see Figure 4.6), acted in phase 

with the predicted baselevel influence. Indeed, the climatic control may well have 

been the dominant, and less hypothetical drive for the siliciclastic Signal. 

Eustatic Rise to Highstand (Subhumid Conditions; Figure 4.98) 

The transition toward interglacial (highstand) conditions initiated a series of 

effects that are unique to a system influenced by fluvially transported siliciclastics. 

Firstly, rising sea level induced the release of nutrients from marginal marine bays, 

lagoons, and upland areas (Hallock and Schlager, 1986); siliciclastic influx attibutable to 

fluvial degradation that potentially accompanied sea level rise may have augmented 

nutrient flow. Excess nutrients cause diminished light levels, calcium carbonate crystal 

poisoning, and biological stress, and are thus deleterious to photosynthesizing, 

carbonate-producing organbms (Hallock and Schlager, 1986). The predicted climate 

change (to subhumid) further aggravated these conditions: higher precipitation 

intensified Pennsylvanian sediment yield (Figure 4.6), which boosted nutrient-rich, 

siliciclastic-rich runoff. Moreover, increased rates of chemical weathering further 

intensified production of suspended and dissolved sediment, which directly influenced 

organisms by fouling feeding filters (Wilson, 1975; Enos, 1991). 

Accordingly, initial rapid rise immediately thwarted most carbonate deposition, 

but climatic transition to subhumid conditions and predicted outer-margin siliciclastic 

delivery may have lagged. Thus, the sole outer-margin record of earliest rise (and, 

locally, later rise as well) commonly consists of the dark, pyritic, oncoidal (DOW) facies, 

which records slow deposition under deepening, stagnating conditions. Within inner 
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margins. the correlative horizon consists locally of a thin lag that marks the passage of 

the shoreline over fluvial floodplain (RM facies) strata. Continued rise to highstand 

conditions intensified siliciclastic influx owing to increased. subhumid-phase 

precipitation and potential fluvial degradation. In ORO 2 and ORO 3 cycles. fine-grained. 

restricted- to open-marine siliCiclastics were deposited in lagoonal and interdistributary 

bay systems that probably released sediments to basinward deltas once bypass 

began (coastal accommodation filled). During ORO 2 and ORO 3 deposition. limited 

accommodation space within inner-margin sections led to basinward bypass relatively 

early. as recorded by condensed horizons at the lagoonal mudstone-subtidal 

wackestone contact; within outer-margin sections. however. sedimentation and 

accommodation paced one another. producing locally significant thicknesses of 

shoal-water bay (OCM) facies. Faunal and diagenetic features of this facies (Tables 4.1. 

4.2) indicate that brackish conditions possibly caused by excessive freshwater runoff. 

prevailed following initial rise and attendant climate change. but yielded upward to 

increasingly marine conditions as sea level "caught up." Siliciclastics of outer-margin 

ORO 4 cycles record basinward delta deposition. At highstand. siliciclastic bypass 

through the filled shelfward bays allowed delivery of subhumid clay-rich sediments to 

the prodelta environment. Further deltaic construction and progradation occurred 

dominantly during late highstand and early fall. 

Eustatic Fall to Lowstand (Semiarid Conditions; Figure 4.9C) 

With sea-level fall. climate change to semiarid conditions produced a gradually 

coarser. diminished siliciclastic supply. In ORO 2 and ORO 3 cycles. this reduction 

allowed inCipient carbonate sedimentation as the water clarified. Pristine. fully marine 

carbonate depOSition ensued by early eustatic fall. and yielded upward to 

progressively restricted facies. with further fall accompanied by increasingly arid 
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conditions. Lags of reworked dolomicritic intraclasts within upper reaches of bay (DCM) 

facies indicate that, locally, fall and associated aridity led to restriction even during 

waning clastic sedimentation. Deposition of coated grainstone (BNG facies), 

dolomitized peritidal carbonate (LPC facies; outer margins) and evaporitic dolomicrite 

(EDM facies; inner margins) accompanied increasing aridity and lowstand restriction 

during late fall. Calcrete and/or cryptokarst surfaces developed on subtidal 

carbonates of outer and inner margins, respectively, record the the last vestige of 

subhumid conditions and the transition to a semiarid climate. If siliciclastic supply 

allowed, fluvial aggradation occurred at lowstand within inner-margin areas. 

InCipient fall and impending aridity in outer-margin ORO 4 cycles was marked by 

continued but truncated deltaic progradation. Rarely, small debris-flow bodies in delta

front (MMS facies) strata that contain clasts of penecontemporaneous carbonates 

indicate that waning siliciclastic deposition locally accompanied incipient, shelfward 

carbonate deposition. As in other cycle types, late fall to lowstand and fully semiarid 

conditions in ORO 4 cycles typically are marked by thin caps of shoal-water carbonate 

and/or paleo-subaerial exposure in outer margins, and environmental restriction (EDM 

facies) followed by subaerial exposure in inner margins. Local absence of even thin 

carbonate caps on selected outer-margin deltaic sequences indicates that siliciclastic 

influx (fluvial bypass) precluded carbonate development during times of excessive 

lowstand siliciclastic supply. This "highstand siliciclastics-lowstand carbonates" pattern 

parallels the generalized view of Orogrande basin stratigraphiC cycles expressed by 

Wilson and Jordan (1988). 
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Summary 

As interpreted above. the sedimentologic signals observed in Upper 

Pennsylvanian cycles of the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins reflect the integrated 

effects of eustatic, climatic, and tectonic controls that acted individually as follows: 

(1) Glacioeustasy: (a) constituted the fundamental influence on Pennsylvanian 

cycles by dictating absolute baselevel change. (b) potentially influenced episodes of 

fluvial plain aggradation versus degradation, and thus affected siliciclastic and nutrient 

influxes to outer margins where fluvio-deltaic sediments were available. (c) allowed 

trapping of siliciclastics in coastal sinks so long as accommodation exceeded 

siliciclastic supply. 

(2) GlaCial-Interglacial climate: (a) controlled precipitation and tradewind 

intensities, which influenced influxes of fluvio-deltaic and eolian siliciclastics, 

respectively, where such siliciclastics were available. and influenced nutrient flux. Peak 

preCipitation during interglaCial phases yielded peak fluvio-deltaic sediment flux, 

whereas intensified windiness during glacial phases provoked eolian influxes. 

(b) influenced character of chemical sedimentation. 

(3) Tectonics: constituted the ultimate influence on siliciclastic supply by 

controlling geography of sources. Tectonics was capable of eclipsing either of the 

above processes at any time. 

Because carbonate sedimentation is sensITive to fine siliciclastic and nutrient 

influx, the importance of the above controls on cycle facies stacking is most 

pronounced in sedimentologically mixed (carbonate-siliciclastic) sequences. 

Note that Cases II and III both concern sedimentologically mixed cycles. but 

whereas siliciclastic influx in the form of eolian activity was initiated at eustatic fall in Case 

II. influx in the form of fluvio-deltaic deposition occurred at eustatic rise in Case III. This 

contrast serves to highlight the paleogeographic contrasts between the Pedregosa 
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and Orogrande systems. and emphasizes that the occurrence of either carbonate or 

siliciclastic lithofacies cannot be linked absolutely to either eustatic rise or fall. Rather. all 

results hinge upon the nature of the siliciclastic source. the nature of the transport 

mechanism. and the influences of climate and eustasy on transport. Within the systems 

discussed here. primary siliciclastic supply (increased precipitation and possible fluvial 

degradation) accompanied sea-level rise. whereas redistribution (wind transport) 

accompanied sea-level fall. 

Discussion: Are Pennsylvanian Cycles Non-Waltherian? 

Sedimentologically mixed cycles are a hallmark of Pennsylvanian stratigraphy 

worldwide. Typically. such mixing has been explained by models in which carbonate 

and siliciclastic depositional systems are contemporaneous and laterally adjacent. 

and vertical stacking of facies to form sedimentologically mixed cycles occurs through 

facies migration that tracks glacioeustatic sea-level fluctuations (e.g .. Yancey. 1986. 

1991). Such cycles would thus obey Walther's Law. in that 

The various deposits of the same facies areas and similarly the sum of the 
rocks of different facies areas are formed beside each other in space. 
though in a cross-section we see them lying on top of each other. As with 
biotopes. it is a basic statement of far-reaching significance that only those 
facies and facies areas can be superimposed primarily which can be 
obseNed beside each other at the present time (italics mine; Walther. 
1893-1894. as translated by Middleton. 1973). 

Given a context of linked glacioeustatic. glacioclimatic perturbations. however. 

Pennsylvanian cycles may not fully obey Walther's Law: that is. carbonate and 

siliciclastic facies vertically juxtaposed within any cycle may have rarely co-existed in 

laterally adjacent environments. If true. Pennsylvanian cyclic stratigraphy cannot be 

forced into a Waltherian framework. 

A strictly Waltherian view of Case III cycles. for example. implies that large. clay-

rich deltas and expansive shallow-water carbonates co-existed. Although certainly not 
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impossible. specialized conditions must prevail to shield the carbonate systems from 

the detrimental effect of siliciclastic sedimentation. Santisteban and Taberner (1988) 

documented the occurrence of arc-like fringing reefs upon and within thick deltaic units 

in the Cenozoic of Spain. They attributed the association largely to an autogenic 

control. wherein lobe abandonment allowed reef colonization and growth. and 

subsequent reactivation of terrestrial influx inundated the carbonate system. Further. 

Friedman (1988) demonstrated contemporaneous carbonate-siliciclastic deposition in 

the Holocene Java Sea in which carbonates occur unimpeded in a zone isolated from 

siliciclastics by the action of longshore currents. In both of these cases. carbonate

siliciclastic co-existence hinges upon speCialized conditions of geography and/or 

marine circulation. Yet. invoking such conditions for the sedimentologically mixed 

Orogrande cycles seems contrived Since stratigraphic evidence demonstrates that 

Orogrande carbonates range from relatively unrestricted subtidal facies basinward to 

increaSingly restricted but pristine (uncontaminated) peritidal tracts shelfward. These 

were not isolated carbonate patches developed atop offshore shoals; rather. they 

were coastal carbonate belts that developed under predominantly uncontaminated 

conditions. 

A conceptual obstacle to the Waltherian view is an intracycle climate change 

sufficiently severe to reconfigure depositional environments. Indications from 

Quaternary analogs suggest that the same facies mosaic probably could not prevail 

unaffected throughout such a change. A second obstacle is Hallock and Schlager's 

(1986) findings that excessive nutrient influx poisons carbonate systems even beyond 

active siliciclastic deposition. Invoking circulation peculiarities to direct insidious 

turbidity elsewhere is possible (e.g. Friedman. 1988). but fails as the simplest explanation. 

particularly given the global occurrence of sedimentologically mixed Pennsylvanian 

cycles. 
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An alternative to the Waltherian view is that two, largely discrete 

paleogeographic scenarios prevailed within any given cycle, such that, for example, 

rapidly prograding, clay-rich deltas only rarely lay seaward of carbonate platforms. 

The suite of environments and facies characterizing the glacial world were Waftherian, 

as were those of the interglacial world, but the transition between the two was not. 

Accordingly, vertically adjacent carbonate and siliciclastic facies within a given cycle 

could not fully satisfy the Waltherian criterion of complete lateral coexistence (Figures 

4.7-9). Minor stratigraphic evidence does suggest limited coexistence of carbonate 

and siliciclastic facies at climatiC transitions. For example, the rare occurrences of 

delta-front debris-flow lenses with clasts of penecontemporaneously depOSited 

carbonate (Chapter 2) perhaps record sedimentologic mixing analogous to 

carbonate-siliciclastic interactions in Red Sea fan-deltas (e.g., Hayward, 1982; 

Friedman, 1988), in which shelfbreak carbonate reefs coexist with landward siliciclastic 

fans. Although colonization of inactive lobes (cf. Santisteban and Taberner, 1988) plays 

a role, the prevailing Red Sea climate is a key to the mixed sedimentology: aridity 

produces infrequent, predominantly coarse-grained terrigenous pulses that 

carbonate-secreting organisms effectively tolerate. The analogy is not perfect, but 

emphasizes that fledgling carbonate systems may take root even as diminished 

volumes of relatively coarse siliciclastics produced in an arid or semiarid climate are 

channeled to waning deltas. 

A final point worth considering that bears on the "Waltherian" question is the role 

of time in cycle construction. Table 4.3 documents estimated values for time 

represented by depOSition and hiatus within a cycle. Assuming a 400 ka cycle duration, 

these calculations demonstrate that carbonate and siliciclastic components of a cycle 

occupy a small fraction of the alloted cycle duration. The most conservative estimates 

(i.e .. those calculated using long-term accumulation rates) indicate that «10 to Slightly 
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TABLE 4.3A: SEDIMENTATION RATE INPUT DATA 
Abbi'8Vlauon 

(LPC, EDM) 
BNG,BP 

FBW, DOW 
FBW, DOW 

(CS) 

(RM) 

(DCM) 
(FCM) 
(MMS) 

(AS) 

SedimentatJon Rate (m~ 
MIN 

a:o 2500 
1(0) 5(XX) 
7fI) 3750 
2X) 1000 

-100 -500 

2X) 20,000 

1(0) 10,000 

1(0) 10,000 

~~w 8 5 
Cryptokarst 5 16 

Inillal Porosity 

5a'/o 
(carbonate) 

60% 
(siltstone) 

7(J% 
(mudstone) 

7(J'/o 
(mudstone) 

5a'/o 
(sandstone) 
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Note: Secimentation rates largely from compilation of Enos (1991). Chose rates based on modem analogy (e.g. used rates of 
Guadalupe-type (small) deltas rather than Mississippi-type). Initial porosities quoted range toward maximum values, to yield 
most conservative completeness estimates. Rate estimates also shown for calcrete formation (from Robbin and Stipp (1979), 
and cryptokarst-induced surface degradation (from Walkden, 1974) on subtropical carbonate surfaces. 

TABLE 4.3B: CYCLE INPUT DATA 
Faaes 

PED 1 OR04 
Faaes iIiiCI<IiEisses tor 5 sample cyde types 

PED 2 ORO 3a ORO 3b ORO 3c 
Pentidal 
~8m 
8-30m 
3O-SOm 
Eolomarine 
Fluvial floodplain 
Bay Jt..agoon 
Shallow Delta 

5 
8 
2 

4 
2 8 2 1 
4 8 4 

2 
4 

25 12 
5 
2 

5 

10 
Note: These are typical measured thicknesses for component facies of "sample" cycles. Thicknesses chosen err toward 
maximum. rather than minimum values. However, all fall within ranges observed for these cycle types. 

TABLE 4.3C: RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

Sample Measured Decompacted 

lime represenilid by rock 
(yrs) 

Percentage of a 
400 kacyde 

c~cle thicl<ness (m) Thickness (m) MIN MAX MIN MAX 
P D 1 15 2205 TiOO 38,500 1.9 9.6 
PED 2 10 15.4 15,000 75,000 3.7 18.7 
ORO 3a 43 69.5 12,850 85,500 3.2 21.4 
ORO 3b 18 29.4 5,040 35,400 1.3 8.8 
ORO 3c 12 19.4 2.665 55,400 0.7 13.8 
ORO 4 15 23.9 3.640 26.400 0.9 6.6 
Calcrete .15 4O,000( 30,1XX) 1.0 aJ.D 
Cryptokarst.50 30,000 100,000 7.5 25.0 

Note: Decompacted values calculated using initial porosity estimates listed in (a). Most conservative values for completeness 
shown in right hand ("MAX") column. Assuming 400 ka cycle duration, a maximum of -20% of time is recorded by rock (bold 
type). Surfaces of subaerial exposure (calcrete, cryptokarst) could acccunt for an additional 20-25% of cycle time. 
t Incorporates a startup lag time of 10 to 20 Ka esnmated for calcrete formation by Robbin and Stipp (1979). 
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>20% of cycle time is represented by rock; the remaining 75 to 90% consists of 

nondeposition, rather than eroded section. These values approximate the 3 to 30% 

completeness estimates calculated for Phanerozoic carbonate cycles by Wilkinson et 

al. (1991). They also corroborate Quinn and Matthews' (1990) modeling results from post

Miocene Eniwetok Atoll demonstrating that deposition occupied < 1 0% of elapsed time 

during high-frequency sea level changes. These numbers are no surprise, and in fact 

the non-Waltherian view of Pennsylvanian cyclostratigraphy becomes more 

imaginable in the context of depositional bursts that occurred significantly separated in 

time. 



Abstract 

CHAPTER 5 

PRESERVA nON AND PALEOCLIMATIC SIGNIFICANCE OF 
EOLIAN DUST IN THE ANCESTRAL ROCKY MOUNTAINS PROVINCE 
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Upper Paleozoic (Pennsylvanian-Permian) silty strata of the northern Pedregosa 

basin (southern Ancestral Rocky Mountains province) exhibit distinctive features that 

suggest origin of the silt as eolian dust prior to deposition in marine environments. 

Studies of mechanisms controlling modern eolian dust accumulation imply that 

combined marginal marine-epeiric sea environments constitute an ideal sink for eolian 

dust. Accordingly, Pedregosa siltstones may reflect the prevalent mode of eolian dust 

preservation downwind from coeval ergs, and significant volumes of eolian dust may 

be preserved within analogous epeiriC strata. Because eolian dust reflects conditions 

of aridity and windiness, it bears on paleoclimatic and paleogeographic 

reconstructions. Recent studies within several basins of the Ancestral Rocky 

Mountains suggest an eolian derivation for many siltstones, and thus corroborate 

inferences of increasing aridity and concomitant monsoonal conditions for western 

Pangea. Further regional analysis may provide valuable insights for refining concepts 

of the zonal to monsoonal transition that accompanied Pangean assembly. 

Introduction 

Eolian dust forms deposits of loess that occur today dominantly within mid- to 

high-latitude periglacial settings, but also around margins of low-latitude deserts. The 

Quaternary record contains vast depOSits of loess, yet only recently have 

geOSCientists begun to recognize and document pre-Quaternary eolian dust depOSits. 

Johnson (1989) provided the first comprehensive facies model for recognition of 

ancient continental dust ("loessite") deposits in a study of Pennsylvanian-Permian 
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siltstones of the Eagle basin. Nearly simultaneously, Fischer and Sarnthein (1988) drew a 

discerning analogy between Permian deep-marine sandstones and siltstones of the 

Delaware basin and demonstrably wind-transported but water-deposited ("eolo

marine") Quaternary sediments of the marginal Saharan Atlantic. In this paper I 

document volumetrically significant occurrences of eolian dust within upper Paleozoic 

strata of the Pedregosa basin (southern Ancestral Rocky Mountains). Siliciclastic-rich 

units within Pedregosa depositional systems display distinctive attributes consistent 

with an eolian dust derivation, followed by final preservation within a marginal epeiriC 

region intermediate between continental and deep marine environments. 

Recognition of ancient eolian dust depOSits commonly is complicated by the effects 

of noneolian processes, but recognition of the eolian influence is important because 

eolian dust acts as a valuable proxy indicator of paleogeography and paleOClimate. 

Regional Tectonic and Stratigraphic SeHing 

The Ancestral Rocky Mountains are a series of yoked intracratonic block uplifts 

and adjacent sedimentary basins that occupy a northwest-trending belt of the North 

American craton. Although their exact origin remains enigmatic, most investigators 

agree that the Ouachita-Marathon orogenic belt of the southern United States and the 

Ancestral Rocky Mountains province of the western United States are genetically 

linked and that they represent marginal and intracratonic effects, respectively, of the 

Late Paleozoic collisional suturing of southern Laurasia and Gondwanaland (Kluth and 

Coney, 1981). 

The late Paleozoic Pedregosa basin lies at the southwestern most extremity of 

the Ancestral Rocky Mountains province (Figure 5.1). Although Mesozoic and 

Cenozoic cover and structures obscure much of the basin, Greenwood et al. (1977) 

drew the boundaries to include Pennsylvanian strata >600 m thick to define a northwest-
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Figure 5.1 Late Paleozoic paleogeography of Pedregosa basin and surrounding region. 
Uncompahgre and Pedernal uplifts formed significant mountain regions. Florida Islands 
and Kaibab. Sedona. and Zuni-Defiance arches apparently formed barely emergent 
positive areas. Carbonate deposition (brick pattern) dominated in Pedregosa basin. 
but yielded northward to shoal water-paralic silt (fine stipple) and southward to deeper 
water muds (dash pattern). In contrast. mixed carbonate (brick pattem) and siliciclastic 
(coarse stipple) sedimentation occurred throughout neighboring Orogrande basin. 
Large stippled arrows coming from northern Arizona indicate prevailing wind directions 
for late Paleozoic time determined by Peterson (1988) and Parrish and Peterson (1988). 
Northeast-southwest diagonal line depicts approximate 50 to 150 N paleolatitude 
(Witzke. 1990; Scotese and McKerrow. 1990). AI. Arizona. NM New Mexico. TX Texas. 
MX Mexico. Modified from Kottlowski (1963). Blakey (1990). and Blakey and Knepp (1989) 
and other sources. 
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trending trough. The slightly emergent "Florida Islands" bordered the Pedregosa basin 

to the northeast (Kottlowski, 1963); the Zuni-Defiance, Kaibab, and Sedona arches 

formed distal positive regions, separated from the Pedregosa basin by the Central 

Arizona shelf (Ross, 1973; Blakey and Knepp, 1989; Blakey, 1990). Apparently, the 

Pedregosa basin deepened southward to a terminus against the western extension of 

the Ouachita-Marathon thrust front (Dickinson, 1981; Armin, 1987). Paleogeographic 

reconstructions for late Paleozoic time (Witzke, 1990; Scotese and McKerrow, 1990) 

indicate that the Pedregosa basin occupied tropical «10° N) and subtropical (150 to 

'2fP N) latitudes from Early Pennsylvanian to middle Permian time (Figure 5.1). 

Within the Pedregosa basin and adjacent shelf, the Pennsylvanian to Permian 

Naco Group (Figure 5.20) forms a nearly continuous record of deposition. Although 

carbonate deposition dominated in the Pedregosa basin, siliciclastic influxes 

occurred several times, notably during the (1) late Desmoinesian (middle Horquilla 

Limestone); (2) middle to late Virgilian (upper Horquilla Limestone-Earp Formation); (3) 

Wolfcampian (Earp Formation); and (4) late(?) Leonardian (Scherrer Formation). The 

Pennsylvanian pulses are comparatively subtle, generally consisting shelfward of 

siltstone and calcareous siltstone that yield basinward to silty limestones. In contrast, 

the relatively siliciclastic-rich Earp and Scherrer formations record significantly more 

intense Permian incursions. Consistent with most glacio-eustatically influenced, 

Pennsylvanian-Permian sections worldwide, the Naco Group displays a well

developed, parasequence-scale cyclicity commonly marked by alternations of 

carbonate lithofacies. Each of the above siliciclastic pulses, however, produced 

sedimentologically mixed cycles defined by carbonate-siliciclastic intercalations. 

Carbonate/siliciclastic ratios throughout the Naco Group decrease quite abruptly 

shelfward, from average values of 95% in extreme southeastern Arizona to as little as 
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Figure 5.2 A) Pennsylvanian-Permian stratigraphy of carbonate-dominated Naco 
Group from northern Pedregosa basin (NPB) northward through Pedregosa shelf (PS) 
and southern Central Arizona shelf (CAS) areas. Only units with some silty or sandy 
component are patterned (brick pattern in Earp Formation schematizes carbonate 
interbedding in this unit). Fine stipple indicates silty zones. coarse stipple in Scherrer 
Formation signifies eolian sandstones. Arrowheads at right of column denote four 
pulses of siliciclastic influx to Pedregosa basin. as discussed in text. RCC/CRCC red 
chert clast horizon of Armin (1986. 1987). MW Morrowan. AT Atokan. DM Desmoinesian, 
MO Missourian, VI Vlrgilian. WF Wolfcampian, LE Leonardian. GU Guadalupian. 
B) Pennsylvanian-Permian stratigraphy of southern Colorado Plateau from southeast to 
northwest. For simplification, coarse stipple is used for all units containing some eolian 
sand(stone) component, but Manakacha and Wescogame formations contain minor 
proportions of eolian sandstone relative to Esplanade-Queantoweap and Coconino 
units, wherein large-scale dune deposits predominate. Esplanade-Queantoweap 
represents first major episode of Paleozoic eolian deposition in Arizona. Note close 
correspondenc9 in time between Colorado Plateau eolian activity (as inferred from 
eolian sandstones) and silt-sand influxes into Pedregosa basin. Manakacha Formation 
represents sole equivocal tie: it is largely Atokan, but as young as Desmoinesian in 
northwesternmost Arizona; thus, it may relate to oldest (Desmoinesian) silt pulse of 
Pedregosa basin. Data for A and B from Armin (1986, 1987). Peterson (1988), Blakey and 
Knepp (1989), and Soreghan (unpublished). 
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50% in central Arizona (Ross, 1973; Blakey and Knepp, 1989). Presumably this indicates 

a source to the north for the siliciclastic component. 

Siliciclastics of the Late Paleozoic Pedregosa Basin 

Naco Group siliciclastic strata consist almost exclusively of tan to red, locally 

peloidal. quartzarenitic (framework quartz >90%) siltstones. Carbonate cement in 

varying proportions has produced calcareous siltstone to silty limestone compositions. 

Although grains range from medium silt to very fine-grained sand, the vast majority of 

the siliciclastic component is lower coarse silt (0.02 to 0.04 mm). Minor amounts «2%) 

of potassium feldspar are present locally in the detrital fraction; plagioclase feldspar, 

mica, heavy minerals, and marine bioclastic debris typically are present in trace 

amounts only (Lodewick, 1970; Armin, 1986; Chapter 2). Although the Pedregosa 

siliciclastics are sometimes termed "mudstones" or "shales," close examination 

reveals a pervasive dearth of clay sizes. Detritus coarser than silt is present at only two 

horizons within the Naco Group: (1) chert pebbles and sand-sized siliciclastics within a 

discrete horizon of the middle-upper Earp Formation (Armin, 1986, 1987); and (2) fine- to 

medium-grained sandstones within the lower and upper members of the Scherrer 

Formation (Luepke, 1971). Exclusive of these units, Pedregosa siliciclastics are present 

as sheetlike siltstones typically <5 to 15 m thick (within a single parasequence) and are 

apparently devoid of any channellike features, progradational relations, or significant 

lateral thickness variations. 

Where observed, basal contacts of the siltstones are sharp, though not 

erosive, atop shoal-water carbonates that locally (notably shelfward) display 

exposure features. Upper contacts grade slightly into overlying subtidal carbonates of 

the superjacent parasequences. Thus, siltstone members occupy temporal and 

phYSical gaps between conditions of lowstand (local exposure) and highstand (fully 
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marine). Carbonate members form the more resistant parts of parasequences. 

Distinctive sedimentary structures in exposed siltstone units include abundant planar, 

swaley, and high-angle ripple cross-lamination, and bioturbation fabrics (dominantly 

Cruziana and Skolithos ichnofacies) that typically intensify to near completely 

carbonate-siliciclastic admixing upward within a siltstone unit (Armin, 1986; Chapter 2). 

Facies analyses of the Pedregosa siltstones indicate that final deposition 

occurred in marginal marine-intertidal to shallow marine environments (Armin, 1986; T. 

Demko, 1992, personal commun.; Chapter 2). Although Lodewick (1970) advocated a 

deltaic origin for Earp siliciclastics, key evidence for such a point-source dispersal 

system (e.g., channel and lobe morphologies) is conspicuously absent. Rather, Naco 

Group siltstones within the Pedregosa basin largely represent marine sublittoral sheets 

fed to the shoreline via a line dispersal system. The sole deviations from this are the 

red chert-clast conglomerate (RCC/CRCC) horizon of Armin (1986,1987), inferred to 

represent a brief episode of fluvial deposition related to tectonic flexure of the 

Ouachita-Marathon foreland region, and the Scherrer sandstones, which record 

deposition within an eolian dune-beach system (Luepke, 1971). 

Pedregosa Siltstones--Eolian Dust? 

The most viable explanation for the origin of the voluminous Naco Group 

siltstones is that they represent dust delivered to the northem Pedregosa shelf and 

basin via winds blowing off distant source regions. Several features of the Naco Group 

siltstones corroborate an eolian dust origin, most notably trends in (1) petrography and 

physical stratigraphy, (2) paleogeography, and (3) chronostratigraphy and regional 

correlation. 
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Petrography and Physical Stratigraphy 

Pedregosa siltstones exhibit a remarkably restricted grain size distribution 

dominated by medium and coarse silt with anomalously little clay or mica. Such a 

pattern characterizes the bulk of moderately traveled modem eolian dust deposITs 

(Pye, 1987; Tsoar and Pye, 1987). Medium to coarse silt typically travels in short-term 

suspension or modified saltation and may be "captured" by a moist surface or water 

body. In contrast, clays and micas travel at higher atmospheric levels than silt and 

may stay suspended for long periods over extensive (> 103 km) distances (Pye, 1987). 

Water bodies and moist surfaces represent ideal and permanent dust traps, and dust 

concentration decreases rapidly downwind of such areas (Pye, 1987). This effect may 

explain the abrupt decrease in siliciclastic content southward from the Pedregosa 

shelf into the Pedregosa basin area (Figure 5.20). Bed geometries are also consistent 

with an eolian dust origin, since eolian dispersal would facilitate development of the 

laterally persistent sheets typical of the Pedregosa siltstones. 

Paleogeography 

Permian-Pennsylvanian paleocurrent and modeling analyses by Peterson 

(1988) and Parrish and Peterson (1988) indicate north-northwesterly paleowind 

directions for low latitudes of western North America (Figure 5.11). Accordingly, the 

Pedregosa basin lay directly downwind from several sources of silt-sized detritus, e.g.: 

(1) ergs and dunefields of the southern Colorado Plateau; and (2) desiccated sabkha, 

mudflat. and fluvial deposits of the Central Arizona sheif and beyond (e.g., Paradox 

basin. Uncompahgre Plateau). With no inteNening barriers, silt that averted 

permanent capture within the Central Arizona shelf region could be constantly 

resuspended and subsequently transported farther southward. to final deposition within 

the proximal marine northern Pedregosa shelf and basin. 
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Chronostratigraphy and Regional Correlation 

If the siltstones of the Pedregosa basin derived from and/or shared a 

provenance with Colorado Plateau ergs, then episodes of widespread eolian activity 

in northern and northwestern Arizona should correspond with pulses of Pedregosa silt 

influx. Comparison of the Pennsylvanian-Permian stratigraphies of the Pedregosa 

basin and the southern Colorado Plateau indicate that Pedregosa silty episodes 

correlate well with eolian sandstones of the Plateau region (Figure 5.2b). Lodewick 

(1970) provided physical evidence to corroborate a possible Pedregosa basin

Colorado Plateau connection by comparing heavy mineral suites (e.g .. 

zircon/tourmaline ratios; tourmaline pleochroism; grain shape analyses) from the Earp 

and Supai formations. Additionally. the eolian sandstones of the Scherrer Formation 

are contemporaneous with those of the Coconino Sandstone on the Colorado Plateau 

(Blakey. 1990; Figure 5.2). 

Preservation and Paleoclimatic Aspects of Late Paleozoic Eolian Dust 

Documented pre-Quaternary loessites are anomalously rare (Johnson. 1989). 

This probably stems from a lack of recognition. rather than a lack of formation or 

preservation. Given the necessary source (silt), transport energy (wind), and sink 

(accumulation site). the key factor for geologic preservation is that the sink lie within a 

subsiding area CTsoar and Pye. 1987; Johnson. 1989). Eolian dust sinks are present 

primarily within two major regions (Pye. 1987): (1) continental basins. where dust 

commonly is preserved in blankets buttressed against (paleo)highs; and (2) marine 

regions downwind of major continental dust sources (for the Quaternary. this 

commonly implies ocean deeps). Pennsylvanian-Permian loessites studied by 

Johnson (1989) and Murphy (1987) represent cases of primarily continental 

preservation. In contrast. siltstones of the Pedregosa basin record marine 



preservation. In the first case. the mode of transport is the mode of deposition and. 

excepting possible pedogenesis. minimal syndepositional and postdepositional 

overprinting occurs. In the second. sedimentary structures and facies associations 

indicate final marine deposition. but an eolian source and delivery mechanism are 

inferred largely from trends in petrography and paleogeography. 
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The fundamental contrast in these preservation modes stems ultimately from 

the difference in accumulation mechanisms. Whereas. e.g. Maroon Formation loess 

collected against the Sawatch uplift (Johnson. 1989). eolian dust blowing toward and 

into the Pedregosa basin likely became trapped by the surface roughness of the 

Central Arizona shelf-northern Pedregosa basin paralic region. Parasequence-scale 

cycles of dust generation and transport within the southern Ancestral Rocky Mountains 

probably reflect periodic aridity intimately linked to glacial-interglacial climatic 

fluctuations (Chapter 4). Dust began blowing toward the basin during glaciallowstands. 

and IT eITher (1) attained a marine signature upon reworking by subsequent 

transgression. or (2) continued to blow and became progressively incorporated into 

the nearshore system as transgression proceeded. Dust transport ceased entirely 

upon transition to full interglacial (highstand) conditions. A number of marginal marine 

Pennsylvanian-Permian sandstones and siltstones described from several Ancestral 

Rocky Mountain basins are probably eolian-marine deposits of similar origin (see. e.g .. 

Driese and Dott. 1984; Borer and Harris. 1991; Goldhammer et 01..19910; Mazzullo et 01.. 

1991; and others already cited). 

The presence of such apparently large amounts of Pennsylvanian-Permian 

eolian dust has paleoclimatic significance. for dust represents a proxy indicator of 

aridity and windiness. Pye (1987) documented that short to moderate «103 km) 

transportation leading to significant accumulations of modern (glacial and desert) 

loess occurs as a result of strong. dry winds associated with either (1) depressions and 
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cold fronts, or (2) monsoon-influenced circulation, specifically circulation downwind of 

moist monsoon systems, such as the "harmattan" winds of modern Africa and the 

Middle East. The first type represents the predominant cause of duststorms and glacial 

loess accumulation worldwide today (Pye, 1987), but the second type controls major 

dust transport in low latitudes and thus may provide a more realistic framework in which 

to view the Pennsylvanian-Permian siltstones. 

Stratigraphic and modeled circulation studies suggest a general trend of 

increasing aridity within western Pangea from Pennsylvanian through Permian time 

(e.g., Witzke, 1990). Most investigators attribute this trend to two interrelated 

paleogeographic events: (1) northward drift of Pangea from tropical to subtropical 

latitudes; and (2) final supercontinent assembly that apparently induced the transition 

to monsoon-influenced circulation (e.g., Parrish et aI., 1982). Eolian dust influx into the 

Pedregosa basin intensified progressively from the subtle pulse of the late 

Desmoinesian to peaks within the Wolfcampian and Leonardian; this corroborates 

inferences of increasing aridity and intensified, perhaps monsoonal circulation. The 

Pedregosa basin may represent a particularly faithful barometer of the climatic 

transition from zonal to monsoonal circulation because of its position, far from major 

basement highlands. Intervals of quartzose siltstone within the Pedregosa basin do not 

necessarily correlate with episodes of peak basin subsidence and appear to reflect 

extrabasinal climatic control on sediment dispersal. This pattern of paleodispersal 

contrasts greatly with, for example, the nearby Orogrande basin, which formed 

adjacent to the Pedernal highland. Texturally and compositionally immature clastics 

poured into the Orogrande basin via fluviodeltaic dispersal systems that intensified with 

peak basin subsidence (Chapter 3). Even if far-traveled eolian dust reached the 

Orogrande basin, it was mixed within a dispersal system that reflected the dominance 

of introbasinal (tectonic) controls. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

Siltstones within Upper Paleozoic strata of the Pedregosa basin exhibit features 

that suggest an eolian dust origin, but many record depositional overprinting by 

noneolian processes. Deposition of eolian dust within the marine realm may represent 

an important mode of preservation for ancient eolian dust. With an adequate silt 

source and arid wind regime, volumetrically significant loess deposits will accumulate 

given a suitable site within a subsiding basin. Inherent to any "suitable site" are trapping 

capabilities, commonly a physical barrier in the form of topography or surface 

roughness. Epeiric seas and their margins create ideal surface-roughness barriers that 

could rapidly and effiCiently trap eolian dust. In this case, marginal marine processes 

greatly influence the preserved depositional signature, but the recognition of an 

ultimate dust contribution is critical for paleogeographic and paleoclimatic 

reconstructions. The serendipitous coincidence of Pangean aridity and 

megamonsoon inception and widespread, periodically exposed epeiric basins 

generated ideal conditions favoring formation and preservation of huge volumes of 

low-latitude eolian dust. Biostratigraphic age resolution and preservation potential are 

greatly enhanced in marginal marine systems relative to ancient erg sequences. 

Consequently, recognition and study of eolian dust-derived marginal marine depOSits 

could yield a highly resolved record of climatic behavior during the poorly understood 

transition to the Pangean climatiC interval. 
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This Appendix Includes detailed graphic logs and location data for each of the 

eight sections measured in the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins. All sections were 

measured using a brunton compass and metered Jacob Staff. Sections were 

sketched and described in the field at a scale of 1 inch = 1.5 meters, but are here 

presented at a condensed scale of 1 inch = 5 meters. Graphic logs are annotated with 

observed lithologic and biostratigraphic data, and with inferred facies designations 

(from Chapter 2). A key to symbols and conventions used throughout this appendix 

appears below. Where possible, sections begin in middle or upper Desmoinesian 

strata, and proceed into lower Bursum or Wotfcampian strata. In the field, Middle 

Pennsylvanian (Desmoinesian) strata can be distinguished from Upper Pennsylvanian 

strata by the presence of macroscopic index fossils such as Chatetid sponges(?), 

Prismopora triangulata (a ramose bryozoan), and Komia. 

Structural complications encountered in measuring are annotated on the 

measured sections. In general, most structures were minor and could be effectively 

avoided: significant structural disruption occurs only in the Dragoon Mountains and 

Hembrillo Canyon sections. Although sections generally follow a single primary 

traverse, many lateral traverses were made in every section to obtain better exposure, 

assess lateral stratigraphic variation, or avoid structural complications. Observations 

from these lateral traverses are included on the sections, to form a composite data 

base. Note that the exposure percentages quoted for each section include exposure 

gained through exploring laterally. 

Specific notes or features of each section are included in the introductory page 

accompanying each section. 



KEY FOR GRAPHIC COLUMNS 
Abbreviations for lithologic notes 

bdg=bedding 
calcslt::ealcisiltite 
cl=claystone 
cryptal lam=cryptalgal laminite 
grst=grainstone 
mdst=mudstone 
pkst=packstone 
slt=siltstone 
ss=sandstone 
wkst=wackestone 

bra=brachiopods 
bry=bryozoans 
cn=crinoids 
ech=echinoids 
for=forams 
fus=fusulinids 
gas=gastropods 
ost=ostracods 
phy=phylloid algae 
pel=pelecypods 
rug=ruaose coral 
syr=synngoporid coral 
spo=sponges 

Abbreviations for biostratigraphic data 

B=Beedeina 
Br=Bradyina 
D=Dunbarinella 
E=Eowaeringella 
K=Kansanelfa 
L=Leptotriticites 
O=Oketaella 
S=Schwagerina 
Sb=Schubertella 
St=Stafella 
T = Triticites 
W=Wedekindellina 
P=Prismopora triangulata 

(ramose bryozoan) 

CAR=identified by C.A. Ross 
GLW=identified by G.l. Wilda 
D=Desmoinesian 
M=Missourian 
V=Virgilian 
B=Bursum 
W=Wolfcampian 
e=early 
m=middle 
1=lale 

Lithologic and Sedimentary Structure Symbols 

parallel laminations A ).. I- rhizoliths 

cross-laminae _..c. .... intraclasts 

ripple-laminations --y-r,.- calcrete 

~ 

CS=calcareous siltstone 
RM=red mudstone 
FCM=fossilijerous calcareous mudstone 
DCM=dark calcareous mudstone 
AS=arkosic sandstone 
MMS=micaceous mudstone-

fine sandstone 

LPC=laminated peloidal carbonate 
EDM=evaporitic dolomicrite 
BNG=bioclastic-nonbiociastic grainstone 
BP=biociastic packstone 
FBW=fossiliferous bioclastic wackestone 
DOW=dark oncoidal wackestone 

Limestone 

Dolomite 
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cryptalgallaminations lacy texture ~ 
Mudstone 
(carbonate 
or siliciclastic) 

Ht 

$H 

Notes: 

burrows 

mottling 

oncoids 

chert nodules 

mudcracks 

cz> CD CO> evaporite nodules 

~ cryptokarst 

~ slump features 

.A.J~ tepee structures 

·Only Missourian-Virgilian stratigraphic cycles are recognized and labelled. 

~
-.-.-.-.-._. 
'-'-'-' _0-'-'-

[2] ...... . 
:.' : ... ', 
: ..... : ,',:' 

Siltstone 

Sandstone 

Conglome~ate 

·Sub-stage level determinations accompanying fusulinid identifications are those provided by C.A. Ross and G.L. Wilde 

·Notes on columns are coarse field observations, not detailed petrographic observations 

·Facies designations are generalized, many more sub facies exist than can be depicted here. Also, contacts between 
facies locally may not appear as sharply defined as depicted here. 
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Naco Hills Section 
Location: South-central/southwestern Naco Hills, Cochise County Arizona. 

Quadrangle: Bisbee Quadrangle (1978) and adjoining Hereford Quadrangle (1983). 

Access: From 1- 1 0 take highway 80 south just beyond Bisbee. then State Route 92 
southwest around tip of Naco Hills; go north on dirt road that follows section 31-32 
boundary, turn east on road that follows section 29-20 boundary, and follow this into the 
southeast corner of the northwest corner of section 26 (f23S, R23E). Section begins at 
base of exposure in the draw between the words "Naco" and "Hills" 
(southwesternmost quarter of section 27) on the Bisbee Quadrangle, and follows spur 
northward to base of major cover. 

Previous Work: Measured section in vicinity by Totten (1972) 

Road Condition: Good until final reaches, where 4WD required. 

Permission Required: None. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Good; 75% exposure. Recessive bases of cycles 
commonly covered, but otherwise excellent outcrop, easy hike, minimal structural 
complications. 
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poor exposuro 

Buff,plnk color Fen bry. bra 

Gray color 
en. bra. bry (P. tri;mgUliltil) 

Basal contacts of grainstono 
·paokstone ate .harp 

Poor oxposuro 

eri. bry. bra dobri. 

eri. ram bry. bra dobris 

Buff color. poor oxpo.uro 

Pink. buff color, v. caJcruoous, 
thin boodlng. rubbly weathering 

Rock Names and 
Uthologic Notes 
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BNG 
ex> CD C%> Shoel cracks (?), 

dolomllic all~ 
ex> CD a> 

Fine comminuled debm BN 
(caicisl~lle) 

Missourian 

Desmoinesian 
BNG Medium-Ihick bedding 

Gray color 

BP Medium-thick bedding 
cri, bra 

... ~-
A~rs dlsmlcntic; 
r , Silly at top 

CS 

~'l7~ 
Fusulinids i:'l)~ ~ (? Rock Names 0~ 0~ 

<<,If ~<$' <!J-';s 0.0 ~0 and Notes 
C:J0~~ v'" ~0 

Cj 
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T. coronadoensis or· 
T. secallcus, bra. och 

T. homecreekensls, FBW Gray color, thldl bodding 
T. grlmarlus 
( AR,eV) phy, fus 

Vir ilian 
ISsounan LPG ... ..:lo ..... Orange color, 

pervasively dolomitizod 

Orange color, medium 

LPG to thin bodding 
Porvaslvoly dolomhizod 

T. ct. T. actuloldes Oolitic 
(CAR, m-IM) BNG tH Dolorrilizod burrows 

Ht Thldl booding 
bra. cri, och 

FBW 
Gray color Fus, ai, syr 

K. ct. T. neglectus 
(CAR, m-IM) 

Medium bedding 

LPG ~ 
gas 

BNG Gray color, dolomilizod 
thldl bedding fossil hash 

T. celebroides FBW cn, bra (CAR,mM) Thin, nodular bedding, 
rod silty partings 

LPG ~ 

BNG 
Gray color, 
medium to thick bedding 

Forms lodg05 

LPG ~cn Rod siltstono at top 

BNG 

T. ct. T. ohioensis 
T. ct. T. irregul aris CD == G ray color, thidl bedding 

(CAR, mM) rug, fus 

FBW Modium bedding 

Thin nodular bedding, 
red silty partings cri, bra, p/1y 

LPG ~~ Rod color at top 

BNG 
Thidl bedding 

FBW Gray color 

Fusulinids .Co ~q}4, 
Rock Names and c}Q, Q,~ rz,c" 

«,'l> ~<S' e;..§ Uthologic Notes 
C:JQ, ~-<> 

Cj 



T. consobrinus 
(CAR, mV) ---r 

T. subventricosus 
T. plummer; 
(CAR, mV) 

T. elegsntoides 
(CAR, eV) 

Fusulinids 

FBW 

BP 

FBW 

BNG 

FBW 

BP 

CS "'.11.-Bf\JG T 

FBW 
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Coatod grains, dolomrtic 

cri, phy, Ius gas, och 

1'.11010 coral hoad. 

Coalod grain. 
Dolorritic p;ltchoo 

Gray color, massivo bodding 
con~nuod small ddt 

Coarsely bioclastic 
coatod grains 

Gray color, massivo bodding, 
bioclastic, to",," small ddt 

rug, bra, syr 
Thin bedding 

en, och 

Rod c%r, silty 
och, gas, bry, Ius 

Gray color, massivo bodding 
Fo<ms lodgo 

gas, bra, cri, Ius 

Rocl< Names and 
Lithologic Notes 



T. cf. T. ventricosus 
(CAR,IV) 

T. imperiBlis 
(GLW,IV) 

T. sp. 
(CAR,mV) 

T. ex. gr. je/fordsi? 
(GLW,m-IV) 

T. sp 
(CAR, mV) 

T. cf. T. plummeri 
T. sp. 

(CAR, mV) 
T. cf. T. bensonensis 
D. ex. gr. ervinensis 

(GLW, mV) 

Fusulinids 

BP 

FBW 

cs ttt 

16 

165 -1 __ --,-1 

=: =-: .::'I-----i N32 _.-.
-'-'-
-'-.-. 
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END OF SECTION 
Soctlon roccde. into covorod 
slopo; hoghor on .Iopo, Earp 
Formalion " oxposod just 
bonoruh ma~.ivo Colina 
Limootono, 

Gray color, bioclastic 

Rod color 

Gray color Ius, cri, ech 

- Gray color, coalod grain. 
_ Carbonate-Slit admxing 
" noar contact 

"Rod color 

Rod'<lrarog" color 

Gray color, bioclastic 

_ Rod-orarog" color; 
dolomrtlZod patches 

Gray color, bioclastIC 

MasslVO bedding, bioclastic 
lorms cMf 

syr,m:ll 

Gray color, thick bedding 

rug, Ius, cn, phy 

MedIUm bedding 

Th,n, nedular boddlng 

Largely covered, but 
can uncovor rod, 
cak;a.roous siltstone 

bra, Ius 

Rock Names and 
Ulhologic NOles 
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Dragoon Mountains Section 

Location: Northemmost tip of Dragoon Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona. 

Quadrangle: Cochise Quadrangle (1985) and adjoining Dragoon Quadrangle (1985). 

Access: From 1- 1 0 take Triangle T /Dragoon exit southeast through town of Dragoon 
and continue east ca. 4.5 mi; tum south on dirt road that straddles section 23-24 
boundary, veer westward toward prospect pits. Section begins in draw located in 
north-central part of section 26 (T16S, R23E). 

Previous Work: Measured section in this area by Micklin (1969). 

Road Condition: Good; fair (4WD useful) in final reaches. 

Permission Required: None. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Access good (easy hike), but quality is relatively poor. 
Exposure exceeds 90%, but fault complications exist that cannot be easily 
circumvented, and section has been slightly to strongly metamorphosed by Dragoon 
Mountains intrusion. Intensity of metamorphism decreases upsectlon, but still 
precludes clear facies and cycle deSignations. 
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cs - 1 D103d -
~tJ - J ~l 

BNG - J - l I D103c bry, bra, en 

- '.j,::'::: 
Bufl·gray color 

ftt - " .... 
~" .. ,. 

D103b 
very calcareous 

35': 
....... (transrtlOnaJ to FBW) 

CS '. : ' ... -~ bry, bra, en 

tH - .!..=:".!-":"'::.::-- _._.-
.BNG. - 1 1 1 1 en, bry, bra, rug 

I- BP_ 1 J D103a 

CS - t;ti';l D102b 
Bull color, 

30 -
very calcareous 

1 J. T -- I 
D102a Thick bedding - t-- ~ 1 -

I - en debris, bra, 

B.sp. ___ FBW D101c bry, Ius, rug 

25': 
-\. .J 

(CAR,D) ·'1 . - ·1' - r-. .. / ' increasingly bioclastic, 

'J . D101b 
very silty - , .. 
Gradation contact .. Irom CS to FBW - .. ', . . . ' -1-;-•. ' .. 

20 -
. ....:...... 

'I" •. 

CS - :.:'I~"~ Buff color, thin, - D101a lIaggy bedding, en 

-t::':l_ . ..,:.. very calcareous 

- -7-=~"""2-:-=-- ..:--:-.:. -;--!. • 

BNG I I I r D100b -
B.sp. ____ 15 - 1 ~ Ius, bry, en 

(CAR, D) - I J 
FBW - J::c Thin bedding 

B.sp. - bry, Ius 
D100d 

(CAR, D) - J. 

-~/h1 
10': 1 J D100c 

1 Gr1t color, -
tI I mo lum bodding - rug, bra, bry 

FBW - 1 r - 0 
- ·1 . J.. T 

5 - ·L Silty bra, en 

.. ,'., 
: 

.' . 
. f· . . . 

.. 
CS " . . . .. 099a - '. 'J:.' .. 

Buff color, thin, 
:.1,'., " ~~?;X 2i',~~I~,¥S '. , .' - ~ • I, . , , 

Fusulinids ·'o~ ~'b-~ 
~ &c, • I Rock Names and «,'b-v" 

'O~'o~ ~ ~ "CJ Cj ':,..'Oc, ~<$:'&.;§ 0.'0 ~'o ,.p ~. ,,~ ~. <$:'~ Uthologic Notes 
C:J~-i> CJ~ ~'o ~o~~,+c, «,+c, 0~C, C:J'l> 
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.-
~ r- cs- 1/1\ - I 1 Rod color, silty 

Ht - t--

~ -tr-Lr -FBW - Gray color, thick· - massiVll bedding 
cn, bra 5 - ] 

ttt !' - T 75 -
J "-

BP - I S ~ Bioclashc -
1/1\ - I I D109c BNG -

I Thick bedding - I ...L 
FBW 4 70': I --- I -{5Tc59ii1 ~ color, thin- cn,bra - I ~ lurn bodding -

r////. 
~ 111\ Bull color, 1- D108b fenestral fabric LPC J L 

~ D108a 65 1-
7 I 

j - -lDL101dJ - 1 3 -
Gray color, r-- - ] I massivo bedding FBW 

CC> CD <2> ] ..l DL101cJ cndobris - J .=c 
60 - .1 

I 
BNG IJI\ - I J DL101al cn, bra, cry 

B3W: DL 101aj FB -

~~~~~ 
2 -CS SH r'-- - ...j DL100bJ Light'olivo green eclor -

55":' ~ 
- BP- 1/1\ 1 ~J - - 1-1 I D107c 

- j 
- J~ Modium-thlck bedding 

FBW - 1-, J -..-
V"1 - D107b 

t- I .-or- Gray color, thin, 
cn 50_ nodular bedding 

~ 
---

Missourian -
Uesmolneslan 

BNG - I I D106a 

FBW 
45_ 

I J 
V//Ll 

-I-J -'- D105a 

= l:c-r Gray color, FBW 
o 104 a 

thick bedding 

-
-V//~ 

~'l;<:A I ~l)" ~ " •• Rock Names and Fusulinids 0<::' 0" (;~ X ~ ~ ?to 
Uthologic Notes &-~ r?;-.:S ~0 0" </Ii 

(;4,V ~r?} o~ ~ ~. ~-..: ~~ 00 {;> ~ ~~ ~~ (j Cj Cj 
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;s < ~ 
BP IJ~ 

I II - I Bioclastic -

~ 
-----

BNG- 11s.: 
D2b 

GS _o,-j 

L~C. ~ D2b Red color, silly 

i-BNG: 
V 1//// 

D2a 
Red color 

~O 
I I Bioclastic a>== - D1c Massive bedding -

l:::c: -
FBW 110': J Medium bedding 

I - f-J 1 - 01b Graycoloro 

Virgilian - thin bedding 

IVIISSOUrian LPG 
... <'2. .... 

I" 
-:; 

D7' Red-orango color, 
1 thin bedding, dolon-ilic 

- I I tH -
105': l "- G~COlor, 

m ium bedding 

V9 ] l cri, och, bra. Ius -
FBW r'-- - 1 D7'a 

T. homecreekensis rr I 06' T. primarJus - - Thick bedding 

(CAR,IM) - I 
cri, bra. rug, 

ech, Ius 

100_ "I I 
LPG: 
~ I/~ I I 

Red-orange color, 
dolomilic 

a>== --
FBW - I 05'b 

Thick bedding 
8 

I cro, bra. rug, 
I"- - I ech, Ius 

- ! 

- BP- 95 T 
L D5'a 

LPG <= Thin bedding, 
~ I/~ rod horizons 

--GS- 04'a 

- i 

-..J I Gray color, 
thick bedding 

FBW - 1 03'a lorms small din 
V

7 -
I"- 90': IT I 

- -I 
BP - I I I 

FB"'Y_ I 
LPG 1/1\ / / D2'd Red color, silty 

dolomitic - J I 1 BNG - 02'e 
85 - 1 -, 
'-- J J - Gray color, 

V6 - 1 masSIVO bedding 

FBW r'-- -
1 D2'c 

lorms Iodgo 
- i 
- -r D2'b 
- 1 ::r 

~ 
Thin bedding Ius, bra. eri 

I-BP - , 

Fusulinids o~ ~ .. :-6-~ :; ... ' I Roell Names and oQ, Q,'" Q,c, 
</li' ~t$'G-.§ e;.Q, 1-..Q, P.·.. ff Uthologic Notes 

0Q, <:s (J'" ~Q, ,~oc,~'+~'+c} 0 .... c} 0'?f 0-'-: 



T. capaxoidos, sp? 
T. consobrinus Imo 

(CAR.mV) 

T. cf. T. ventricosus 
(CAR. mY) 

T. cf. T. bensononsis 
T. cf. T. coronadoonsls 

(GLW. mY) 

FBW 

FBW 
ttt 

FBW 
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Red-orange color 

Gray color. whole syr hoads 
medium bedding 

Orango color wholo syr heads 

Gray color. 
massive bodding 

fus 

cn, Ius, rug 

Massive bedding 

Gray color, 
Thin bedding 

Probablo fault 
through cove rod zone 
missing soction (?) 

Oolitic 

Gray color, 
massive bedding, 
boddlng 

Thin·med,um bodding 

rug, Ius, bra, cn 

Rod color 

~--------------~----~--~~~--~~--~~~~--r-'--r-----'------------------~ 
Fusulinids cl'" 0~ 0" Rock Names and 

«'l>' ~<$:'&.§ Lithologic Notes 
0~';:> 



T. southensis 
D.sp. 

(CAR,GLW, IV) 

T. sp. 
(CAR) 

T. bensonensis 
T. beedei 

(GLW, mV) 

Fusulinids 

FBW 

LPG 

FBW 

BP 
LPG 

FBW 

FBW 

GS 

FBW 

<<'~ 

END OF SECTION 

dolomitic 

Orange color, 
dolomitic 

Gray color, 
massive bedding 

Thin bedding 

190 

bra, ech, syr, fus 

Bioclastic 

Thick bedding 

Buff color, 
Thin, flaggy bedding 

Faulted, possible 
slight repetition in 
section «Sm) 
Gray color with 
orange striping, 
thin bedding 

Rock Names and 
Lithologic Notes 



Pedregosa Mountains Section 

Location: Southem Chiricahua/northem Pedregosa mountains region, Cochise 
County, Arizona. 

Quadrangle: Swede Peak Quadrangle (1986); (also see Bruno Peak Quadrangle 
(1986)). 

191 

Access: From 1-10 (Road Forks exit), take New Mexico state highway 80 south to 
graded road that heads through Tex Canyon. Follow this road north-northeast, tum off 
onto dirt road in section 13 (T2OS, R29 E); take this to jeep trail that heads toward South 
Bruno Canyon (on topographic map) and continue to saddle in middle of section 22 
(T20S, R29E), near Limestone Mountain. Section begins at a buff fusulinid bed located 
about 35 m above a prominent gray limestone ledge near westem edge of section 23 
(northwest quarter of southwest quarter of section), and continues upsection eastward. 

Previous Work: Reconnaissance section of upper Paleozoic measured in this general 
region by Epis (1956). 

Road Condition: Jeep trail is barely negotiable. Sturdy 4WD necessary. 

Permission Required: None, but check in with ranchers (the Glenns) at J-A Ranch ca. 2 
miles west of section; address for ranch is: Box 1195, Douglas, AZ, 85608. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Fair to good access (some steep slopes); 85% exposure of 
Upper Pennsylvanian section, provided you follow beds laterally to best exposures. 
Minor structural complications that can be avoided. 
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- .', . 
~.·T. Buff color. - .illy -
.~( ---r-- . P3a - . .1' . . 

35': 
• :'T" 

~. -.: 

FBW - :...1" . 
Buff color. - ".-:2'--CS Bilty. 

- .1. poor exposuro 

- . --:" .. 
- .1 ... 

- . -I'. 

-~ 30-
- -. 

"'" 0:> 0> - 1 I ~ - Gr~color. 
BNG - I TJ,J thi bedding. 

~ 
promlnem ledgo 

--
.L -r-1--i BP HS 25': 

- J J._ -c?:r sparso ech. gas 

-- 1:r -B.sp. - 11. 
P2a (CAR.mDl -FBW 20-tr? -

"'" 0:> CD -tel -
- 1 

I <Z> 0:> 0> - I 1 _ Buff·gray color. - thin·med,um bedding 

15': :r. -r..::L. sparso blodasts 

db 0:> <%> 

-WA -
FBW bra. rug - '////1 

- ~ i::~ ~-buffcolor. 
FBW tH - ium bedding. 

10": :::;r. T- .:):C Silly 

-V///"j 
L 1..-1. 

BNG -~~ 
Gray color. 

- CalOSlhlto texturo 

--
I I 

= 0:>= s.: I -~ ... I. Buff color. 
"",<Do> - '1-"" Med,urrHhlcl< bedding. - slightly SI"Y - J .. \. 

FBW = =00 - . I;";" 
B. Sp. - I. ·1 

sftr. bra. blY. 
w.sP·Dl--- === -~ ~ us, en, och 

(CAR. a-mDl - . . S&D N5iJN 25NE 

Fusulinids '0~ ~~<A 
~ ~~ ~~. I Rock Names and CJ" 0~0~ 

(;"$. ~ ~ (; :",0 X,'lf &-~# 0.0 ~Qj ~ ~. ~.~. ~~ Lithologic Notas 
0Qj~v (;-\; ~0 ~o~~~ «.'+~ &~ 01> ':) 
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:.T:·:.~.· 
FBW - . . . . . 8uH color, thin bedding 
-CS - .' . . ' . silty - . . " .[ .. 
I- · . 

Missourian -V//// 
ueSmOtneSlan - 1 I - Gray color. thick bedding 

BNG 75 .: I J-r prominent ledgo 
Chao toto. hoads 

phy. cri, och, I bry dobris 

~ - Thin bodding --
~ -----

70 ::. L} 1 L Gr~color, abundant cn, 
BNG - 1 thi bedding, bradobris 

I I T prominent ledge 

-~ --I-FBW- -
~G - I I 11 Gray color, bioclastIC 

FBW 65 · . ' . . . - :-,.' ..... - · .. ',' [ .. 
FBW - , . .' . 8uH color, silty 

cri, bra 
-CS - '. 'l:-

- T· . 
- t::I <Z> CD CO> 

I 

BP 1 n P. triangulata 
60 I abundant blooasts 

·1. 
FBW - ·1· 

- · ::r.. 8uH color, 

- :-r . . medium bedding 

I---- -- J -.i Gr~ color, P. triangulata BNG - -I P4a 
I----

55 -

~ 
thl bedding och, cn, bry dobris 

'-----
FBW .J .J,....] 8uH-gray c%r, silty 

· .j . 1 
Gr~color, 

BNG 
0> CD CO> - I 1 I thi bedding, 

1 T P3c promlnont lodge 
l- SO - · ',' . .. . .. 

. " ' . 
FBW . . : .,..1: 

U~ht i/,'at color, -CS - . ...... . 
P3b - ...... . '. so t, c al y, Silty, 

- .J. ... ~ fossIliferous carbonate 
hOrizons - ..... J.': 

abundant cn. bra, bry ... 
.' .. from hore to P3c 

f- BP- r I l - - 45_ 1-- ]--- T 
FBW - · j' 
-CS - T -:-

-~ -
Fusulinids '0':> 

~'b-~ 
~ ~':> ~< " I Rock Names and 0<::' 0':> 

v,'b-Ci- ~~&.;§ 0.0 ~0 v~ X ~ v ~0 
Uthologic Notes ~ ~ ~.~. ~~ 

0~~ v" ~0 ~o':>~,+':> «.,+':> 0'':> 0'?i 
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FBW ] 
"--.1 Thin bedding J 

BNG III' - 1 I Pge 

- 1 .-L 
M asSiVO bedding 

BP 
~5 

- J -@ill syr, bra, rug 

115': 
1 I 

.1 - 1 phy 

- [ 
Medium bodding 

=0 CD <%> - -C 
1/1\ 

- T 
- 1 
-~ 

110 .: J P9c Massivo bodding 

FBW - l biodasts, Ius - 1 rr. cf. T. irregU/8ris (CAR) -- I 1 T. ohioensis (GLW) - P9b ~color, T. muscerda (GLWj- - 1-
1 

lum-thick bedding 
(e-mM) 4 I -

T. cf. T. jrregu/aris 105- 1 P9a (CAR, e-mM)- - 'I J - -' - I 1 -
~ 

Poor exposure - similar to above (?) --
BP 1/1\ 100: 1 -L P8e .yr, gic:'d~fs 

J J: 
- 1 - I L - P8d sparse biota 

V3 - I 
I 1- Loss well-exposed I' - thinnor boddlng (?) - 1 -

95 - I 1 
1 P8c 

1/1\ - I J 
Thick-massivo bedding - IT abundant biodasts 

- 1 
promlnontlodgo 

FBW - 1"J.. -1. 
Medium-thick bedding 

90 - syr 

V2 
'- 1 
-J I I' - rrJ - P8b Medium bedding, 

- biodasls 

-
l~ ..c --

85-
=o=<%> ~- J G":r,color, wholobra 

- Lrl 
mo lum bodding 

CD ==0 -
I/~ 

-
-1 1-

1 
1 Grd: color, 

mo lum boddlng 
BNG ~ I 

~ 
- P8a abundant cn dobos 

FBW- I 1 1 
- - - .. --71 

-CS 
~~" 

- -

Fusulinids _00, 
~ f? ." I Rock Names and (;' 0~ 00, f} /< ~ ,}J Q:0 Lithologic Notes x.~ &~G-.:§ &0 ~Q, 

0Q,':-..~ v~ ~Q, ~o~-f?~,+?f 0\?f 0~~ 
'? 
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BP I I "r1 Thin·modlum bodding Virqilian , 
J~ 

phy 
MISSOUrian lil\ - J I Broak In dlff 

- 1 11:[ -- ] MasslVO bodding, 

BNG - P12d promn.nt clrtf 

155 - 1 I ~-

- 1 I :r - abundant biodasts 

- r-'" I 1 
I- BP- --I- - 1'-9 - I -- II J 150 - P12c -- MasslVO bodding 

- J -, 
FBW -

1 fus, bra 

T. ct. T. ohioensis - J J Mod,um bodding 

(CAR,mM)- - J P12b 

- 1 I Thin, nodular bedding 

145 - "T abundant bry, bra, 

-- T :r P12a 
also cn, och debris 

- I 

BP J~ - I I I Thick·masslVO bedding 

a> <%>= - abundant phy .... =<%> - I I 
FBW - I Thin, wavy bodding 

8 - I Pllb 
j'o.. - phy, bry 40_ w:: ::c 

-
~ --

FBW I~ - T-' - 1 P1la Thick boddlng -
135 - ///~ 

- 1 - I I PlOd 
7 -- I 

FBW - I I - Thick boddmg 

- 1 phy 

130 - I T '- 1 
I)~ - I , -, 

~ - 1 J 
T Thick·masslvo bedding, 

BNG - -I J blodasllc 

- -I 1 bra, en 

-V///l 
K.sp. 

125 - J , 
Gray color, 

(CAR, mM) FBW '- J-=r P10b 
Ihln boddln9 

fus, bry 

6 - ] 
r-- - '"T 

BP - -,-J- P10a abundant cn debris - 1 -
~ --

FBW 
, , 

Gray color ph~Jl;~~~~~ , 
"' Fusulinids '00, 

~'I><:A 
'*' ~o, w" I «.'I>CJ" 

0~ 00, v~ X ~ v :,,0 
Rock Names and 

~~G-.§ 2}'3 !o..0 
~O~'*"~'*"~~\~' C:J'I><$'<:< 

Uthologic Notes 
C:J0~v v" ~0 

Cj 
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-V23 -
~ 

1/1\ .1 P15b Buff calor, 

- T lorms lodge 

- 1: 1- Mod,um bedding - 1 bry, cn FBW "1 [ 
195 - r- j T. aff. T. eomptus ~2 

J_ 

- "] P15a Gray color, 
T.ef. T. ventrieosus r-- - thin bedding, bry, cn, bra 

(CAR,IV) :r .-!- with bufl intOfbods 

T.ef. T. beedei '" 
T. areuosoides(?) P:BW: 

//L P15c 
K.ef. 1<. eom{Jtus -

~ (GLW,8-m ) --
190 -

I~ 
Calcrete leatures --r-rT""" 1/1\ '- I lorms ddl 

- I 1 ~ T.ef. T. ventrieosus BNG 
I I (CAR. mV) -
~ Ius, ech, crl 

T. grishamae __ - J I 
(GLW, mV) - ~I BP 185 - I --- I P14d --

l-r 
Thick-massive bedding - biodasllc 

-
V,1 

- r <D CD CD - Thin-modium bodding r-- 180 - J P14c 
Ius, phy, bra, -- J cn, rug -

FBW <Z> ""'dO> - l 
T.ef. T. subventrieosus - IT T. sp.; Br.~. -- P14b t.CAR,8-m )-~ - J Ius 
T.ef • . coronadoensis - I O.sp. 

175 -(GLW, mV) -- J P14a 
phy - :r:.. - 1""1 

- V///1 
1'1\ 

- I 1 ~ - Thick bedding, 

BNG - 1 T T 
biodasllc 

170 - P13c -- T -
<Z> =a> - I FBW - bra, rug 

- V///.-1 
BNG V,O - I I P13b Thick bodding, 

bioc!asllc, 

FBW r--
165 - I prominent chff 

BP - I I abundant phy 

T. ef. T. bU'/Jerensis - [ (CAR, I -8V) 
FBW - ~ MasSive boddlng phy, bra T. eoronadoensis - I T. aff. T. moorei --- I=BP: Staffella Sp. P13a phy, Ius 

(GLW, mV) - lI] .I Thin-roodium bedding FBW - poor 6xposuro 
-r 

~0t:A 
Fusulinids '0C, 

'*' ~ ~~. I Rock Names and (} 0~ 0C, 
v~~~v ~0 </1} ~~&.;§ r;.0 ~0 " ,,' ,,' ,,' ~<:< Lithologic Notes 

e;,~,<:s v':': ~0 ~o'o~,+c' «,+c, 0-c, e;,"If 



T. cU/lomensis 
T. ct. T. ga/lowayi 

(GLW, mV) 

D. sp. 
(CAR, V;;--) --.I 

T. sp 
(CAR, ?) 

T. secalicus 
(GLW, mV) 

T. comptus 
(CAR,IV) 

T. ventricosus 
(CAR, IV) 

T. ex. f!r. coronadoensis 
T. c . T. consobrinus 

(GLW, mV) 

Fusulinids 

BP 

FBW 

BP 

FBW 

FBIN: 

<0 =cn 
BNG 
BP 

FBW 

BIN:: 

BP: $H 

FBW 

Bioclastic, 
lorms ddl 

Massivo bodding 

Light'gray cofor 
masslvo boddmg, 

Thick bodding 

Gr=ysfopo, 
sporadic oxposure 

197 

Ius 

minor IU5, phy 

Ius, phy 

BioclastIC syr, Ius, rug, cn 

Thick bodding 
phy, Ius, bra 

Gras5Y slopa 

Thick boddlng, 
bioclastiC, lorms lodgo Ius 

N30W 2SNE 

Mod,um bodding 

Thin bod ding 
abundant phy, bra 

Grassy sfopo 

~ ~~--~----~~~~~r-~-r----~------------------~ 
i:}0 0~ 0<" Rock Names and 

</1> ?y<$'r!i-.:S Lithologic Notes 

C:;0'~ 



T. sp. 
(CAR, V) 

T. ex. gr. coronadoensis 
(GLW, mV) 

FBW 

BNG 

FBW 

FBW 

BNG 

18 

17 

250 

245 ,,~~;:;:=-__ --j 
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sparno phy 

Massivo bodding 

Ma!:sivo bodding 

Ma!:sivo bodding 

Thin, wavy bodding 

sparno Ius 

Massive bodding 

Massivo bodding 

Thick bodding phy 

Mod,um·thin bodding 
poor exposuro 
(seo In gully) 

N15W 30NE 

Calcreto surlaoo. 
top 01 clrtl .. 
t,acod to gully 

Bioclashc 

~--------------~---~~---~~--~~---r~---.~r-~-r-----.------------------~ 
Fusulinids (;}0 0~ 0'" Rock Names and 

~'?> &-<$' (;-';§ Lithologic Notes 
C:J<QC:J'~ 



T. ct. T. plummer; 
(CAR,IV) 

T. ct. r. bensonens;s
close to T. plummer; 

and to T. rhodes; 
(GLW, ?) 

T. sp. 
(CAR, V))--t---I 

T. ct. T. plummer; 
(CAR, IV) 

T. plummer; 
St.sp. ---I 
O.sp. 

(GLW, ?) 

T. sp. 
Sc. sp. 

(CAR, IV) 

Sc.sp. 
T. ct. T. plummer; 

T. sp. 
(CAR,IV) 

Sc.ct.Sc. orbicullltll(?) 
(GLW, IV) 

FBW 

BP 

BNG 

FBW 

BP 

FBW 

199 

abundant cn debris 

Ius. gas, bl}' 

Siltstono In co""r (?) 

Rusty slam. 

Light·gray color 
Ihlck Codding 

BuH·gray color, 
Ihin. nodular bedding 

Massi"" bedding 

Thick bedding 

Thin bedding 

Medium-Ihick bedding 

phy, Ius 

Ius 

phy 

Medium bedding Ius, phy, cn 

Dark gray color, 
Ihm bedding 

Massi"" bedding 

Medium-Ihlck bedding 

Dark gray color. 
Ihln, wavy bedding 

10rmsd,1 

Ius 

phy. Ius 

~--------------~--~---~~--~----~----,.-r~--r-----r-----------------~ 
F I"d . o"' ~ ,- R k N d USU tnl S G'. ",,0Y !-.0J oc ames an 

~'I> &" (J-v Lithologic Notes 
C:J~,~ 



T. say. sp. 
including: T. meek; 

(CAR, B-aW) 

T. sp. similar to T. meek; 
(CAR, Bora 

T. meek; 
(CAR, B) 

T. imr.l'iBIiS 
T. cl. . beede-

(GLW,IV) 

S. cl. S. dunnensis 
T. Sp. 

(CAR, B) 

Bursum 
trgllan 

FBW 

FBW 

BP 

FBW 

FB 

BP 

BNG 
FBW 

FBW 

FBW 

BNG 
CS 

Gray-buff color. 
thin-modlUm bedding 

Gray color. bioclastIC 

200 

Buff color 
eN, ech, 

rug, bry, bra 

Ius. gas 

BioclastIC 

BioclastIC 

BioclastIC 

Buff color. abundant Ius 

thin. nodular bedding 

Siltstone on covor ("J 

Ius. cri. BioclastIC bry. pol 

Gray·buff color. 
thin boddong 

Siltstono In float 

tncplont calcroto (?) 
abundant gas. pol 

Gray·buff color 

Siltstone on covor (?) 

Rock Names and 
Uthologic Notes 



Sb. cf. Sb. kingi BP 
T. sp. -::-::--1-=::""-1 T. cf. T. creekensis 

(CAR,eW) 

S. dunnenesis 
(CAR, eW),---I 

BN 

FBW 

FBW 
BP 

FB 

BNG 

201 

END OF SECTION 
Ius, bra, cch 

Thin-medium bedding 

Light gray, 
thin bOddlng 

Gray color, 
thin-medium bedding 

abundant Ius 

Gray color, bioclastIC 

BuH color 

Gray color cn, bra debris 

Rock Names and 
Uthologic Notes 
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Chiricahua Mountains Section 

location: Northeastern Chiricahua Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona. 

Quadrangle: East-central portion of Portal Quadrangle (1987). 

Access: From 1- 1 0 take Portal Exit south toward Portal/Cave Creek area; park off road in 
vicinity of section 13/24 boundary (T17S R31 E); hike west-southwest through section 23, 
heading toward top of Limestone Hill (marked on topographic map). Section begins 
on hillside in draw near the top of the "H" in "Hill" Gust east of center of section 22), and 
continues toward and beyond cairn at top of Limestone Hill. 

Previous Work: Upper Paleozoic reconnaissance section measured in general area 
by Sabins (1957). 

Road Condition: Excellent; graded dirt road, 4WD not required. 

Permission Required: None. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Significant hike to top of hill (ca. 1.5 mi laterally and 1800 ft 
vertically), section terrain fairly steep. Exposure exceeds 95% for Upper Pennsylvanian 
section, provided you follow units laterally to best exposure. Minor fault complications 
that can be avoided. 
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""=C%> 

~ 
-,I J-r----r C 1 04a , - 1 bra 

0%> CD CD -BP - -I J 
0%> CD CD - 1 l I----l C 1 03e , 

FBW - 1 .u 
Missourian 35 - T Poor exposure 

Desmoinesian - 1 ir 
BP - r I--i Cl03dl Thiel< bedding syr mats 

- I I -- 1 1 

30 -~ '-

- -
- I 1 

FBW - 1 Thiel< bedding 

- - T T - I J BP - Siliofied bioclastic debris 

1 FBW 
25 - r I Cl03e' 

- I - '////1 - - 1 1 - 1 - ..=r..' FBW - 1 Gray color, P. triangulilta 

=== Cl03b' 
thid< bedding bra, cri. bry 

20 - 1 
- 1 

, - --- /'///J 
1 - Thln-modium bodding - L I FBW - .. ' ..1: Cl03a' P. triangulilta 

- ::r: l' cri, bra, rug, bry 

15 -~ -
BNG= 
J!L - , I 

00== 1 L -
=== - [ Gray color, 

T 1 thid< bedding 
bra, rug, 

= =CD - syr. cn 

- -I 
=== lO_ 

r-I T 
B. megista === -
(CAR. 18, FBW - I 1 

Cl02al Gray color cri. bra, bry, 

1 
rug,lus 

- 1 ...!- Cl0ltopl Bull color cri. bra 

l' .J:. 
- ' . .1.-.:.. 

5 - ~. ·1· '- "1 . - . , ,r-
FBW - "", J Cl01botl - .. 
·cs - .. 

I--- ,.I Cl00b' 
///L I--- / 

- J 1 
1 I I) cl00cl 

BNG ooeD= - I VI. Cl00a' N55WGOSE 

Fusulinids . e,c, ~~4. 
~ ~c, .~' , I Rock Names and u~ e,~ e,c, v"" X ~ v ~e, ~1> &~G-.§ e;.e, ~e, 

" '-: ,-=' ,-:' ~~ Uthologic Notes 
0e, ,v v .... ~e, ~o<; ~'*"c, <?,'*"<; 0'<; 01> 0~ 
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~ 
- I I C106cl - J Gra~ color, - bra, en - thic bodding 

- J I FBW - l:c 75 - ] 
'--I-:I :::..L.. Thin-medium bodding 

1/,\ - 1 l C106el 
syr mats -- LT - Thick-massillO boddng 

-n C106bl -
1/4 

70_ l FBW ~ 

- r-L J "- - I - t-. -- I I C106al 
<Z> == 

1 
<r> =CD ..I. ..c 

CD == :L::r Gray color, 

FB'I'f 
65 l' thin,med,um bedding 

- - , '1, " C106basel Buff color, silty 
I-o-CS- ' " , ',I' 

1/1\ J
L 

- "1C105topl 
- I -lrr -

60 -

FBW ,3 - I 
- I I C105al 

Gray color, 

<Z> <%> CD 1 
Ihick-masslVo boddlng - bra, rug, en 

CD =a> - I t -
aD =a> - 1 

55 - tI 1. <II> =a> '-- 1 T L-----1 C 1 05base I Thin, nodular bodding ""'=a> 
111\ I I J BNG - C104f1 en dobris 

I - I 

- 1 1 Grainstono lensos - 1 50 - C104el '- I 1 - syr mat - ] -
FBW - tI 1 2 -- I - sparse en debris 

rr I -
45 -v_ 1 

- ] r 
C104dl - I - Gr~ color, en rug, bra 

- J me lum, wavy bedding , 
<%> =CD 

I I l BNG 1/1\ - C104cl - I I 1 
~ BP - I I ~C104bl en, bfa, bry, rug 

Fusulinids '0<:> ~'l>t:A 
* &<:> .,. I Rock Names and r;,"< 0~ 0<:> d ~ ~ CI ",,0 <<.'1} ~(.'G-.§ (;.0 ~0 ~ ~' -.:'~' ~q Lithologic Notes 

C:J0~v v~ ~0 ~o':i~-.f? «'*"<:> &':i C:J'b' C:j 
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~ 
- I - 1 IJ-FBW - sparso en dobris - C110d I 
- T r abundant phy 

RP 11\ - I I I Medium-thick bedding 
1 L 

115_ I incr""","g phy 

- I ~ 
1'8 - I spar-..o phy 

FBW ao =ao , - '1 T Medium bedding 

- I C110c I - J J - I 

/f\ 110 = I 

I 1-r-l C110b I 
Locally buff color, 

BP -1 1 dolomlcrrto - C110a I - I r 
- 1 1 Gray color 

I 
on dobflS, 

7 - syr, rug 

105-v_ I J: 
K. sp. - I C109b I Medium bedding 

FBW 000 =<%> - T T (CAR. IM·eV) sparso en dobris 
<0 =000 - I 1 
<JD ==- - -L 

r---- L 
CD ==- Buff color, bry, en, spo 
ao =<%> C109a I thin·medium bedding 

BNG 
1~100_ I I I C108bl 

bra, rug, en debrIS - Thick bedding 

BP ttt - I J -
<Z> =es> - I 1 
<Z> = CD - I 

C108a I - I J 
...., =ao 95 - I .--

,6 - I 1 
<0 =ao - - J FBW -

C107c I -
J ~ - BIOClastIC 

- IT -
90 - I Gray color, '-- I Ihick bedding 

- -r T. primarius - L 
T. homecreekensi~ - l Medium bodding 

C107b I (CAR, M) t-- /1\ l - Thick bedding, -
85- I L bioclastiC 

~-

- T -
FBW 11'5 - ] L f'.. -- I T. primarius Ht - C107a I medium bedding ora, en 

J T or T. ct. T. ohioensis -
or T. homecreekensis- - C106d I 

(CAR,M) - I Abundant Ius 

Fusulinids '0~ ~'1r~ 
'*' ~~ ~~' I Rock Names and 0'" 0~ ~'1r~ i;y{.'ci (;.0 ~0 0'$, X ~ 0 ~0 

Uthologic Notes " " ,,' ,,' ~<:( C:J0",~ 0" ~0 ~o~~..fJ ~'+~ 0"'~ C:J'b' Cj 
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- 1 I Traced unh southward on hill - to avoid minor faun 
BP - 1 I - '--iCl 13d.ej -

I

J 
1 -- L -.- 1 Gray color. I/: 155_ thlcll boddlng 

11 - tc I I' --

o~ 
FBW - Cl13c 

-- j -
150- J 1 -- J - Thin·medium bedding bra, rug - Cl13a 

A - 1 I 1 ~ -
BNG -- 1 1 -- 1 I - cri, bra, bry 

145- I 1 Dolomitic horizons 
~-

BP - J l - r ~ crl debris 

~O - 1 
1 I 

~ 

t'- --11 -- 1 Cl12b 
140 -J_ l Gray color, 

FBW - I I thlcll boddlng 

- I 
T. ct. T. secalicus - I 1 (CAR,eV)~ - -I 

Virqilian A 135': 
Cl12a 

MIssourian .( -v-v- j I-
ButJ'Way color. ~ 

I C111b - local y dolomnic T. ct. T. homecreekensis LPC --v-v- -(CAR. IM-eV) ~ - / C11la - I I - T - r Gray color. - thicll bedding -1 I BP 130': 'ciiOh 

- I I ~ Bioclastic 

Vg - T I - I 1 t'- - , - I I ~ BNG - gas, bra - I I 12tL 
- I I ' Cll0!1 Thicll bodding 

- 1 -
FBW - I] I T. primarius -

T. homecreekensis _ - I Cll0e 
(CAR, IM-eV) - GraJ;color, - 1 1 mo ium bedding 

Fusulinids .~ ~rS-~ 
~ ~'" ~" " 

I Rock Names and u.f?J q,<::' q,c, 
",v~ .}< "'~ "'~ <$'2tQ, </l> &<$' &-.§ e;..q, ~q, Lithologic Notes 

C:JQ, ,v v" ~q, ~oc,~,+c, «,+c, 0'C, c§f 
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aD CD <2> 

aD CD a> 

OX> CD<2> 

FBW <%> CDc» 

a.== 

BP 

T. coronadoensis 
(CAR, V)--, FBW 

CS 

~ "'4._ 
HS 
5H 

T. aft. T. subventricosus 
(CAR, V) 

FBW 

CS 

Ht 

CS 

~ 

BP 

FBW 

BP 

=== 

14 

13 

12 

11 
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bry, bra, ech, 
rug, spi 

Thin-modlum bedding 

bra, cn debris 

Thin, wavy bedding 

bra, Ius, 
rug,syr 

Thin, nodular bedding, 
sl~y 

Gray cc!or 

Buff color, silty bry 

Ius, bry, rug, 
bra, cri debrIS 

Buff cclor 

GrayccloJr 

Buff cclor 

Rusty color at top 

gas, bra, 
cri debrts 

Thick bedding 

Thick bedding 

sparse en dubrtS 

=== 
~--------------~-~--~--~~--~----+---~~-r~--r-----~----------------~ 

Fusulinids c}'lJ 0~ 0'0 Rock Names and «'li ?:;-<$'G-.:S Lithologic Notes 
e;,0>!:,v 

Cj 



FBW 

K. sp., __ --t-_~ 
(CAR, V) 

O.sp. 
T. aft. T. ventricosus 

(CAR, V) ---I 
T. ct. T. grishamse 

(GLW, mV) 

T. sft. T. ventricosus 
(CAR, V) 

T. arcuosoldes 
T. ct. T. coronadoensis 

T. ct. T. secalicus 
(GLW, eV·mV) 

K.sp. 
T. pierces8 
(CAR, V)----l 

FBW 

B 

K. sp. (undescribed) FBW 
T. pierceae(?) 

(CAR, V) 

BP 

FBW 

Fusulinids 

Thin bodd;ng 

Massive boddmg, 
biodastlC 

Massive boddlng, 
biodastlC 

BioclastIC 

Grayeolor, 
thick bedding 

Medium bodding 
N55W 41SE 

BioclastIC 

Thick boddlng 

Dark-gray color, 
medium bedding 

208 

lus,bra 

bra, en, gas 

Ius 

bra, bry, en 

Ius 

syr 

Rock Names and 
Uthologic Notes 



T. whetstonensis BP 
(CAR, V) 

FBW 

209 

Thick·masSivo bedding 

phy, eri, rug debris 

abundant rug 

Rock Names and 
Lithologic Notes 



T. cf. T. consobrinus 
(CAR,IV) 

T. imperialis 
T. cf. T. jeffordsi 

(GLW,IV) 

T. varianus 
T. ex. gr. moorei 

T. pierceae 
T. joffordsi 
(GLW, mV) 

Fusulinids 

cs 

BNG 

FBW 

BNG 

FBW 

BNG 

tH 

... =COlO 

21 

20 

1-----,C6a 

'\ 

Bull color 

Lenses 01 Ius 
lags 

, Buff-rusty color, 
Dolomtlc 

Thick bodding, 
bioctastic 

Coated bioclasts 

Thick bedding, 
bloctastlc 

Gray color, 
thick bedding, 
bIoclastIc 

210 

Ius, cn, phy 

gas, Ius 

phy, cn 

Ius, as 

Rock Names and 
Lithologic Notes 
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Mud Springs Mountains Section 

location: Northern tip of Mud Springs Mountains, Sierra County, New Mexico. 

Quadrangle: Center of Cuchillo Quadrangle (1980). 

Access: From 1-25 take Williamsburg exit (just south of Truth or Consequences); from 
Williamsburg, find road that heads west-northwest under 1-25 and into Mud Springs 
Canyon (on topographic map); follow this road toward Mud Springs Tank No 1 (on 
topographic map), then veer off on road toward Mud Springs Tank No 2 (on 
topographic map); park just north of center of section 11 CT13S, R5W). Hike north
northeast toward and into pronounced canyon (unnamed on topographic map, but is 
"Whiskey Canyon" of Thompson (1942)). Section begins just beyond pronounced 
southward bend in canyon, in southwest quarter of southwest quarter of section 1 CT13S, 
R5W). 

Previous Work: "Derry" (Atokan) and Desmoinesian sections were measured by 
Thompson (1942). 

Road Condition: Good, graded dirt road through Mud Springs Canyon, but final 
reaches require 4WD. 

Permission Required: None. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Access good (easy hike through canyon). Exposure is a fair 
70 to 75% if you search for it; like the Caballo Mountains section, most covered intervals 
can be ascertained to be mudstone. Cover is especially pronounced in lower-middle 
Virgilian part of section. Minor structural complications: dip changes (syncline
anticline couplet), minor faults that can be effectively avoided. 
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r- tl vv 
BN~ I I M9a Coated bioclasts 

BP - I I I M8b 
Gray color bra. crl, bry 

~ - I Buff·rusty color 

fBW~ 
- r//// 
-VL:Z 

FBW? 35 
T Thin bedding 

V
2 -~/h - J. M8a J: Thldl beddin~ bra. crt, ost FBW :r. SliD N20W 4NE 

30 
Poor oxposuro 

FCM? 

~ I 1 M7c Gray color aounaant gas JiI'ili. SH i/l\ -
FBW SH - I I M7a 

cn. bfa. for -
~ -

25 - [v17b '-
-

Gray color bry, cn SH - r--" 1 MSa 
V1 -

LI L FBW I' - MSb bry, cn. bra 

t:c 1 BUff.rus~ color, - thin·mo ium bedding -
20 -

~ 
'----

Missourian -
UeSmOtneStan SH -

~I 
M4f Gray color 

SH --
SSS -

bra ech. cn 
FBW- 15': ~ EDM - Buff·rusty color - I-

II -- .--
l: J M4e 

~~P CM -~ M4c 

-BP M4d 
Locally covored 

FCM 
10 M4b 

BNG C)Oo 
';;:::>J;: :::>,Q.,~< 7 Q OK Conglomoratic chanool 8. ct. 8. ,'wlpherensis M4a 

(CAR, 10) - FBW - Gray color - I-( I M3d - I BP - I--,.... M3c syr hoMS - 1 

~ 
abunClanl bra, 

5 - bry. cn 

'-
FBW 1 Rusty color - M3b - I -~ -L -

M3a scattorod en 
8. sulphurensis JiI::: -

itt (CAR, 10) - BNG - I i I~ Oolitk: -
FBW - I M1 S&D N35W2tNE 

Fusulinids ' 0'" 
~~"\ 

~ '" .~." I Rock Names and 0<::' 0'" c..~ 
?y~&~ ,,0 ~0~ Lithologic Notes </li 

0"\v ~0 oq: c} c} c} 7r~ 00 ,.;:; ~ ~'f' ~'f' 0~ 0 0" 
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~ -1--1 :=c Buff·rusty color. abundant bra. FBW thin bedding bry, cn - ~ 

I- BP: abundnal cn dobrls 

-V/// 
LPC 
~ IJ~ : If ,I.-- Bult, plrl< color, 

poor exposuro, 

75_ algal 

V/// 
- .-l 

FBW r=r:-=,-~ Gray moUlod bra. och 

6 -
~ --

BP -
Bioclastic 

FCM- 70_ M17a 

-WM 
Nl~ 

IJ~ 
I M16b Gray, bioclastic 

~ C%:>= - .--L ::-1 M16a EDM - Gray·buff moWes. 
~ =CD r-- orange·rod moules 

11'5 -V//// 
M15b FCM "-

65_ 

~ --
LPG 

I' ~ - ! / Rusty dolomito cap 
---=-=- 1 ost, pol EDM -

~ 
S&D N55W 55NE - I 

BP I I M15a 
Gray color, - bioclastic 

60_ 

~ -
V - 1 L 
1"-4 -
~ 

As below 

--
I~ FBW -

55 ..:: ~ 
Buff·rusty color. 

M14a 
thin bedding 

- Abundant bioclastic lenses -1- --r 
- l-

I---
, 1 

- ///~ 
I/i\ - I - M13a Gray color bra, ech, crl 

FBW SH - I :::=:-L 
50 -L-r 

I----
-~ -

I- 11'3 
- Top 01 cliff at prominent 

SH / I bend in canyon 

I"- _I~ -..--r M12a Gray color abundant bra. 
HS also bry, gas 

FBW - -== 45 - J .:J- Bult·rusty color 

== I I 

== -I------ == - 1 ..l BP == :l-,-~ 
Bult·rusty color bra. rug, cri -

I-F~;tJ: - I 

~ - I ~ FBW 
~ 

1\ Gray color 

fo 
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-0/4 
--rr-r-

/1\ --c- -fM27Cl - ay color -
- --. I - I I M27b ~COlor, bry, bra, en -

FBW 
115 - - 1 iumboddlng 

--
-1-1 1 -

'11 -
:--. -:r 1 

I 
::L ] 

M27a Gray·rusly color bry, bra, cri 

FCM Olivo-greon color, 

110_ 
fissdo 

f-- 'l/// 
IBNG 

- Obsorvod ialOrally In 
$$$ 1\ - -' M2Sa crookbod 10 SOUlh of 

t-- Whiskoy Canyon 

RM ~O LOC<IJ conglomeralic fonsos 

:"-

lOS 

Virgilian 
IVilssounan --==-=- II \ J T - M24c Rubbly, monlod wilh -=-=- - rod mudslone 

~ 

1 .-L 
S&D N20W 28NE 

FBW HS 100 - Gray color, 

HS 
,- I Ihick bedding bra, bry, cri 

-I :J 
gas 

HS -
- BP ,. 

V9 M24b 

FCM i'-
M24a -

~ 
--

95 - Minor faulls .- Ihrough Ihis inlorval 

----=-=- - I M23a /\ 
FBW 

- W. 1 - I Gray color 
och, bra. bry -

90 -
T: I -

- ~///i 
V - I 1 Gray color 

1'-8 - ,..-

IT -
FBW .1 Rusly·gray cofor • 

- . r-- M22a thln·med,um bedding 

8S- r J abundanl bry. bra. cri 

-- I - - -= 
--==-=- - I I T. ct. T. ohloansis $$S 1/\ _ J 1 1 (CAR,mM)~ ttl M21a 

T. tlaensis ~ : 
Gray color bra. bry. 

T. ct . ohioansis FBW 
Ius. cri. och 

(GLW. mM) T::T 
"' ~~" 

- I 
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T. coronadoensis 
T. ct. T.grishamae 

(GLW, e-mV) 

T. ct. T. coronadoensis 
(CAR, eV) 

T. ex. gr. coronadoensis 
K. plicatuia 
(GLW, eV) 

FB 

DOW? 

RM 

FBW 

RM 

BP 
FBW 

FB 

0 0 0 

15 

12 
12 
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Buff-gray color 
bra, gas 

cn, bt a, bry, gas 

Buff-rusty color cn, rug 

POO( oxposuro 

cong!omorato 
lonse locally 

POO( oxposuro 

Gray color soarso gas, pol 

Abundant micritic 
nodules in muds to no 

Obsorvod latoratly in 
side draw ot Whiskey 
Canyon; possible 
laults in this interval 

S&D N20W 27NE 

Ius 

scanorOd cn, bra 

Locallyobsorvoo 
mrcn11C mudstono 
In thiS Intorval 

Rock Names and 
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T. cf. T. capBxoldes 
(CAR, m-IV) 
T. cal/osus 
(GLW, mV) 

T. cf. T. turgldus 
(CAR,mV) 

T. arcuosoldes 
. ex. gr. coronadoensis 

FBW 

BP 
FB 

FCM 
(GLW, mV) 1---1 

RM 

BP 

FCM 

r. ct. T. arcuosoides BP 
(CAR, mV) FBW-

T. ct. T. coronadoensis EDM = c= <%> 

(GLW,mV) -

Fusulinids 
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abundant phy 

Gray color, abundant phy 
thld<-masslvo boddlng 

Buff-rusty color, 
modium-thld< bedding 

This Is final 
largo'elm"01 
Whiskoy Canyon 

cri, bra 
bry, Ius 

Gray color cri, bry debris 

Buff-rusly color 

S&D N35W 20NE cri, Ius, bra 
bry,rug 

Groan mudslono with 
abundanl mSI nodules 

Rod color, 
exposuro 

Chort-pEbblo 
conglomoralo 

Fissilo 

Hummod<y lOP 

Nodular base 
Ius. bra, OS1 

Rock Names and 
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RM 

FBW 

RM 

FBW 

RM 

FBW 

T. creekensis 
(CAR. B) 

RM 

Bursum 
Irgllan 

FBW 

RM 

T. ct. T. asperoides 
FBW (CAR. m-IV) 

T. ex.8,'- T. Jeffordsi 
( AR.mV) 

T. coronadoensis RM 
T. ct. T. beedei 

(GLW. mV) 

T. ct. T. subventricosus 
(CAR. mV) 

T. arcuosoides ____ FBW 
T. whetstonensis 

(GLW. mV) 

Fusulinids 

9 

~ 

~ 
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$$S 
SH 

220 
'" 0"'0 ... • 

~ 
~ 

SH 

..J"""V"V""\.. 

SH 

SSS 

218 

en. bra, 
bry debris 

Red color 

Rubbly weathering bra.cn 

Red color 

Rubbly weathering bra 

Red color 

bra. cli. och 
Groen·rod monies 

bry. bra 

abundant Ius 

Red color 

Conglomerate lenses 

Very. rubbly. monied bra. bry 

Local calcareous 
~Iaobule (paleosol) 
ollzons 

Rubbly weathering 

abundant Ius 

Bioclastic 

bra. Ius. p/ly 

Red color 

Mudstone chips 
in lIoat 

Mo11iod Ius. ell 
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FBW 

FBW 

FBW 

RM 

Fusulinids 
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Gray color 
bry,9Ch 

Gray-buff color, 
modOJm bedding 

Rubbly wealhoring 

S&D N05W 28NE 
Chon·problo 
conglomoralo Ionso 

Rock Names and 
Uthologic Notes 
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RM 

RM 

FBW 
28 

Chort·pOOblo 
conglomorato channet 

Chert·pOOblo 
conglomoralo kmso 

Gray color 

220 

FBW --=-=-
~----------------~~.~~~-~---~~~--~------f-~---i--'--'--'-------r---------------------~ 
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Caballo Mountains Section 

Location: Southeastern Caballo Mountains, Sierra County, New Mexico. 

Quadrangle: McLeod Tank Quadrangle (1985) and Apache Gap Quadrangle (1985). 

Access: From 1-25 take Garfield Exit. turn right onto good graded road heading into 
Caballo Mountains; proceed past Red Hill Tank and Broken House Tank (see 
topographic map); at intersection of dirt roads in northeasternmost corner of section 14 
(T17S, R4W), turn northward and take road that branches to northeast; follow this to 
vicinity of Mine Tank. Hike up canyon northeast of Mine Tank. Section begins just 
beyond fault at canyon narrows (middle of section 32, T16S, R3W), and proceeds 
northeastward through canyon to northeasternmost edge of section 32. 

Previous Work: No published sections in this exact location, but other section in 
Caballo Mountains by Kelley and Silver (1952). 

Road Condition: Initial road fair to good; later reaches are rocky (Iedgy) or are 
periodically washed out, 4WD required. 

Permission Required: None. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Easy hike from "parking" area as described above to 
section location; easy access to section through canyon. Exposure approaches 75%, 
but most covered intervals can be ascertained to be mUdstone. Dips change through 
canyon (section begins steeply overturned), as section traverses a syncline; 
otherwise, structure is fairly simple. 



B. cf. B. sulphurensis 
(CAR,ID) 

B. bowiensis 
(CAR,ID) 

FBW 

SH 

OeM? 

FBW 

BP tH 

FBW 

OeM? 

FBW CD == 

35 -::t-r-L.-,-I-_-I 

30 

20 

15 

10 

5~ 

Gray color wrth 
rusty motU ... 

Rubblo 01 sill 
lound in cove rod 
intorval 
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bry, bra, cri 

bry, bra 

gas 

bry, cri,bra, rug, 
P. tnangu/a/il 

Gray color wrth 
buff moHias ech, gas 

abundant bra, 
bry, P. triangu/ata 

Black color, 
lissllo 

Gray color bra, en, 
phy, Ius 

Buff-gray CoiOI sparse gas, ech 

Black color, 
dolomitIC, 
IISSl16 

Gray color, 
thick bedding 

S&D N40W 65SW 
(Ovorturnod) 

bra,och, 
phy, CII 

Rock Names and 
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BP 

EOM 

FCM 

EOM 

FCM 

FBW
OCM? 

??? 

EOM 

SS$ 

«l!Jea> 

«l!J~ 

<A3l~ 

«l!J cD:> 

70 
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Gray color 

Buff-rusty color, 
WIth gray nodules 

Nodular Abundant bra, 
bry, crt 

Fissile 

Scanorod bioclasts 

Gray color 

Light gray-buff color, 
punky mudstono 

S&O N40W 83SW 
(Ovorturnod) 

Abundant biocfasts 

Buff-rusty color 

Gray color 

3JII woathoring, 
colomitic. fissilo. 
:;aHon 

cri. bry. bra 

sparse bra. 
ochdobris 

cocally similar to OeM facios 

abundant CII, 
~.ght gray color, bra dobris 
, >SIlo, mudstono 

Gray color bra. bry. cri 
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n 

FCM 

SH 

EDM 

Fusulinids 

Buff·rusty color with 
gray nodules 
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Buff color scanorod bra 

abundant bra. en. 
bry. debris 

S&D N38W 64NE 
(!.pright) 

Bun color. punky 

S&D Nsrm 76NE 
(!.pright) 
Gray color 

Bun· rusty color. 
barron 

Gray color 

Bun·rusty color 

abundant bry. 
cn. ech. dobrlS 

sparse bra debris 

S&D N28W 85NE 
(LPright) 
Gray color abundnat bra 

Bun·rusty color. 
barren 

Black color. 
lissllo 
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FBW 

T. ct. T. jacksboroensis 1----1 
(CAR. eV) 

T. coronadoensis 
(GLW, eV) 

T. ct. T. jacksboroensis 
(CAR. eV) 

T. coronadoensi 
(GLW. eV) 

FBW 

FCM 

RM 

FBW 

FCM? 

FBW 

..J"""Lt'\..rl. 

..J"""Lt'\..rl. 

..J"""Lt'\..rl. 

..J"""Lt'\..rl. 

~ 

== 
== 
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bra. bry. och. 
crldebris 

Buff·rusty color. 
modium-thld< bedding 

tus. cri. bry 

Poorly exposod Intervals 

S&D N65W 03NE 

Gray color 

abundant bra 

Very rubbly • 
rod mudstone moWing 

S&D Nl5E 06NW 

Gray color 
abundant bra. 

bry. cn 

Buff·rusty color 
with gray nodules. 
medium·thid< bedding 

Bull color. 
bl5Silo 

Abundant bioclasts 

bry. cn. 
echo bra 

Gray color Ius, bra. bly. 

Rock Names and 
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T. ct. T. subventricosus 
(CAR, mV) 
T. beedel 

T. arcuosoldes 
(GLW, mV) 

T. ct. T. secallcus ? 
(CAR. eV) 

Fusulinids 

BP 

== 

<XlO= 
EDM 

<XlO= 

<XlO= 

<XlO = 

FBW 

BP 

Gray color 

Rusty-bulf color 
with gray nodules 

S&D N43W llNE 
BUH.ru~ color wAh 
~ay n ulos. 
t In·rnodium bedding 

Gray color 

Gray color 

Gray color, mOlilod 
Wllh red mudstono 

Local poor oxposuro 
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gas 

abundant 
bra. bry. cri 

Ius, phy, 
bra, och 

bra, bry, 
Buff·rusty color with ech, Ius 
gray nodules 

Rock Names and 
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FBW 

T. cf. T. grlshamae/""-FBw:. 
(CAR, IV) --7 

I:s~f-
I=FBW 
~FBW 

~ BP: 
T. ct. T. capaxoides 

(CAR, m-IV) s/ FBW 
T. bensonensis 

close to 
T. plummer; maximus 

(GLW, mV) 

T. cf. T. ventrlcosus 

'"OCM. 

OCM? 

~ BP .. 
RM 

t: BP: 

EOM 

(CAR, mV) ~~ FBW 
T. ~r;shamae ~ 
( LW,mV) f--

Fusulinids 

FCM 
OCM 

== 
== 
== 

== 

== 

== 

'//// 
- I I 

CB39a I 
-:~ 

235:~ 
IJI\ _ I I CB38d I 

I 
~O -'////J 

CB38c I 
JI\ _ 11 ,CB38b I 

230-: ~I---@B3?~ 

CB37c I 
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CB37b I 

.~ 

CB36c I 1/1\ 

CB36b I 

-r-1 -c. 
~ 215_L J--I-.,..._, 
18 -~ 

'- - 1-----fr.R~;-, - T CB36al 

_ I T 
I 

210'-4_--1-1-_....-, 
1/1\ 

--] 
- I 
- 1 
-L 

V 205 
17 

r--

.,. 
:r:.. 

CB35b I 

CB35a I 

CB34b I 
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Gray, motliod 

Gray color Ius 

Rusty top 

Poor exposuro 

Gray color 

Gray·buff color, Ius, bra. ai 
thin·medium bedding ech, gas 

Grar.color, 
li!>Sio 

Abundant bloclasls 
Rod color 

Graycoior 

As below 

abundant gas 

Thin·modium bedding 

Buff·rusly color 
Wllh gray nodules 

8iociastIC 

scatterod bra 

Gray.buff color bra, bry 

Buff·gray color. 
lissilo 

bra. Ius, bry, cri 



T. creelcensls 
(CAR,8) 

Bursum 
Irgllan 

T. ct. T. ventrlcosus 
(CAR,IV) 

T. ct. T. bensonensis 
T. ct. T. coron8doensis 

T. sp. 
(GLW. mV) 

FBW -----=-H$ 

BP SH 

FBW Nt 

SH 

FB - HS 

FBW- $$$ 

BP- --m-

AM 

FBW: --m=
AM 

FB 

AM 

FBW 

228 

Barron 

abundant Ius. 

=ial~On ding p ano 

gas,pol 

Gray color gas 

Gray color. abundant, 
abundant bioclasts largo gas 

rusty. maroon color. 
monied top 

och. gas 

Poor oxposuro 

This unit is truncatod lalorally 
by a conglomorato Ionso 

Local conglorrorato 
lonso!; 

Ius. scallorod cn 
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T. meeki 
S. longissimoidea 

ICAR. W) 

Fusulinids 

== EDM 
== 

FBW 

28 

END OF SECTION 

Gray color wnh 
rod mott~s 

Gray·buH color 

229 

!cs. gas. pc< 
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Hembrillo Canyon Section 

Location: Central San Andres Mountains, at border of Sierra and Dona Ana counties, 
New Mexico. 

Quadrangle: Hembrillo Canyon Quadrangle (1981), Hembrillo Basin Quadrangle (1981). 

Access: From west of mountains, take 1-25 to Upham exit, continue through maze of dirt 
trails northeastward through Jornada del Muerto toward Hembrillo Canyon Road 
(consult Hatch 1 x2° sheet). From east, take White Sands Missile Range Road 7 to 
gravel road 306, take westward into Hembrillo Canyon. From either direction, park near 
hairpin tum just north of Victorio Peak in Hembrillo Basin region (see topographic map). 
Base of section (H 1 to H36) begins just northeast of center of southwest quarter of 
section 10 (f16S, R3E), and continues up draw southeastward. Upper part of section (to 
H54) begins at nook of hairpin tum (middle of section 9, T16S, R3E) and continues 
westward toward and into eastem half of section 8. Section data compiled from 
several traverses; moved laterally (north-south) ca. 1 km or so to document lateral 
trends and attain maximum exposure. Additional section was measured beyond unit 
H54 and into basal Wolfcampian, but later biostratigraphic work showed H54 was fault
repeated (contains early-middle Missourian fusulinids as identified independently by 
both C. A. Ross and G. L. Wilde), and section above this unit could not be reliably 
correlated to basal section, thus is not included or used in the dissertation. 

Previous Work: This traverse approximately follows that of Kottlowski et al. (1956), but 
note that apparently major fault at the base of my unit H54 was not recognized by these 
authors (it is not obvious in the field). 

Road Condition: Poor; many washed-out portions, many ledgy areas; 4WD required. 

Permission Required: Permission of U.S. Army White Sands Missile Range is required. 
Write to: Commander, U.S. Army White Sands Missile Range, Attn: Stews-NR-PR, 
White Sands Missile Range, NM, 88002. 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Access good, easy hikes from "parking" area. Upper 
Pennsylvanian section is 80% exposed if willing to search laterally for exposure. Major 
fault complications that cannot be easily avoided. 
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-S--:::r: --
~:r - H6f - II- l T FBW - Thin boddlng 

V2 -- t:::c: r H6b I"- 35 -'- l-:J. ~ H6a -~ 
-r:::: Micritic nodules 

-

~ 
----

30 -

1'1\ - .-l 1 H4 
Medium boddlng. 

- r~ 
bioclastic 

abundant wholo - crl stems. bra. bry --
~ 

As below bra. bry. crl --
25 -

J ::::-L 
H3d r::::r: .::L - ~ 

FBW V1 -::c J::: :r:: 
-~l 
~ ;::r:: 

20_ 
I 

-IT I 
y H3c 

-:r::;L H3b - ----- I 
15 - L-L-= -l - Dark'llreon color. 

- ...1 interbeds of Y<ilst· 

- calcareous shalo. 

-~--L thin bedding bra. bry, eri 

Missourian - V/LL1 
uesmOlneSlan 

BP - 1 1 H3a 
Buff color 

IJ3NG: ~ H2a 
10_ 

FBW Fissiio bra. eri 

,..BNG: -- Hlc - Hlb bra. bry. eli 

- i--r:;::::::;:. 

Wksl nodulos wrth 
5 H1a long eri siems 

FBW Dar.k gray color, 
1155110 bra. eli 

~~.;", 
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in the vicinity 
E. aft. E. ultimata 

reported by 
Kottlowski, 
etai.,1956 

Fusulinids 

MMS? 

~ 
BP 

FBW 

MMS? 

BNG 

BP 

FBW 

FBW 

BP 

=== 

FBW = == 

75 

70 

4 

65 

3 

50 --li--!==---'-I 

H11 
Laminatod. 
scatterod plan! 
fragments 

Oolitic 

Gray color 

Latoralfy. the HtO 
limostono thickens 
and is soon In this 
intorval 

Thick-massivo bodding 

Modium-thick bodding 

Meidum bodding 

Bioclastic. 
Ihls interval plus 
HB inlerval forms 
prominent cliH 
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en,bra 

syr rmt 
ThicK bedding 

Moaium bedding 
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LPG ~ Gray·buff color 

tTt Buff color 
LPG 

Gray color 

Pololds gas 

~<'O,\._ ... ~ --- Buff color 

SH Gray·buff color pol 

-=-~ 
Buff color. fenestral SH 

e== 
SH pol 

LPG -=- Buff color 

Gray color 

Dark gray color. 
caJcaioous shalo float 

6 

$H [Jur. co"r. 
gas 

poloidaf (1) 

... = .... N25W 14SW 
Shoot ctac ks 

digrtato stromatolrtes 

LPG ... = .... 
== 

Bioclastic. 
dolomilic 

5 

85 

MMS? 
Thicknoss of shalo 
vanes lalorally by 
up 10 10. molOrs 
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MMS 

AS 

10 

135 
MMS 

130 

12 

Vir ilian 
Issounan 

Fusulinids 

-'-'-' -.-.-

iI 
,_._.-

-'-'-' -'-'-' 
'-'-' _._._. 

-.-.-
_.-.-. 

Plant fragments 

Finely lamlnalod 

Thin bodding 

Modlum-thld< 
bedding 

Thick bedding 

Locally conglormratic 
at baso 

Mudstono
siilslono 

Mudslono 

Shoot cracl(S 
Black calcaroous shalo 
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IT. ct. T.jaCkSbOroe~7sis FBW 
T. ct. T. beedel 
(CAR,e-mV) 

T.lepldus 
T. ct. T.Jeffordsl AS 

(GLW, mV) 

T. ct. T. bungerensls 
(CAR, e-mV) ........... 
T.jeffordsl -......... 

(GLW, e-mV) 

MMS 

-1:::-:'::'--':'7_ 
-'.' .' .' - .:..-.:..-:. . ...:. - :':::.":"-:'-..::-

':"'.7-'-:-::' - ..... . 
175 -f::-::-7:";'·.-: 
~- .... 

17"..:.. ' .. 

- . 
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- .. 

_ ...... .,. 
16"-': .~ .. ,' 

.-.-._. 

. . . . 

-

HL37c 

H37a 

Gray color 

Modlum-thlck 
bodding 

Locally (to south) 
conglomsrato ionse 

f
debris flow) encasod 
n MMS facios 

Laterally. 
500 fino-medium 
grainod 55 hElre 

Abundant plant 
fragments. thinly 
Intercafated 8~5t 
and fine 55 

Local concretions 

Rusty·brown color. 
thin. fino 55 intorbods 
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oeM 21 

Fusulinids 
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Gray color bra, rug, bry 

Dark gray.lJ1ack color, 
fissUe 

Silicified wood Iocalfy 

Medium bedding 

Buff color, 
fenastral 

Dark gray color, 
fissile, poor exposure 

sabollariid boundstano 

This cartJonate unit 
not present In soction 
abovo dcons flow 

N25W 12SW 

Buff color. 
lenestrallahne 
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jiJeo 

oeM 

Fusulinids 

Black color, 
lissie 

Black color 
lissie 
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abundant pol 

Gray color 

Bull color 

Gray color 

Buff color 

Gray color rug,eri 

Bladl color, 
liss~e 

gas, pol 

Probably OeM lados 

Dark color, 
fissilo 

Buff and gray colors gas 
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Fusulinids 
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AS 
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~7 
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Poor 
oxpoouro 

Medium bedding 

Buff color 

Gray color 

Buff color 

Gray color 

Bull color 

Gray color 

Bufl color 

Bufl color 

Gray color 
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AS 

MMS 

AS 

MMS 

Fusulinids 
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c"e, e,~ e,c, 
</If (Y'~ Go.§-
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395 
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I'-

370 

36t> 

A 
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"*' c, "e, e,' v ..... v ~e,~ 

- -."':-.'.:3::. 

-!.... • ....:..-•. 

:.: .. ' .. '.:.:: .::. '·1 

._0-

.' CJ'$. ~ ~ CJ ~e, 
..,: '-= ..,:'..,:' ~~ 

~oc,~~ Q..~c, (:P 0'1> 
I 

Orlontoo fluto casts 
and load casts (N40W) 
on undorsido of thin 
ss bods 

Laterally discontinuous 

Silty·shalo 
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T. cf. T. primarius(?) 
(CAR. eM) 

1. ohlocnsls 
T. muscerda 

T. sp. 
(GLW. e-mM) 

Fusulinids 

FBW 

MMS 

370 

36 

240 

Gray color. 
modium bedding 

Buff color 

Latorally seo floal 
boulders 01 apparontly 
tectonically shanorod 
limestono 

Largo (thrust?) lau~ must 
occur within this coyorod 
intorval to account lor 
r~a1 of SOCIion (earty 
Missourian fusulinids) 

Rock Names and 
Uthologic Notes 

fus. cri 



Fusulinids 

Slrona oxidalion. 
brocoalion 

Masslvo boddlng 

241 

unil form; prominont cuN· 
but noto Ihal cliN dlmnishes 
southward and ullimaloly 
disappears south 01 roa:J .. 
altriuulab!o 10 faulling (7) 
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Rhodes Canyon Section 

Location: Northern San Andres Mountains. Sierra County. New Mexico. 

Quadrangle: Hardscrabble Mountains Quadrangle (1981). 

Access: From west of mountains. take New Mexico state highway 52 east from Truth or 
Consequences; this road becomes White Sands Missile Range Road 6 that continues 
through Rhodes Canyon. Section can also be reached from east on Range Road 7 to 
Range Road 6. Base of Upper Pennsylvanian section begins near intersection of this 
road with lesser road into Bosque Canyon (see topographic map; about 7.5 miles east 
of range boundary). and continues westward up ridge. through section 14. and ends at 
flattop in easternmost central edge of section 13 (T13S. R2E). Upper part of section 
(beginning with unit R27) begins at draw in middle of section 12 (Tl3S. R2E) and 
continues northward up draw toward section 12-section 1 boundary. 

Previous Work: This traverse essentially follows that of Kottlowski et al. (1956). Note 
large landslide (Toriva-type block) in lowermost Permian portion of section (straddling 
section 12-section 1 boundary) not recognized by Kottlowski et al. (1956). 

Road Condition: Good; graded gravel. 4WD useful. 

Permission Required: Permission of U.S. Army required (see Hembrillo Canyon section). 

Outcrop Access/Quality: Good. relatively easy hikes. some steep hillsides. Upper 
Pennsylvanian section 80 to 85% exposed; minor structural complications that can be 
avoided. 
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Thin, nodular budding bry 

Local pianl 
Iragmonls 

(Ihis unrt obs~rved on 
SE sldo 01 Bosquo Canyon 
road; abova Ihis swrtehod 
10 NWsldo) 

P. lriangulala 
Tllid< bodding 

abundanl eri debris 

Gray color, 
modlurn beddIng 

eri, bra 

erl,phy 

eli, bry, 
bra, Ius 
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E aft. E ultlmata(?) 

FBW 

FBW 

BP 

BNG 

FBW 

Reported by Kottlowski. FBW 
etal.,1956 

H~ 

H~ 

SH 

<Z> =cn 

<Z> =cn 

FBW = =cn 

Fusulinids 

4 

2 
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BuH color 

Thln·medium bedding 

phy. bra. rug 

gas 

Modlum-thlck bodding 

bra. bry 

Thin·medium bedding 
gas, bra. bra 

Chort cap with 
abundant gas 

Gray color, 
modium bodding gas 

Chony. rubbly bra. rug. cn 

Gray color. 
thin-modlum bOdding 

bra. crr. g:lS 
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=O=a> 

L 
P 

SSS 

C 

I ~ 
L 
P 
C 
I ~ 

LPC ... =-= 

LPC SH 

Fusulinids 
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Buff color 

Buff color 

Gray color gas 

Gray color ost,gas 

This intorval is poorly 
exposod along side 01 
low hil~·1ow dipS, and 
Prentlo siopos. Coverod 
ntorvals probably 
ropresont micritic shale 

Gray color, 
peloidal 

Gray·bull color, 
peloids sabollaruds 

Bull color, 
peloidal 

N45E O'5NW 

Gray color 

Gray color, 
Ihid< bedding phy, bra 
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- ~.!.::~ :-: -- - ~.;~.~. - -.-'-- -'-'-- ~.~.;::.~ -- tt::, ;}~ ---- 155 - ~-:-.:.....~ ~-
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Reddish color 
(Dunbarolla) 

FCM -
~ 130 -

Virqilian 

~ A MIssourian LPC - 1 -
FCM 

~~&~ ~ 
Sorios 01 buH 
and gray colored 

R1Tm 
lod!)Os; poloidal, 

~L~~-
lamlnatod, lonostral 

~~,. 12 R1TI 
FCM 
LPC ~ 9 R1Tk 
FCM :"-

SH 
LPC - t::r-= Gray color 

- 1 Rl7'j - 7 r--
- '//// 
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T. cf. T. calJosus FBW 
(CAR, eV) ----I 

Fusulinids 

AS 
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RU5ty-Oufl color 

Gray color Ius, gas, bra 

Gradational 

Medium bedding 

Incroasing/y abundant 
ss IntOfbods 

Intorcalated sihstone 
and lino ss 

Ptant Iragmants 

LJark gray color 
Top appears to bo 
bored hardground 
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DOW 

DCM 

AS 

Fusulinids 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

14 

13 

235 

230 

220 . ' . '. :.'.: 
':'.' ':.',. 
,',:,' " . 

215 

210 

. ..... 

Dark gray.IJlack color, 
fissilo, 
polloi trails 

Dark gray color 

Dark gray color, 
bioclastic 

Local thin 
conglomeratIC Ionsos 

Poor oxposuro, 
but probably OeM 

Thick bodding, 
fining·upward unIts. 
poor SO"lOg 
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T. cf. T. elegantoldes 
(CAR, eV) 

OCM 

DOW 

15 

T. bensonensis BP 
(CAR, eV) 

BNG 

BNG --==--
BP 14 

FBW 

DCM 

Fusulinids 

275 

24 

Poor oxposuro 

Thick·massivo bedding, 
forms prominent cldl 
(diroclly uphill from 
POllefs Ranch ruins) 

Bioclaslic 

Coated bioelasts, oolitic 

Thick bedding, forms 
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prominont elm rug, syr, phy 
gas, bra 

Thin, nodular bedding 
S&D NOOE 16NW 
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HS - 1 I 
-II 1 Gray color FBW -- _d HS - ~ 

315 ~ Begin seeing 
nodular wkst 

310 

305 

~5 
"-

300 

OeM 

295 Poor exposure, but 
can discern dark, 
fissile mudstone 

R25 

290 

285 

10..~4, ~ 
Fusulinids . e,'o 
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T. rhodesi 
T. beedei 

(GLW, mV) 

in vicinity ... 
T. rhodesi 

T. ct. T. beedei 
D. ervlnensis 
reported by 
Koltlowski, 
et aI., 1956 

T. whetstonensis 
(CAR, eV) 

T. arcuosoides 
T. sp. 

(GLW, mV) 

FBW 

MMS 

DOW 000 

FBW 

A .. ~ 

LPG 

BNG 

000 
BP 0 0 0 

FBW 

H$ 

FBW 
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Thick bodding 
phy,cri 

Poor oxposuro, 
but can discem 
olille-groon mudstone
sil!5l0n0 

Rusty~ango top 

phy, Ius, bra 

Thick bodding 

abundant phy 

FooestraJ 

Coatod blOClasts 

Thick bodding 

FOfms 
prorrunont eli« 

abundant phy 

Grayeolor. 
thick bo<ldlOg Ius. bra, phy 

~--------------~----~---~~~--~~---f~~--~-r-.r-~----~--------------------~ 
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FBW - I J Gradational contact 
5H - .. ' .. ' 

- ..... 
AS - ~'.:':':.':: R35a - : :. " .' .. : :. --

~ 
395------
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1'1' 
'. - .,' .. 
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-
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~ 
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(CAR. IV) -
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~ 
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..-, - :: .... : ...... : ... ~ 
~ 375 ....... : ..... ",:',' 

- .: .". -' ... :: 
- t:-~ '''-: ... :.:,-; 

-t=~~~~~ 
D.sp. 

V 1-= . .:.... .-.=. ) R29c I (CAR. IV) 
D. ervinens!~ 
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~8 ·:~1;;2909o·(S~j1R29b I Conglomeratic lonse (GLW. m-IV) 370 - -' . '. -jR29a I 

-' 
MMS -- .~ _._. 

~.-,-. 

1-'-=:. -'-. 

-' R28e 

36!L. 
._.- Olivo-groon 
'-'- mudstone,sll!slono 

. -

R28d 
1/ R28c 

DOW 000 
R28b 

Rusty-orange top 

BP li,\ FBW SH - I I 
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- '0 • ~ .' •• ' .' : • ,0 •• 
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- . --I 
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BNG /f\ R41a 
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BP --- I 
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T. ct. T. arcuosoldes - ,....1 1 (GLW.IV) 

430- I tH 
'23 

~-

..-
I"- - I 1 - r- I abundant phy 

T. sp. FBW -
(CAR. m-IV) - U-r.-L R40a 

--- 1 [-.1. R39b 
425_ R39a 

gas. pol 

r-L 1 
uuw - I I R3ge Gray·rustyeclor 

--=-=- 1/\ - I -' BP - R38a 
Monlod with 

- r I groan claystono 

MMS 
420 -

r.:.: .. .' .' R38b 
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"22 
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- ~.-:....-.:. 

410_ 

~ -
R37b 

DOW 000 - I r RU5ty-orango color 000 - R37e 
BNG -=-=-

11\ 
Coated biociasts 

BP - I I I Gray color FBW: - R37a cn.1lfy. bra, otc, 

- ' ..... 
",' .' .' .. 

AS 40~ .... '. 
'21 

. ..... ' .. ',' . 
.!-'. "",','-

- ~,:,-::: 
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(CAR. V) 
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T. ct. T. beedei ____ 
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FBW I - I 
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T. sp. 
(CAR, IV-B) 

L. american us 
T. sp. 

(GUo/, B) 

T. cf. T. plummerl 
T. ct. T. ventrlcosus 

(CAR,IV) 
T. ct. T. beedei 

T. ct. T. arcuosoides 
T. sp/ 

(GLW, IV) 
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but Ihls ontlre section Is 
a landGlido block 
(not recognized by 
Konlewskl, el al .. 1956) 

Casls 01 burrows 

Olivo-groen color 
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Gr'B' color. bra. bry. cn. 
S& N2OW06SW lus.elc. 

COalod bioclaslS Ius 

gas. phy 

Olivo·greon color 
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Thin bodding 
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Olivo-groon mudslone. 
impressIOns of pelecypods 

Rusly color 
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_U,S_ 
---"'-="" 
~~ 

LPG? 

LPG? 

?.,$~ ...z 
LPG? 

in the vicinity 
D.sp. 

reported by 
Kottlowski, FBW 
etal.,1956 

T. or S. sp. BP 000 
(CAR, B) NG L. hughosonsis 
(GLW, B) BP 

Ht 

FBW 

FBW 

Ht 

AS 4"t~~~-
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. ...... . 

. . ',' : .' .',' .. ' .. ' 
',: .... ,. .... ::.': : " " .: . 
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END OF SECTION 
Thick boddlng, 
conglomoral., Ionsos 

Orange-buff color 

Feneslral 

Buff·rusty color, 
tonostraJ 

Thick boddlng 

Gray color, 
Ihin boddlng 

Dark gray color 

Gray color 

pol, gas 

alxJndant bra, 
bry, en 

osl. gas, pol 

bra. rug, bry, 
gas,elc. 

aoundanlost 

.... : .. ::. ,', .. 
L-__________ ~~ __ ~~~~~.-L--~~~~=4~~~--~--------------~ 
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